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New college

funds system
postponed
by Patricia Santinelli

A radical new approach to the fund-
ing of voluntary colleges that could

* lead to redundancies, mergers and
closures is being postponed until

1983.

This is to allow the introduction of

|
a two year rolling budget from 1982/

;
.83 which will facilitate planning in

each of the 27 Institutions, according

t to the latest Department of Educa-
tion and Science directive.

(- Now each.colleges allocation is to

• cover two years, of- .which' the first

will be firm btit the second pro-

visional and subject to.continuation

j
during the following year.

The delay in introducing the new
I funding plan follows discussions be-

|

tween the DES and the Association

!
• pf Voluntary Colleges, which would

have 'bad problems in implementing
l (he new system so rapidly.

I
'

.
Under the new system, colleges

|7.. ‘““Will be virtually competing with mb
;

other for scarce resources. Their

;;
grant will no longer be based on staff

J

' student. estimates. Instead they will
' be told How much funding is avail-

able for the whole sector and on this

! basis submit three .financial esti-.

mates, qne basic and .. two.
.
sup-

j
.

plementary.
*

•

I
' This approach allows for reduc-

1

tionvor increases in grants to be
• allocated other than on a pro rata

|

basis. In effect, it forces departments
I or colleges, whose submissions for

extra work receives DES approval to

. “rob" other institutions of available

resources. - • •

Although the delay in fm-

;

plementlng (he new system has given

l
colleges a planning breathing space it

• has not prevented a reduction In
- their total allocations.

Colleges were told in an .
earlier

letter from the DES that for 1982/83

they would have to compete for their
' share pf around £54m, a £lm drop

V on the previous year and in 1983/84

,
; would nave to operate within a

! ; further reduction of £3.6m.

. J-,'In the latest letter; colleges are
'. -.

. advised that
1

for 1982/83 they will

Social science suffers £l.lm Universities

extra cut in budget fall into
by Charlotte Barry

The Government has launched a fresh attack on the
Social Science Research Council by imposing a further

4 per cent cut in next year's budget.

This unexpected £l.lm cut in the council's current
£20.7m grant deliberately flouts the recommendation
put forward by the Advisory Ilonrd for the Research
Councils lust before Christmas.

The board told Sir Keith Joseph, Secretary of State
for Education, that the £447.9m science budget for

1982-83 should be distributed so all five research coun-
cils maintained this year’s level of spending. Instead the
Government has decided to reduce spending of social

science research and redistribute the money among the
others.

At the same time Sir Keith has asked Lord Roth-
schild to carry out an urgent independent review of the
SSRC's work. Lord Rothschild will advise the Govern-
ment what areas of the SSRC's work should be done at

the customer's expense rather than the taxpayer's;

Which areas could be done as well and as cheaply by
other bodies; and which areas directly funded from the
public purse the SSRC could cover better.

kk

m i

The renewed attack on the SSKCs slender resources
will force it to axe another 200 poslgraudate award this
autumn and delay the start of major research projects.

Over the last three years the council has suffered a
20 per cent cut in its budget and been treated conspi-
cuously badly compared with the other research coun-
cils. A sudden £1 .5m cut in June 1981) forced it to hnlvc
the number of postgraduates from more than 2,(100 in
1978-79 to just over 1,000 this year.

Mr Michael Posner, chairman of the SSRC, said the
cut was entirety unexpected and also untimely. “The
council deeply regrets it - it is bound to cause damage
on top of Inc cuts which have already occurred in the
last three years,” he said.

However he welcomed the proposed review and said
he was confident it would demonstrate the need for an
independent social science research council.
He said he would do everything possible to ensure

Lord Rothschild got a full idea of the work being done
before submitting his report in the spring. Mr Posner
added that he hoped to take Lord Rothschild abroad to
compare rescurch in other countries. “I want to show

.^him that Great Britain is the flagship of international
social science research.” he said.

Aberdeen
principal

A

hits out
by Olga Wojtas
Scottish Correspondent

The principal of Aberdeen Universi-

ty has criticised the Scottish Office
for its “inadequate response" to the
impact of university cuts on National
Health Service provision in Scotland.

Professor George McNicol has
written to the Scottish Secretary ex-

K
rcssina bis grave concern over a

liter worn the Home and Health
Department advising health boards
which consider that serious damage
to patient care may result from posts
being left vacant to submit proposals
for a new consultant post.

There is an apparent total failure

in the letter says the principal, to
realise that university staff with hon-
orary NHS appointments are in-

volved in securing the .future of the
health service by tbeir primary activi-

ties in training students, developing

,
innovatory clinical sendees and re-

search, as well as patient cate.

He also condemns as utterly in-

I Hi

tell
Pv!i£-
L- fa*

Fire drill in the early 1900s - one of series of six cards Issued by

Westfield College to celebrate its 100-year anniversary starting today.

fall into

disrepair
by Ngaio Crequer

The standards of repair nnd mainte-
nance of university buildings arc fall-

ing alarmingly low as budgets arc

raided to help survive the cuts.

adequate the health boards' deadline

of January 29 to submit tbeir ap-
plication for new posts after consult-

ing the universities.

Aberdeen University' would . hot
know how many staff wished to take

Estates officers arc becoming in-

creasingly concerned about the false

economies they ore being forced to

make as they run up huge backlogs
of work- The situation is now for

worse than in 1980 when a Universi-

ty Grants Committee report warned
that nearly £400m was needed aver
five years to provide for essential

long-term maintenance.
At Bradford University, Mr Ted

Kemp, architects and estates officer

said: “My allowance has been cut by
almost half for the coming year. Our
buildings now ore at the 20-yeor

mark nnd we arc reaching the stage

where money will have to be spent.

The things I am worrying most about
ore roofs and structures, the fabric of
the building generally.”

Major works estimated to cost

more than £20,000 each will not now
be carried out. The university is gra-

dually moving out of some rented
property, moving a library and in

future probably social sciences de-

partments.
Brunei University has cancelled all

its scheduled maintenance for this

year. Only emergency work, or
necessary to comply with legislation,

will escape the ban.
The university has also abandoned

its minor works programme (lost

year it spent £400,000 under this

heading). Heating is not switched on
until mid-October and is now barely
above the Statutory limit.
' It has vacated one building, a bud- .

ness school, and is ..

vacate others, possibly three. Two
properties which were bought with
the intention of converting to student
residences, have been put up for
sale.

At-- Hull, planned preventative
maintenance has been virtually dis-

continued, and staff are operating on
a ’breakdowns only' basis. A backlog
of £300.000 worth of decoration has
been abandoned,
At -Southampton, the maintenance

budget has been reduced by 25 per
cent. Again the policy is one of
replacement rather than prevention,
Nothing will be spent op Inc building; .

premature teHremehS-unfif '-January-

22, the principal points out. The
numbers would be a central element

The picture shows Miss L. J. Whitby* a mathematics lecturer,

supervising the evacuation of students from the London University

college founded In 1882, into the garden.

Government expecting fall in
by John O’ljCnry

'

Ministers are expecting student nutn- This would mean 5fi,000 enrohnen^.
bars in higher education to fall next instead of 54,000. ;

! ;
1

year white Britain reaches the peak The local Authorities* pointing io

of the 18 year old population. Esti--
1

increased enrolments this year at

mates for enrolments at polytechnics both polytechnics and colleges, argue

and colleges were revised downwards that numbers are actually likely to

by the Department of Education and rise in 1982-3. They < estimate a total.

Science for calculation of the adv- of 56,000 new' student^ l •;
•/

in Aberdeen's financial strategy for

the next few years, ami it would be
totally impossible., to make ft con-
structive response to- the health
board, until the - middle of February
or even March. :•

.
!

safety, improvement programme
(£30,000 last year) andeteaning stah---

aardsahavc been reduced.
A large package of works has been

deferred, including resurfacing of.

roads, and lift are only being; main-
tained if (hey are in single lift build-

ings.
' At . Liverpool the life of many
buildings will run out. at the end of

thft. three years of the cuts. : .

anced further education Civil setvftnta baw their reviUoo.of

. cent to 1983/84.

Despite disagreement py (he local the estimates on two recent Govern-

authorities, the DES allowed for a raent decisions. The halving pf

drop of 4.000 in the number of new undergraduate tuition fees is ex-

stuaents in 1982-3, compared .
yrith pectqd to make institutions .less keen

student numbers for 1982-3
to swell student numbers for (Irian* ,

shpold take a cut of at leaxi 7- per

dal .retqibna,' while tha 4; per cent ^oeilL ;' L, * • * V
J grants- settlement fc accepted as n Trent, Letter, Oxford add BfiSr

v disincentive to some prdSpecUyc km- tol polytechnics are among those to

’ dents.. -
.

‘
. faro ,be«t. Other polytechnic* ,

wj|| ..

•

•.
1

. -.
- faw cuts of up to t2 ptr cehti- While .-

‘
’ The distribution of thC AFEpoollh^leVel In somi college* nfldfati1

is expected to be annouticed next -jiutes of higher education will risfi iw

. week and to contain, wfde variations Ijfaras 16 per cent.
*

... In the ; level
;
of cut ’ to • :bb. ftdminis- ,/# Stf 1 Keith Joseph; Secretary of

j; teted.'.Thft mw /.-fiartiUi
w

‘^'5(^1^:- !•• fot V'- B^wtloit; •; 'formally

agreed by -the Stcpheri Jones grattp^aiiiroiijiccd the,establishroejit Of the

f

f
! might ; nave . resulted in.i.sdrhe ^Committee. fbr ’ Local . Authority
; bome^hnics escaping pbtiiely. buj; it I-Education \h foeHouse of Commons
-fa beqn, agreed . that alL Ijfciiliititfos.

J

rbn. n|ecember 23. .

‘

,
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Oxford ‘freezes’ seven top chairs
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News in brief

by Paul Flather

Oxford University now has 70
“frozen" academic posts including
seven highly prestigious chairs which
could remain empty until October
1985, reducing academic standards.
The university's general board has

just announced in the official gazette
that proceedings to fill the vacant
Chichde professorship of the history
of war and the Merton professorship
of English language will be sus-
pended^ until not later than October
1985.

Also suspended until that date are
the professorships of geography and
French literature, which will fall

vacant in October 1983, and three
readerships in geodesy, human phy-

siology, and the Wilde readership in

mental philosophy.

The university first introduced a'

moratorium on filling posts in 1979
to save on staffing costs, and now
has standing policy automatically to
suspend all centrally funded posts
fairing empty.

Considerable concern is caused by
this policy from time to time. The
philosophy subfaculty for example is

worried that the academic links be-
tween mathematics and philosophy
will be severely curtailed if the emp-
ty chair in mathematical logic is not
filled.

Social scientists are worried that
leaving the Gladstone chair in gov-
ernment and public administration

empty when Professor S. E. Finer
retires in 1982 will create too large
an academic vacuum. Already the
Chichde chair in social and political
theory lies empty.

One professor, who declined to be
named, said: “The university clearly
has to find ways of saving money.
But it must accept academic stan-
dards are bound to suffer if such
important posts remain empty."

Freezing posts is an important part
of the university’s strategy to reach a
savings target of 8 per cent by 1984,
when it estimates that without cuts in
will face a deficit of £3.5m (7 per
cent).

The official register of suspended
posts now has 70 entries, about 5

per cent of the 1,300 centrally
funded posts, ranked in some sort of
priority.

Posts are only filled if an excep-
tionally strong case, based on
teaching or research requirements,
can be put. Thus for example the
Regius chair in moral and pastoral
theology is finally to be filled next
May with the appointment of Profes-
sor O. M. T. CrDonovan.

The Regius chair in modern history
was filledlast year with the appoint-
ment of Professor Michael Howard,
then holding the Chichele chair of
the history of war. It did m t cost the
university any money as buth chairs
commanded the same salary, but the
Chichele chair now stands empty.

Sir Keith allows some
room for manoeuvre
by David Jobbins

Universities are still to he allowed to
argue that their share of the £50m
fund for restructuring the higher
education system should lie used to
spread dm rundown over a longer
time.

But Mr William Wahlcgrnvc,
under secretary with responsibility
for higher education, warned the
Commons in an cve-of-reccss debate
that the new circumstances might
make argument with the University
Grants Committee all the harder.
He told MPs that Sir Keith

Joseph, Secretary of Stnte for Educa-
tion it was belter to introduce an
dement of flexibility rather than dis-
tribute the money across the board.
“The money will go to the UCiC

to be distributed following discus-
sions with the universities or, in
those cases where the argument can
be made to stick by the university, in
terms of a slower rundown.

“It will turn out to be rather more
difficult for those individual institu-
tions to make the argument when
the numbers, nre before them than it

is to make the argument in general
terms, '* he warned.
“However the UGC will un-

doubtedly listen to those cases even
if they are not easily proven."
He said the money was intended

to maintain the rate of contraction
set out in last year's public expendi-
ture White Paper.

“ft is money aimed at dealing with
the redundancy costs in part and in
part where it can be shown (hat
giere is a way of saving the matter
mom a different part. Some of that
money could be applied to buying
jime. This is not ao abandonment ot
the policy of, the White Paper. It is

f .*1* - .’ w
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New head' toT^'"
learned society
Dr Roy Guthrk la tp be ibta new
ttc^rjTOtitra1 of the Royal Society
.w Chenrtrinr. At pratthl lie Is wro*
vice chancellor of Griffith Unlvers-
Ity. In Brisbane, Australia.

,

1

,W Guthrie, who h47, takes river

Dram, Mr. J, Ruck Kfato, wWi ls

retiring this mbnth, and trill be?rr*
- sponsible, for one of; Britain ’a leading
learned societies. It has a mam*:
tersltfp of 40,409 and a publishing:
turnover of £7ta.

, .
i

‘

- A, graduate of King’s College, Lon-
don,' Dr Guthrie fronted In Industry

befdbe becoming a reader at Sussex
University. In 1973, he left for Au-
stralia to become nrqfessor oT chemis-
try (be founding chairman or the
Kbbol of sdenct Ot GrifTUh Ualvers-

an acceptance of the costs of (he
speed of the rundown.”
During the debnte Lahour MPs

.
attacked ministers for a policy which

,

!«d to the severest attacks being
mndc on the technological universi-
ties .

Mr Denis Canavan, Labour MR
for West Stirlingshire, speculated
whether there wus h conspiracy with-
in the UGC or the Department of
Education to deni n lethal blow to

i
Stirling.

“1 warn the minister, the UGC
and everyone else that if they have
tiny intention of dosing that univers-
ity they will do so over my dend
body."
Fur the Soda! Democratic Parly,

Mr Edward Lynns, MP for Bradford
West, lied the reduction in university
spending in with the increased over-
seas student fees and commented:
“The Government's policy is not
only an attack on the Third World
... but an attack on Britain's in-
dustrial base." He nrgued that the
period over which the cuts should be
imposed should be increased and
(heir magnitude reduced.

His intervention led Mr Wald-
grave to point out that Mrs Shirley
Williams had set an agenda for re-
trenchment far more radical than
anything the Government was doing
in her 13 principles of 1969.

He described members of the SDP
as “doubtful friends" to the universi-
ties, a theme initiated by Mr Cana-
van, who pointed out that Mrs Wil-
liams had been the first Education
Secretary to preside over a budget
reduction in real terms and en-
gineered a confrontation with (he
Association of University Teachers
over a modest wage claim.

Bradford to

charge for

resits
Students at Bradford University whe
fail their examinations will have to

pay to resit them, because of (he
spending cuts.

The general committee of senate
agreed in principle to charge for re- I

sits and a fees subcommittee will !

now decide how much and how to
1

implement the charges. 1

mm-

|g||
SBPi

Pf Ii;rt
C
!;
rk’"ad

1

cr
(l

,n "(W™8 5t“d,cs at (be Open University, lookson while (he Hon Mr Justice Abu Sayecd Chowdhury - a former President
or Bangladesh - presente OU Vice-Chancellor Dr John Horlock with aresearch report on.Muslim family law in (ho English courts. Dr Chowdhurv is“ hon

4

WHry wrtWr research fellow at the Open University ahd his report was

tfs Ait, ireaysErtrtai' a £M,M# gram rrom

Aberdeen launches trust to
preserve library
by Olga Wojtns The university court was looking
Scottish correspondent at assets such as rare books, silver,

f mwwii, woremora."UHFVOSFOn
examinations m £H0,G0Q, approx-

'

imately atia-third resulting from re- i

sits; Last rear about 1,000 students
j

took resist. i
•

: .
, j

The ftes committee will probably
ensure that BOnuine .coses of financial

!

hardship will be examined bn. indi-
vidual merits; Bradford already has
nwchahtyiris to ensure that -sludtriis

which will close in 1983 as a result of
the cuts, may be preserved as a
reading room and concert hall
through a charitable trust about to
be launched by the university.

Principal George McNicol told the
university's general council that the
trust was intended to maintain Aber-
deen’s distinctive heritage and permit
innovation and development in the
face of adversity. Former graduates,
the local community ana industry
will be invited to contribute to it.

Other developments might be a
third -engineering chair, the develop-
ment of honours studies Norwegian
and increased resources for biotech-
nology, Professor McNicol said. He
stressed that the trust would not be
used to meet the shortfall in day-to-
day expenditure and income.
“We must, and shall, rerain our

belief in the proverb that 'where
there is ho vision (he people
perish'," he said.

Professor McNicol also said it was
possible the present six-month mora-
torium on academic (ravel might be
lifted' atThe end of that period. “We
cannot long retain academic lead-

other
centres of learning.'’ “We foust not

'

become^inwaril looking, inbred and
sterile. The 1 harsher the climate the
more necessary it is to cany the
(lag. ..

'

that the opportunity will be denied
Tqjmaay. talented and well motivated
y°yng pwple. 'but , also tbatour
codntry- will be deprived of the en-
hancement of their contribution to
(he community which would have
steemed from a university educa-
tion,” Professor McNicol said. ... .

Pay claim
goes ahead
The teachers' panel of the Burnham
further education committee hat — l-
fied the 1982 lecturers’ pay claim.

It endorsed a claim for 12 per cent
and a £250 a year flat rate increase
together with a number of structural

improvements.
A meeting of the committee when

the management panel is expected to
make an offer is scheduled for later
this month.

Journalism degree
meets deadline
The London College of Printing is

proposing a degree in journallm.
The course would start In September
1983 and be the first Journalism de-
gree in Britain,

The Chelmer Institute of Higher
Education, In Chelmsford, had plan-
ned to have a journalism degree off
the ground by 1982 to be run la

conjunction with Harlow Technical
College. But Chelmer are still walling
for approval from the Department of

“Onex gone, of course, our capital
assets are gone for good. I believe
we would be in default of our trust
for the future if, for example, we
ruined the library to meet a tempor-
ary imbalance of income and ex-
penditure.”

Professor McNicol said that some
reduction of universities might be
appropriate in the middle o; the dec-
ade as the number os school leaver
declined, but that the present cute
were premature and much too
severe.

He told the genera] council (hat he
found admirable the concept of the
Robbins principle of providing high-
er education for all (hose with both
the qualifications and the wish to
take advantage of it.

A combination of factors including
the legitimate aspirations of women,
the improved economic climate of
the late 1950s and 60s and the need
for a larger pool of highly skilled and
qualified manpower all added up to
a convincing case for Robbins.

“I am deeply saddened, not only
that the opportunity will be denied

Education and Science,

Telescope in focus
A contract worth £3m for the manu-
facture of a 4.2 metre optical tele-

scope has been awarded by the Sci-

ence and Engineering Research
Council to the firm of Grubb Par-
sons of Newcastle. The telescope, to
be named after William Herschel,
will be the third largest single mirror
optical telescope in the world and
will form the major component of
the SERC’s observatory complex on
La Palma in the Canary islands.

Course fashioned
A new degree course in teshkin de-
sign with marketing has been laun-
ched by North East London Poly-
technic in response to demand from
the fashion Industry. The four year
course relates design skills to market-
ing studies and indudes (wo stretches
of Industrial- experience.

Prize-winner
speaks
Professor Lawrence Klein, the guru
of econometrics and macro-economic
forecasting, who won a Nobel prize
for his pioneering work at the uni1

versity of Pennsylvania, is to give a
lecture od Keynesianism versus
Monetarism at the London School of
Economics on January 12. He is cur-
rently leading a project to link va-
rious national models to a global
forecasting model. The lecture is

sponsored^ by Suntory-Toyota.

Four accused
A disciplinary hearing against four

for later this month. They are ac-'

cused of bringing the university Into

!
disrepute by their actions.

Help for Poles
.
Strathclyde : University has raised

£2,500 in less than a week for staff

and their families at the University
of Lodz in Poland, which has had
exchanges with Strathclyde for 14
years. •

w ensure mm ;*iuucntsW eftnriot take examinations b<-
cause of HltieSs or .adverse ;pcraorial
drcutnsidtwn. or dp; badly ; for the
saute reasons, are able to resit on
the Qssumpilon that it is • their first

:

attempt., y,
'

.'.The/ ffM-Uinn M ''WmVim'iW.'

'

it.* 'L.

Brutish facts for politics lecturers

praWUQPI D| ine
studente qhjon said, %c nre totally

ft

The future camera of
.

politics lectur-
ers .in pfblytephdlcs ‘may wall turn out
to be: ^plitary; ppor,

,
nasty, brinish

add /short
1

, according to .'a newly
published study pgperT ;

;

•W*?. lh«ij'need /to pqrtu e: !. socially
releyaplj tasKs iand !W need i to', pur-
ree cotiventiodnl scholarly edneenu.

l
This crisis of commltmcat, reflect-

ibg; thtfduai role of polytechnics to
wprk wUhih the local community add
:lti work withty -the scholarly com-:

muiuty, is being exacerbated by the
cuts ip higher education, the paper
araues.

The ' Study : of Politics In the
Polytechnics, is

, the work of two
polytechnic lecturers, 'Steven Bris-

(Jift
Principal politics lecturer' at

Wolverhampton, and Vicki Randall,
senior jJplftics lecturer at Central
London.

.
.

•

•

" *

With the prospect of large cut-
backs, lecturers are facing a heavier
leaching, anfl .administrative lokd. At
(he samp time intense competition:

for jobs, forces them tp devote more
time . to ' research and publication to

win promotjon.
Bristow pnd Randall ' base their

conclusions on surveys of politics

teaching in
. 30 polytechnics

;
and

dozens of university departments.;

They found that on average lectur-

ers in polytechnics already! foach
more hours, have fewer facilities,

especially.' clerical assistance and
Study leave

jj
and often inferior librar-

ies compared with
.
their university

counterparts.; '/
, y -
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Natfhe will consider APT boycott
by David Jobbins Sir Keith Joseph's confirmation that “It will be interpreted b ,ie H5 pe r $jL

the APT, which has 3,200 members, cent of lecturers who belong t>< No' . iV
The major college lecturers' union is iiad won a seat after an eight-year as deliberate attempt to wca> ell 1 I

expected to redouble its efforts to struggle, was relayed to Natfhe leader, when education laces the f |
remove pay bargaining from statutory and officials at their pre-Christmas economic threat.

” '

|

The major college lecturers' union is

expected to redouble its efforts to

remove pay bargaining from statutory

control as a way of excluding the

newly-orgnnized Association of

Polytechnic Teachers from negotia-

tions.

The National Association of

Teachers in Further and Higher
Education is to fight hard to prevent

the APT, which is not affiliated to the

TUC, from becoming represented on
the national joint council which negoti-

ates conditions of service at national

level. Unlike the Burnham further

education committee, the NJC has no
statutory basis, and Natfhe views it

as the prototype body for free collec-

tive bargaining of pay hs well.

iiad won a seat after an eight-year as deliberate attempt to wca* vii

struggle, was relayed to Nat [he leaders when education laces the
f

and officials at their pre-Christmas economic threat."

-V* Secretary

;i !i; id beur. u

make all

ri'ns a union. It 1

party. "What a present," one senior

official said.

Bui the API's national sccretar

Tony Pointon, said Nat flic would
ray its own members’ interestsThe union's established policy is that ray its own members' interests

it will not sit down in negotiations if the pulled out of the Burniiam talks. “1

APT is present. Its leaders are to not think they can do their job and

talks on the 1982 clnim only a few
weeks away.
Natfhe general secretary Mr Peter its research activities, but is expected

Dawson said: "We have taken the view to remain based in Portsmouth, where
we do not intend to sit down in it was founded in 1973. It is affiliated to

negotiations with them and will be the Manage rial. Professional and Stuff

giving consideration early this month Liasion Group, in common with the

to the implications and consequences British Medical and Denial Associa-

of this extraordinary decision. tions.

Natfhe's big fear is that the decision
will nid the APT's recruiting at indi-

vidual polytechnics. Already APT
leaders clnim that a majority or staff at

a number of polytechnics would prefer
llic non-TLiC union. An upsurge in

membership could lead to more scats

on Burnham.

Leader, back page.

Four per cent grants

rise condemned
The Government's failure to raise

student grants in line with rising prices

has been roundly eonclemncd by the

vice-chancellor of Queen's University,

Belfast, as “nnked expediency and
exploitation of the politically weak
group."
Dr Peter Froggatt told the winter

graduation ceremony that there are

good reasons for linking benefits like

bizarre in the extreme, compelling
students to pay towards putting their

teachers out of work".

Mr Norman Quick, chairman oi

Manchester University Council, said in

his annual statement to court: "Gov-
ernments, ofwhatever political colour,

seem to be devoid of any planning for

the universities.” He acknowledged
that it might be time to review the

Robbins philosophy.

Sir George Kenyon, the university

treasurer, said Manchester just about

good reasons for linking benefits like that it might be time to review the

old-age pensions and student grants to Robbins philosophy,

prices. It is to help groups which cannot Sir George Kenyon, the university

protect themselves, maximize their treasurer, said Manchester just about

incomes through free collective bnr- broke even last year but was fighting

gaining, change employers, emigrate off a threatened deficit of £5 million

nr sell their skills on the black cco- this year. People in the university “are

nomy. right to be surprised 8nd dismayed und

The Government's “inequitable and perhaps affronted when faced with

iniquitous” decision to restrict the such a drastic change in atmosphere."

increaseingrantstofourpercentcould Professor F.G.T. Holliday, vice-

herald a long-term change in the chancellor of Durham, in a speech to

principle of fixing them - linking them graduates, questioned the contraction

in public salaries instead of prices, the in the universities. “As a nation we are

vice-chancellor said. short of resourses; they have been and

“If this rupture be long-term
,
it is not are being squandered. Our priorities

just brutal, but faces students, parents are wrong, what has happened to the

and universities with incalculable prob- oil rcvenu

is not are being squandered. Our priorities]

irents are wrong, what has happened to the
|

prob- oil revenues? How can we pay people
j

^PT boycott \ * Catholic
Sir Keith Joseph's confirmation that “It will he interpreted b ,ic H5 pe r Secretary nf t\|aq fQ

the APT, which has 3,2fKl members, cent of lecturers who helong tnNa‘ . iV n hiiii be»:r. a»a- UlvM iu
hail won a scat after an eight -year as iL-libcraie attempt to wca1 vii '1 I make all the

struggle, was relayed to Natfhe leaders when education laces the f I ri'nsa union. It was f frym rsiiAfl
and officials at their pre-Ch rislmas economic threat." I ..6liizcd locally HI four |P||||FV-Cl
party. "What a present," one senior Bulthe API’s national sccretar

.

‘
'

.*iC5, with a degree of recogni- O
official said. Tony Pointon. said Natflic would at seven others. A further six had bv Fail! McGill
The union's established policy is that ray its own members* interests ‘ ldicaied they would extend local th,. r.nu1.rnm(.nf ha^n.imcd ii,* n!*a

it will not sit down in negotiations if the pulled out of the Burniiam talks. “1 recognition once a decision was made rnthnii<- -hnn-h m
APT is present. Its leaders are lo not think they can do their job and that the union should hiivc a Burnham ahindnn the nrnnmnls of ihe interim
consider early this month how to carry withdraw from the negotiating sys- seat. rcpS^
this into effect with the first round of tern,” he said. Natfhe’s big fear is that the decision reonmnisaiion of leached cducotion in
talks on the 1982 clnim only a few The organization is likely to expand will aid the APT's recruiting at indi- neif{, 5 >

weeks away. from its present staff of six to increase yidual polytechnics. Already APT The Bishop of Down and Conner,
its research activities, but is expected leaders claim that a majority of staff at

the Mosl Rev Dr William Philbin. had
to remain based in PoTismomh, where anumberof polytechnics would prefer said lhaf a statcmen! 1o this effect
it was founded in 1973 It isMMto llic non-TUC union. An upsurge in would be "nn appropriate contribution
the Managerial, Professional and Stuff meinbe rah ip could lead to more seals

lo g0oUwi„ a„d confidence at this
L'“ gyP*. JJf

on ,iurnham Christmas season." But Mr Nicholas
British Medical and Dental Associa-

Scott, under secretary of state for
tlons -

Lcadci, back page.
C(|uca||on _ who has been dubbed St
Nicholas - remained unmoved.

Hr' the' trustees the two Catholic col-

leges. St Mary’s and St Joseph's,

Ir ^ complained that reassuring re-

E fl K sponse had been forthcoming to the

b- Clrf’'''
1

71 volume of protest against the “aut-V
} 1 IHh rngeous recommendations" (hut the

r j*ti iHu
f.

two colleges should move
the stntc-uwned Stranmlllik College in

• n centre which include
• J Queen's'm Mr announced the Oovcra-

ments intention lo proceed with the

\ 1 reorganization. Although the minister

j
V j voiced the hope of proceeding by

O \ agreement, lie said ihe Government
\ ' Wkfc V/p * would decide the issue on its own if

~-Jt V ».^T r .4^ / a. necessary.

Dr Philbin accused Mr Scott of
talking in the lunguaae und accents of

/ .. 'Is
1

i
eastern European dictatorships, and

:
.

:

claimed the interim Chilver Report
contravened the European convention

Mr Gordon Horner, (right) wllli his wife, h presented with a pair ofbinoculars mi on human rights, ignored the legal

his retirement as secretary and registrar at Bath University since Its inception In responsibility of the trustees of the

1966. “They will help me take amure detached view of the university in future," he colleges, and set aside the long-

said. The presentation Is being made by Professor Paul Matthews, the standing relationship of mutual under-

vice-chancellor. I standing between church and state.

Robin McKie reports from the British Pyschologica! Society’s conference

V »

lems for the future. It may be, howev- to do nothing when there is so much to — Ir!tt,:.Inn,. of universitv stu-
er, as I have suggested, merely a do? Our natSnal leaders, whether they

short-term expedient to find the funds be in Government, trade unions, in- . u as hgen challenaed bv /study
lo pay staff compensations in this dustry of indeed universities, ail have BSmuoofSSfiSwS
penod of contraction.

.
some cause to feel ashamed of them-

h,T
*

Dresented at last week's
“If so, it is more than brutal; it is selves.

* ' * Society.

Call to save adult classes E&SSS.W M
William Alagaratnam told the confer-

People are having to queue for adult Inability to increase and enhance ser- ence at City University that he had
literacy and basic education classes vices mean that waiting lists are crow- attempted to discover if university

because there are no resources to meet ing longer in several parts of (he students were as socially competent as

the growing demand, according to the country she said. they were academically competent.
]

National Institute of Adult Education. p^iiminarv r«„iL<: a «irvev car- “After all, university education is

The institute has appealed to the ^ . w i
l
/[ue Advisory Council for not mere,y transmission of know-

Government to protect adult eduea- Ad^. anHContmuina Education show ,ed8e - 11 has ***** suB8ested 11 B
tion services, particularly those which

fees

^

^

a ouartw in
a 9U«* for meaianghil identity,

help illiterate, unemployed and early St cenh« andcoUeaes 3urinc the attained through dialogue, encounter

The anxious undergraduate

short-term expedient to find the funds be in Government, trade unions, in-

to pay staff compensations in this dustry of indeed universities, ail have

of contraction. some cause to feel ashamed of them-

“If so, it is more than brutal; it is selves.

Call to save adult classes

with others, assertion in service situa-

tions, and giving negative feedback.
The results were unexpected, re-

ports Dr Alagaratnam. “The majority

British bobby
takes another
beating
The Image of the benign British

bobby, somewhat tarnished after the
of both male and female undergrade The unage of the benign British

ates reported high levels of social bobby, somewhat tarnished after the

anxiety and were as a group, more urban riots of (be summer. has taken a
submissive than the group of students further dent following a research

of nursing.” study, carried out by Dr Andrew
He said this unusual finding was Colman, a psychology lecturer, at

the growing demand, according to the country she said.

Nationa) LisHmte ofAd^ Education.
preliminary results of a survey car-

j

pHnSf ried out wllh the Advisory Council for
Government to protect adult eduea- Adult and Continuing Education show
tion services, particularly tovU

that fees have risen
8
by a gUarter }n

hefo illiterate, unemployed and early
adult centrcs M£, Jurj (he

UdMcn. ,he pr«i-

supported by larger cross cultural stu-

dies.

Dr Alagaratnam told the conference
hi London that he believed the social

Leicester University.

Dr Colman described the results of
his work at the conference in which he
took measures of conservatism, au-

Laay Howaen, tne institute s presi-

dent, nas written to Sir Keith Joseph,

Secretary of State for Education, ex-

pressing disquiet about the shrinking
number of classes and the prospect or
more financial cuts next year.

and confrontation”, D
said.

In his study Dr Ala,

Dr Alagaratnam

Enrolments have dropped by three in his study Dr Alagaratnam com-
per cent, adding to faQs of ten and pared a group of student nurses - a
eleven per cent respectively in the profession well known for being sub-

previous two years. The institute is missive, according to Dr Alagaratnam
concerned that the emphasis on the _ with a group of young undergradu-

competence - or lack of it - of thoritarianism and general attitudes

undergraduateshad been largely, if not towards black people among new
totally, ignored by researchers - de- police recruits, those who had under*

,

spite its importance In influencing gone two months training and a group
students' self-esteem, lecturer-student of probationer police after 20 months
relations and the quality of type of service.

seminars and tutorials. Compared with a group of civilians

And Dr Alagaratnam, a member of with similar backgrounds, both theraw

Even in relatively protected ser- needs of unemployed school leavers I atesdrawn mainly from the science and
vices such as literacy and basic educa-
tion, the rise in demand and the

has led to older people being over-

looked.
social science departments of a college

of London University.

the psychology department of London
university’s Goldsmiths College, told

delegates tbat the assertion made by
the eminent psychologist Carl Rogers
that “there is no place for the whole
person in the educational system, only
(he intellect” was supported by his

Union warning Rents threat

rted by

The Association of University Students on rent strike at University ing social contacts, expressing positive

Teachers has warned London Uni- College, Cardiff, have been told they feelings, handling criticism, differing

versity that- any decision to worsen may face disciplinary action if they fell r,

staff-student ratios as part of a £3 to pay their arrears by early next week, t • ri _ _ -.ll-, -1^
million economy package for medical President of the student union, Mr

p JTc J7v<tily UU'
education will be regarded as subject to Mike Shrimplon, said efforts to per-

. ,

** ..

negotiation. sude the college authorities to with- The old saying that people are us old as

draw the warnings, delivered by reg- they feel received scientific support at

The 'onion has written, to Lord istered letter to five students, had the conferencewhen Dr John Nicliof-

ScamtiUk. chairman of the university failed. son, of Bedford College, London Utu-

Eight assertive response categories study. He concluded by calling for

were sampled; turning down requests, more representative studies of social

expressingpersonal limitations, initial* competenee, so 1hat Ihe need for social

'
g social contacts, expressing positive skills training for undergraduates in

clings, handling criticism, differing general could be assessed.

recruits and probationers were signifi-

cantly more conservative and author-

itarian, while the experienced police-

men and women also had markedly
illiberal attitudes towards black people

• and about the death penalty,

These problems could be overcome
by introducing psychological screening

of potential recruits and also by estab-

lishing more and. longer training

S
-riods for all levels within the force,

r Colman added.

Life really does get better after 40

The 1 union hns written, to Lord —— — ...- — - - , . . . .

Scarmah, chairman of the university failed.
. ,

son, of Bedford Co»ege
;

London Unj-

court, indicating that the move would • The college alms to make its student versity, presented his stumt on What

be a change' In conditions of employ- residence accounts, which ran losses in Do Adults Feel About Their Age.,

ment.. 1978-79 and 1979-80, to break even The research Involved interviews

Academic purge feared in Poland
A major purge may be brewing In academics pnd intellectual detainees Univerdty'^and with the oppositIon

Polish unitrersflies aimed at Solidarity nre “enjoying'' the relative comfort of group, KOR (Worker* DefenceCoto-
...l. L.i. kmiM amet in frrtVArnmflnl rent fTtitteoi. ..

& yuiii« uuiiuiimiiva aii||WM as uvuwunj
activists ahd others who have shown house arrest

themselves unorthodox in the last few homes,
months, according to latest unofficial A number
reports. 1 official arrest

douse arresi m uovernmoiii roa» mittec).
,

homes At ine same time the Military Couij-

A number of intellectuals on the cil of National Salvation U clearly not

official arrest list of those to be de- willing lo negotiate^ with dissident
i id, . , viuwiat OUU0I

• At the same time Qentrai t&lned have also beeii either left free or

: Janutelski’s
' military government released after interrogation. .

' teems prepared to make at least token '' f Among those reportedly sePfiree are

: concessions (0 academic circles.
'

: {he prominent writer, Jan Jmef Sicze-

cil of National Salvation Is clearly not

willing to negotiate^ with dissident

academic?; !':
'V.'-.

•
:

.

with 550 men and women of various

ages and revealed tittle evidence that

life gets worse as wo get older. “The
common feeling lx that physical, and
mental slowing down' Is more lhan
compensated for by greater social and
emotional maturity , and self-

Kermode move
Professor Frank Kermode, who is

giving up his Cambridge chair because

ofthe doctrinalrowsoverstructurallsm
within the English faculty^ will take up
a chair 'fo..hutaqftl|fos ut Columbia
University. New York, ftpm next July.

' concessions tb academic
shown In the Jasi few months any signs

of Solidarity activity. ..
•’

Acaaepilclab'x appeal, page 4

VII flidirofEnglish Literature because

of ine row over, the non-appointment
of Dr Colin MacCabe to.a permanent
Cambridge post.

confidence", he added.
The study also revealed that few

people are aware of awkward ages or

crises, the great majority of the simple

did not wish to be d different age, and
women seem to reach their prime

about a decade later than men.

MODERN HUMAHITIE8

, RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

The President oi the Association,’

Professor A. A. Parker. WM del-

ver the Presidential Address on
"Wit and me Concern .Some
Aspects of Compereuva Literary

History" on Friday a Janbary 1982
at Opjiviti the Gustavs -Tuck

TItoatre, UnMersSy CoHeoa,.QoW8f
Street, London, W.O.l. AdmissTon

free vrittwtit Bcket A« wetebma.
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Yugoslav IBc^sbcIjneal to scholars
dissident loses 1 posts in 1979 *

appeal
now

Dobroslav Paraga, a 21-year-old stu-

dent from Zagreb, Yugoslavia, sent-

enced earlier this year to three years'

imprisonment for human rights acti-

vities, has had his sentence extended
to five years on appeal.

This marks growing concern by
Yugoslav authorities over the in-

crease of separatist sentiment in

Croatia and elsewhere.

Mr Paraga was arrested on
November 21 last year in connexion
with a petition to (he Madrid Hel-
sinki review conference on alleged

breaches of human rights in Croatia.
He was the only student among the
*lfi signatories, many of whom were
intellectuals of considerable standing,

and is the only one arrested.

One died under mysterious cir-

cumstances when the police cnlfcd at

his home and the rest were simply
invited by the security authorities for

whnl, in Yugoslav terms, proved lit-

tle more than a polite conversation.

Several signatories retracted nt this

stugc on flic grounds thut they had
only signed n continuation sheet, ami
had never seen the exact text.

At his (rial, on May 20, Mr Paraga
admitted to collecting 17 signatures,

hut claimed (hat his action whs justi-

fied by tire provisions of the Helsinki

Final Act, to which Yugoslavia is n

signatory.

The appeal court decision muy
have been in part due to the fact

that Mr Paraga was a student at the

Zagreb 'I henlugical Academy which
was separated from the University of

Zagreb in the early days of Socialist

Yugoslavia.
There has been a mounting cam-

paign against the Cntholic Church in

Yugoslavia, particularly in connexion
with the nttempts of the hierarchy to

“rehabilitate'’ the memory of the late

Cardinal Steomac, who is presented,

in the official histories, ns a collabor-

ator with the nazis.

In addition to his thco logical

studies, however Mr Paraga Was en-

rolled for an external course in law

at the University of Sarajevo, which
adds substance to his claim dial his

actions in promoting the petition

. were legal.
‘ The extension of. his sentence

bodes badly for other Croatian dissi-

dents who have been jailed.

g posts

Professor Aleksandr*5'
f.

nd

president of the Polish AluSamy fli

Sciences, has appealed to scientists

and academics *‘to show a sense of

responsibility for this important sec-

tor of national culture entrusted to

them, to ensure the continuity of

scientific development".
His appeal, reported on Warsaw

TV on December 17 shortly after his

release from internment in the

second wave of police round-ups,

spoke of the state of martial law

making stricter and more strenuous

demands" on institutions and indi-

vidual citizens

The round-up of scholars, many of

whom had never shown opposition, is

in a marked contrast to the earlier

attitude of Gencrul Jnruzelski, ... . _
,

the -Polish pritpe minister, Commun-
.

Jaroslaw Guzy: student leader,

ist Party leader, minister of defence, hology, might well have returned to
and head of the new MiliteryCoun- teaching.

tuals acted as advisers, and Solidarity

chapters in the universities ana
Academy of Sciences, played an
essential role.

The Independent Students' Asso-
ciation (NZS) flouted the proclama-
tion of martial law by sit-ins on
several universities. The congress of
the NZS was cancelled a few days
before the imposition of martial law.

Newsreaders said the situation would
"have turned the NZS into a political

organization, rejected the policy of
social accord, and insisted that the

clause concerning the Party's leading

role be eliminated from the Constitu-

tion".

A raid on the NZS headquarters

in Warsaw is said to' have revealed

“instruction materials and illegally

published books” to this end. Omi-

Jewish and
Arab students

clash

cil for National Salvation. General
Jnruzelski tried to cultivate the

academy, paying fotmal calls on Dr
Gieysztor and lus colieogucs on tak-

ing office as prime minister.

The academy however has taken n

firm stand for academic freedom
during the past 16 months, and at its

annual general meeting this month
was to demand. changes in structure

and administration. 'Hie demands
were expected to Include: the aboli-

tion of the party-based academy
bureaucracy (a by-word among Pol-

ish scholars for state interference in

free learning); on end to the quasi-

ministcrinl status enjoyed by the

Learned Secretary of the academy by
which he is responsible to the prime
minister and not fellow academics; a

phasing out of the problems scheme,
by which all research is connected to

some urgent problem of the national

economy, and a return to direct

funding.

Another change supported by (he

Solidarity chapter of the academy
would have allowed academy em-
ployees to take up part-time teaching

duties in the universities.

During the Iasi few years, the

academy institutes have become a

haven for academics of suspect poli-

tical views who were not allowed to

teach for fear that they might pass

on their ideas to their students.

Had the change gone through, the

historian Stefan AmsicrdamsKi, for

example, nt present a researcher in

the academy s Institute of the His-

tory of Science, Education and Tech-

nously, the communique concluded
tne extent of the

A
and-state and

Some dissident scholars have
already been absorbed into the uni-

versity structure. Antoni Maciere-
wicz, a member of the former Work-
ers' Defence Committee (KORY edi-

tor of the underground journal Clos
(The Voice

)

and one of the founders
of Solidarity's social research centre
had a part-time lectureship last term
at the JaKtellonian University of Kra-
kow - alter students demanded liis

appointment under the new “self-

governance" structure.

In spite of General Jaruzetski's

assurances that the restoration of
normality will not mean a return to

the state of affairs before August
1980, it seems, unlikely that his plans
include dissident lecturers in the uni-
versities.

Already attacks have been re-

sumed against the emigre scholar
Leszek Kolakowski who was invited
back to lecture at Warsaw in spring.

Although the list of prominent de-
tainees released by the authorities a
few days after the takeover Is incor-
rect. (three of the persons cited were
outside Poland at the time), it must
be taken as an indication of the
retimes Intentions.

'

The scholars named included Dr
Bronislaw Gieremek, an economist
and one of the principal advisers to
Solidarity.

It seems that the ruling military
council, several of whom are harder-
line than Jaruzebki, Is opposed to
open discussion of social and politic-

al issues and of alternative models
for Polish society in which intellec-

that

anti-socialist" action of the NZS
leaders would be determined through
"proceedings”.

An unofficial list of arrested NZS
leaders include its presidium mem-
bers Jaroslaw Guzy, Agnieszka
Romnszcwska and Maciej Kuron
(the fathers of the latter two were
among the first to be arrested in the
early hours of Sunday December
13), activists Zbigniew Rykowski,
Krzysztow Leslri, Jacek-.Kaputowicz,

Jan Skurzynskl, Janusz Majewski,
Jan Fribes and Roland Krufc from
Warsaw University and a schoolboy.
Piotr Skwercinski, from the parallel

organization the FMS (Federation of
School Youth).

The Military Council and the
Soviet news agency TASS have
attacked the FMS, and emergency
regulations now demand that all

school children aged 13 or more
must carry a school admission card,
until identity cards on the adult mod-
el can be issued to them,

A sit-in at the Catholic University
of Lublin, frequently a haven for
students excluded from the state uni-
versities on political grounds, is re-

ported to have been broken up by
security police. •

Unofficial reports are constantly
swelling the count of personal
tragedies and disasters. In spite of
the mass arrests the picture ot Polish
academic life at the dose of 1981 has
a few gleams of light. Not all

academics on the “hit list" were
actually rounded up.

Four Arab and two Jewish students

were injured, and five Arabs and
one Jew arrested, in an unpre-
cedented weekend of violence be-

tween Jews and Arabs at the Heb-
rew University’s Mount Scopus cam-
pus last month.
The university has appointed s

special investigating committee fo

look into the dashes. The clashes

were the first ever between Jews and
Arabs at the university, which has

some 500 Arabs and 14,000 Jewish

students, not connected in any way
topolitical demonstrations or events.

“Tne fighting was a pure expression

of ethnic antagonisms,” said one stu-

dent.

University president Avraham
Harman, a one-time Israeli ambassa-
dor to Washington, said that the

clash was “a very serious matter" but

“should not be exaggerated." Some
350 students were involved and
“complaints of violence have been
lodged with the police and or the

university authorities against some 10
persons".

Demonstrators
banned
Two students of Hamburg Unlvereity
have won a court injunction ordering

the university to ensure that lectures

are not disturbed by demonstrators.

Although the case is of legal signifi-

cance it is unlikely to have much
practical effect.

The court gave its ruling during a

week of demonstrations and student

strikes up and down the country

against spending cuts and for higher

grants. The federation of student

associations claimed that the call for

action had been widely followed, but.

in fact many university departments

were working more or less normally.

Some leading politicians, including

the federal chancellor, Mr Helmut

Schmidt, expressed understanding

for the rebellious mood among stu-

dents. But there is growing polariza-

tion between student demonstrate!*
arid their passive fellow undergradu-
ates. The reaction of many students

to the cuts and the economic reces-

sion is to y/ork harder as competition
for jobs becomes tougher.

North American news-

Comptroller uncovers grants abuse
Widespread abuse of America's

' national student grants programmes
has been uncovered by the comptrol-

.

ler general of Ihc United States, the

government's financial watchdog.
In -a report submitted to the Sen-,

ate last week, the comptroller re-

- vealed that a recent inspection of 20
universities and colleges had unear-

thed many instances of students con-
tinuing to receive government finan-

1

rial grants although it was dear that

they were failing to make satisfactory

academic progress.

Student grants programmes admin-
istered by the tcdcrnLEovcrnment

-amount ‘to about $17,00^,
the report says. But p large'number

;^^( institutions are failing to ensure 1

' that students receiving aid arc rrtak-

! trig life acadcfaic progress which is a

: condition ot continuing grants.

.
The report, complete with indi j

viHtfel hortor stones of students.

. abusing the grants system, cornea at*

an embarrassing moment for univer-
sities, which arc campaigning to pro-
tect the gram programmes from Mr-
Reagan's assault on public expendi-
ture.

Anonymous examples cited in the

comptroller's report include the case,
of a community college student who
extended bis stay after qualifying as

a nurse to take a diet of courses
comprising car maintenance, yoga,
archery and skiing. The extra stay:

was subsidized by more .than $2,000
of Meral financial aid. .

Another case involved a student ot

a four-year public qniversity who dis- •

guised his academic failure by taking

8 large number of physical education'

courses to buoy up his grade average

and thereby qualify for more than

S4.20Q of grant aid over five years.

In n third case, a community col-

lege student was paid more than

$500 of grant to support a bizarre

academic career consisting of the

same physical education course repe-

ated 28 times and a variety of com-
plementary courses in disco dancing,

fencing and tap dance.

The comptroller's report points

out that two of the three government
agencies which pity student grants -
tne Education Department and the

Veterans Administration - require

die Waking .reasonable . 'Academic
‘

progress,
'

Neither - igertcy
;
enforces its re-

quirements adequately nod the third,'

the social Security administration,

docs not impose nny requirements
for ncadcrtiic progress.

The report goes on: “In visits to

2D institutions of higher education

and a .review of more thrin 5,000 ran-

domly selected student transcripts,

(he General Accounting Office found
that many students receiving finan-

cial aid were not making satisfactory

progress.
,

.

:= “Mainly this resulted from school

standards that allowed students to

remain eligible for. aid without prov-

ing that they Were- moving toward a

definite rgoal with adequate' grades
and at a reasonable rate."

Much of the abuse, says the re-

port, stems; from jtudenv manipula-

tion of the grade point system used

in most universjtieseridcaJIcgkB.By
juggling course Withdrawal and lime

extensions, many students caught in

the survey had been able to ooost
their crucial grade point average arti-

ficially to tne level which would
make them eligible for continuing
grant payments.
To end these abuses, the Comp-

troller General calls qn the Educa-
tion Department and ihc Veterans
Administration to introduce tighter

regulations. In' addition. Congress is

asked to issue legislation which
would make social security adminis-
tration grants conditional on
academic progress.

Ideally, the Comptroller would
like to •cewvery- university,or college
receiving student grants publish and
enforce its own academic progress
standards for students receiving

federal financial assistance. The stan-
dards should lay down a "reasonable
rale" for movement towards gradua-
tion and establish a realistic rela-

tionship between the minimum pro-
ficiency levels required on a course
and the standurds required for gra-
duation.

The Comptroller's suggestions are
less likely to worry higher education
associations than the Impression con-
veyed in the report of-general abuse
of the student aid pfogrammea:

.

Petti* David,

North American Editor,

The Times jUghcr Education
Supplement,

National Press Building,

,
Room 541,

Washington DC 20045:

Telephone: (202) MS 6765 ,

Blacks lag behind in getting

into college, says Ford
from Peter David

WASHINGTON
Enrolment of black Americans in

higher education institutions has fal-

tered and, in the case of graduate
and professional schools, declined,
according to a new Ford Foundation
financed study published last week.
The survey, undertaken by the

Howard University Institute for the'
study of educational policy, says that
overall student enrolment in gradu-
ate schools reached a peak between
1976 and 1979. :

.
Between 1976 and 1978 total

graduate -.uhobl: enrolment dropped
from 1,885,000 to 1,876,000 students,
a decline of 2.^ per cent for full-time
students.

Some ethnic groups, including His-
panics and Asian Pacific islanders,

nevertheless showed enrolment in-

creases of more than 9 per cent.
Blacks, on the other hand, led the

field in declining enrolments.

Between 1976 ati.d 107?; black pa-

lmed by about 3,500 stu-rolment declined
dents to a total of 61,918 students.

At this number, the reports says,

blacks constituted only 5.8 per cent

of the total graduate student num-
bers, and even a doubling in their

enrolment would not result in racial

parity.

In professional schools, too, black

enrolments lagged behind 1 all other

groups between 1976 and 1978; when

Student numbers generally increased.

While faD-time student numbers. 'in*:

creased more than 5 per cent; the,

number of blacks remain virtually

unchanged, levelling off at just oyer

11,000 students. In Taw and medicine

- described in the report as impor-

tant barometers of equal opportunity

r the progress of blacks was particu-

larly disappointing.-
* :

]

Demand high for engineers
American students' graduating next
summer face reasonably bright job
prospects despite the gathering eco-
nomic recession,. according to a
national recruitment survey pub-
lished this month by Michigan State
University.

• Graduates in sonic fields,, particu-
larly In engineering and computer
science,: will be

. jn high demand,
although demand has levelled off or
even fallen jn some non-technical
subjects. ...

A survey r conducted by the uni-

versity of 428 businesses abd govthi-

ment Institutions showed that safety -

offers would be about 5 .2 .
per rent

higher than they were last year, Tn«.

highest starting salaries would ,bc

paid to chemical, electrical .aha

mechanical engineers, who could ex-

pect more than $22,000.
'

'

Students majoring in social Spence,-

however, could expect starting salar-

ies of only $14,111- about $T,OOPjt

year less
1 than -' the salaries ;

wljicn

,

would be. offered to graduates ;.inj

hotel and -restaurant studies* :•
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Olga Wojtas talks to Aberdeen’s new principal

Cottage industries hope
to cut through UGC ice
A former colleague describes Profes-

sor George McNicol as having the

qualities of an old-fashioned doctor.

The description does not displease

the former chairman oF the board of

Leeds University's medical faculty

who is just completing his third

month as principal of Aberdeen Uni-

versity.

“I can't see any qualities which are

incompatible with running a uni-

versity."

A concomitant of the family doc-

tor's qualities of patience, under-

standing and an ability to inspire

confidence is seeing people when
they arc not at (heir best, and the

principal admits that in Aberdeen at

the moment, “morale is not good".

Aberdeen, the worst hit of the

Scottish universities after Stirling,

was completely unprenured for its

UOC-imposed cut of 23 per cent. It

had been reckoned tlmt, at worst,

the cut would be half as severe.

Despite its antiquity, the 500-year-

old university is relatively poorly en-

dowed in terms of disposable assets

which could help to cushion the cuts.

What staff found particularly pro-

voking was that the UGC had shown
no lack of faith in Aberdeen’s
academic ability. “The specifics were
trivial,

1
' says Professor McNicol.

“We had to collaborate with Glas-

gow over Norwegian. Glasgow had
already shut Norwegian down, which

the UGC didn't seem to know. We
had to consider doing something ab-

out Italian. And we nail to increase

numbers in biological science."

The UGC advised that the uni-

versity's intake be reduced by only

200 from more than 5000: Aberdeen
was being told, in effect, to continue

what it was doing, only to do it more
cheaply.

In the new year, the principal will

be inviting the UGC to recalculate.

“There are distinctive cost factors

related to our geographical isolation

and being in an area with Bn expen-
sive economy. If someone is posted

to Aberdeen by an international

company, the cost of living allo-

wance is higher than in central Lon-
don. I feel this hasn’t been adequate-
ly taken into account."

The principal seems to have no
doubt that Aberdeen's case will cut

ice with the UGC. In the middle of
widespread vilification of that body,
he says it is an appropriate and inge-

nious mechanism in which be nas
considerable faith. “I wouldn't like

anything to happen to it. I think they

have made a mistake in relation-to

Aberdeen, but I’d much rather have
them than the alternative, presum-
ably direct control from a senior civil

servant.”

Another reason for Aberdeen’s
high costs is its medical , work in

the community. Its medical faculty

makes a higher contribution than

anything else in the United Kingdom
to local health care, between 25 and
30 per cent. The UGC's cuts would
mean £500,000 being axed from the

faculty’s budget, although the UGC
expects the present student intake to

be maintained.
.

Since his' appointment in October,
the principal nas taken every oppor-

tunity to speak out against the folly

of cuts in clinical medicine. If the

clinical and laboratory posts lost by
the university arc not tilled by the

health board. he has warned, local

health provision will be jeopardized.

He has told Scottish Secretary

George Younger that expecting the

National Health Service to funa gaps

Professor George McNicol: qualities of an old-fashioned doctor.

caused by government cuts is “a fri-

volous attempt at a financial conjur-

ing trick".

Professor McNicol is well aware

that his many public statements on
medical care make him likely to be

accused of partiality for his own sub-

ject. He points out that one could be

so wary of such risks that one could

disadvantage one's former discipline

by trying to ignore it.

But more than that, his remarks

have been a deliberate tactical move.

“I selected medicine for public com-

ment because it highlights the unwis-

dom in allocation, and has obvious

public appeal for the good reason it

will have public impact. I hope the

university community will see the

way I'm exercising tne responsibility

of office as fair and balanced.”

Professor McNicol's prinripalship

has been characterized by consulta-

tion and discussion. “The academic
community is made up of very

gifted, intelligent, well motivated

people. It would be obscurantist not

to take advantage of their collective

wisdom. A university is not a fac-

tory, but is made up of interacting

cottage industries. No one person

can have a full appreciation of the

problems of the people living in the

next cottage, let alone on the other

side of the campus."
Despite wry comments on how

much each exercise is costing, the

principal has ensured that all re-

levant documents are circulated to

staff members. Participation extends

to students whose representatives sit

on all main decision-making bodies.

Student participation is still fairly un-

usual in Scottish academic circles,

and Professor McNicol was some-
what taken aback by the amount of

student involvement when he went
down to Leeds. He was not initially

in favour' of it, but cheerfully admits

he was converted by its quality.

“But l don't see my role as a

collector of voices," he stresses.

"The principal is. there to provide

leadership, and this is particularly

important when limes arc difficult.

'

lie does not envisage any major

restructuring of the university, or the

toss of any of its five faculties.

“Wc obviously have a tradition in

arts going back almost 500 years, we
have n good, well regarded law

school n flourishing faculty of science

and a distinguished medical school

with the oldest chair of medicine in

Britain dating from 1505. Cm perso-

nally committed to maintaining the

present excellence of the divinity

faculty."

At present there are four divinity

faculties in Scotland, and it is

assumed to be inevitable that one if

not two will disappear as a result of

the cuts. But Professor McNicol is

firmly defending all parts of his uni-

versity, particularly those which
might feel themselves in the front

line.

“Universities have a non-utilitarian

aspect. You're not just imparting

specific skills which will last a gradu-

ate through a lifetime, but also the

desire to learn, to assimilate new
knowledge and maintain excellence.'

We have a non specific role in train-

ing people for leadership in the com-
munity, and you can see the rele-

vance of the arts in that context. 1

would like to see a strong tradition

of classical scholarship maintained,

and philosophy and history. I also

believe there's a strong role for

sociology in universities. It's as im-

portant to know how society works
as how the physical world works."

Professor McNicol is particularly

concerned with innovation, and in

the new year will launch an appeal

for funds for new ventures to former
graduates, and the local community
and industry. "The university’s not

worth perserving if it’s preserved'

ossified. It's not a fly. in aspic."

Despite the shock fell throughout

the university at the cuts, the prin-

cipal maintains he is "very * tiff rroirt

despair. “I think despair is a self-

fulfilling prophecy. The time to show
resolution, determination and entcr-

K
rise is when life is difficult. ! would
opp those arc qualities I can in

some measure bring to bear on the

problems of Aberdeen." The skill of

an old-fashioned doctor may yet pull

the university through Us crisis,
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Worldview analysis is an important part of

religious studies. It is a part too of sociology,

anthropology, philosophy, history and litera-

ture. It has ramifications in art and psychol-

ogy. Lt is a vital und fruitful ingredient in

education, one which so often is pathetically,

indeed, almost wilfully, neglected. It is like-

wise of vital interest in shaping the minds of

those who need to act in politics, above all in

matters of foreign policy.

I want first to outline what worldview analy-

sis is. I shall then make some more particular

references to its role in understanding foreign

affairs, especially in these more militant days

of Alexander Haig and Margaret Thatcher. I

shall conclude with some thoughts about its

needed rale in education.

A central part of the study of religion is the

attempt to understand and to analyse major
religious belief systems, and the symbolic life

of vnrious cultures. It is true that in earlier

tradition - nnd still in our seminaries - the

study of religion is primarily conceived as

trying to illuminate our own tradition - most
often Christianity.

Such theology is more concerned with arti-

culating faith man understanding the variety of
faiths. But in a marc modern naulcmic en-
vironment of greater cultural outreach and of
the growth of the social sciences und u deeper
view of the humanities, religious studies has a
broader cast and a different goal from that of
Christian, Jewish or whatever theology. If we
wish tn understand how people view the world
wc need n wider perspective. In a sense the

.

theologian, like the preacher, becomes part of
nur data. His or tier views arc what wc seek to

understand aiul analyse.

Why the West needs to see
* reiiiriniis

Ninian Smart offers an aPProach to political

Shi the modern study of religion is necessari-

ly plural and comparative. It also docs not
presuppose the truth of uny religion or even of

religion in general fit such could be said to

have truth).

Truth in these matters is debatable, varied.

What is not in the same way debatable is the
fact that women and men nrc moved by such
truth. It is this empirical side of religion that

religious studies first of all must focus on.

Now, for systematic worldview analysis you
must MTctch religious studies so that it reaches
towards nnd across secular worldviews, und
incorporate the insights relevant to the theme
from the other disciplines - philosophy,
anthrnpology, sociology. But l have not saul

directly vet what it is.

Broadly the supposition is that in order to

understand human actions nnd feelings you
need among other things to know about the
way humans view the world. Thai is, what
kind of beliefs and values they have. Largely
such beliefs nnd values arc expressed not lust

intellectually but in ways thol relate to feeling

and action through symbols and styles of
ritual, ccrcmonhd and performative language.

Mostly worldviews are syncretic: thus a
Catholic Irishman typically hus woven together

Into his worldview elements from Catholic

Christianity and elements from his conscious-

ness of the Irish past. Incidentally an impor-
tant ingredient in most modem worldviews is

nationalism- Hence Maoism combines motifs

from Marxism-Leninism with dements related

to Chinese reconst rue lion.

Generally speaking a fully formed worldview

,
will relate in' individual both to the cosmos and

!
society. It is a triangle: cosmos, others, the

self. In traditions which are religious some-

thing transcendent lies beyond the visible

cosmos; something sacred lies behind social

order; something eternal lies below the every-

day self. In secular philosophies, there are

often analogous patterns: behind the visible

world arc simply minute constituents of mat-

ter, behind society lie laws of development,

beneath the conscious self lies the uncon'-
scious.

Typically too a worldview has not just a

horizontal structure, the triangle of forces I

have just mentioned: it develops a sense ^of

identify through myth and history. Reagan's

worldview is much bound up with his sense of

belonging to the American tradition, which
glows with events like 1776, Appomraattox; -

the building of the Panama Canal, Iwo world •

wars. Christianity and Marxism have theories

of history. In some societies this role of giving

a sense of the meaningful past is given by
myth.

In order to bring out the nature of a world-
view various methods are needed. T think our
analysis should initially involve structured

empathy and contextual integration. Let me
draw out the meanings of these terms. First,

empathy. The worldview explorer needs to put
- himself within the other person's or other

g
roup’s world: what does it feel like to be
re/lmcv or Mrs Gandhi or a Thai intellectual

or r member of the Moral Majority? Wc often

have to make u powerful and creative effort of

imagination in order to get outside our own
skins. How little are wc taught to do this. So,

first, empathy.
Bui it has to be structured. The worldview

of another culture, group or individual is a

collage, composed or many interacting parts.

How can wc know what it is like to be a

Fundamentalist without knowing quite a lot

about the Bible and about how that is dynami-
cally used within the triangle of forces I men-
tioned? So, second, structure.

But it is easy just to look on a worldview as

a set of ideas, 'nurse ideas have to be set in

living context. Thus it is no use seeing that

people believe in God without seeing what this

means in practice - as a way of worship, as

involving certain kinds of sentiment ana ex-

periences. So part of worldview analysis is

seeing it as beliefs which are integrated into a
living context of action, institutions, life. So,
third, integration.

Clearly this description of what I mean by
worldview analysis is liable to give rise to a
number of comparative and crosscultural ques-
tions: when we begin to see for instance how
the Chinese set of worldviews had an influence

on the way China came to look at modem
science and technology, or when we consider
the way in which mental structures lie behind
certain elements of the Japanese economic
success.

Wc may ask questions as to the correlation

„
or otherwise between kinds of religious experi-
ence and kinds of moral values. We may
consider whether secular ideology can fulfil au

% V

actually operates in the Soviet Union and
elsewhere. Wc may consider how apt some
worldviews are to correlate with contemporary
science. And so on.

We may note also that since a worldview is

so to speak simultaneously cosmic and person-
al It mediates (ruth or what it takes to be truth

symbolically. This is true even of more ab-

stract sounding worldviews such as Marxism.
The ideas of revolution and liberation have

How do Hindus fit Into the world views of

Third, the more a foreign culture is intrusive

the greater the stimulus to nationalism.

Fourth, in the case of Iran, the notion of

solidarity with the free world had to be preca-

rious in that the Shah, though happy to use
Western technology to modernize, ruled in a
non-libertarian way.

symbolically, inis is irue even oi more.ao- Fjfth th(J intnJsion of Weslern va|ues into
strnct sounding worldviews such as Marxism. Iran w;s bound up with the ShBh .

s p[ans t0
The ideas of revolution and liberation have

his country in fairly drastic ways, and
such loaded and symbolic value. ..yet he himself hardly could offer a pereuasive

Successful worldviews are ideas and symbols
(deo]ogy _ flfter an fie modelled himself on the

that have power. So the primary question Persian Empire: to some extent he was
uhniit Ihnm ir tiiholknr than Hntfe nnmar rtnt » . - .. .about them is whether they have power not
whether they arc true or not.

Let iis now look at a few examples where
wc nmy be in error if we fail to see the

meaning of certain worldviews. Consider
Western attitudes towards Iran.

First the West’s strong postwar stake in Iran

nrosc from two thoughts, one about Commun-
ism and another about oil. In the days of

Dulles and now again in the days of Haig, the

world is seen as an arena of struggle between
two ideologies; revolutionary Marxism and the

beliefs of the so-called "free" world. Rough-
ly the latter is supposed to refer to some

neral idea of liberal democracy. But how do

beliefs of the so-called "free" world. Rough-
ly the latter is supposed to refer to some

S
neral idea of liberal democracy. But how do
ese worldviews get perceived from the direc-

tion of a broadly Islamic culture?

making the same grandiose moves that Hitler

and Mussolini made before World War II. AU
this is of cdurse well known, but failure to

analyse the situation was a factor in erroneous
policies towards Iron.

Iran is a case where religion and a new
nationalism become identified. Consider how
the power of such a combination has been
underestimated (eg, by the Soviets in regard

to Romania and Poland, by the British in

Northern Ireland). Similarly we have tended

to see Marxism as more monolithic than it is,

and to fail to see that part of the potency of

Marxism lies in its capacity to mobilize

national identity in certain countries.

Incidentally Marxism finds the going hard inUon Ot a broadly Islamic culture t . incidentally Marxism rinds Uie going hard in

Though Marxism is to be combated because countries which have a deep Islamic culture,

it is atheistic, it of course in no way follows and it also seems to be the case that predomi-
that liberal democracy is to be courted. This is nantly Protestant countries are largely imper-
so for a dumber of reasons:... vious to it. But it has more potentiality else-

First. modem democracy is pluralist in a vvhere, for a variety of reasons,
way which is uncomfortable for the religious

. __ *_
.

leaders of an Islamic country. Let us consider Latin America. Though the

the functions performed by traditional faiths: cultural

.and so took afresh at the way Marxist belief Islamic. alism, this was an ideology which came to see

Laurence Kitchip Uncovers an obscured style

Milton and Baroque
Milton as frontispiece to first edition of Paradise Lost

On a bank holiday more than two
decades ago, coins were to be seen

in Archers ornamental basin sur-

rounding the cascade at Chatswoith.

It seemed odd tq come upon a Ro-
man custom in Derbyshire, until one
connected it with a pdpular movie
then going the rounds, and its theme
music: "Three Coins in the Foun-
tain", which referred originally of

course to the Trevi.
• The Baroque, once described as

the architecture of despotism" is

also a' popular style, intended as such
when (he Roman Catholic church set

about reaching the masses as a coun-

ter to the Reformation.
Deailh with only disparagingly as a

the turn of the century, the baroque
has long been central to art history

studies Tu England since immigrants
ntral Europe such os Pevsner
itkower begun to show us

what it was about. More recently,

music has caught- up; air waves.
Opera houses and even B13C2 arc

loaded with Montivcrdi and llnndcl.

A lot of it comes from St John's.

Smith Square, also by Archer, who
has thus rather surprisingly got a
foot on both the popular nnd the
elitist aspects of the style over here.
Finally, to mark au acceptance, wc
have Gothic Westminster superseded
by St- Paul's for' a royal wedding
viewed by millions. «

Where (lie acceptance has lagged
behind, und a long way behind,
though perhaps inevitably, has been
in literary studies and entitism. Re-
cently Nicholas Brooke and others
have been at work on Barqqhe els-

maqts. in Sba^cspeare, and;t|io {ide

has probably turned, but there is still

considerable resistance in areas

otherwise well informed. Abroad,
this reluctance to admit literary affi-

nities with a splended international

style is regarded as an insular eccen-
tricity like drivng on the left. On the

assumption that it's better to

appreciate more rather than less of
one’s heritage, such a blind spot is

regrettable.

What was the cause of It? Why,
for example, when London Trans-
port issues a guide to Hawksmoor’s
churches, do some literary experts
continue to shy away from the Baro-
que ingredients of Milton, to take an
obvious example, even going to the

lengths of denying that such ingre-

dients cfiti be rolmd?
Reasons for disapproval of the

style are political, religious and
academic, finally perhaps insular. In

literary studies the delay in attending
to it is first of all n result of English

Studies like those of Robert Gittings
on Kents, not to mention television?
dubious hubil of screening the Lake
District as background to Words-
worth's verse, has put an end to such
rigidity of critical method, and in

view of the media inteiplay of sound
and vision (very much & Baroque
formula, anyway), not a moment too
soon.

In part, at least, the rime-iag has
been the result of a blinkered
approach, even when the data cried

out for reference to a broader categ-
ory, Even more it has come from

1

two major critics. Eliot and Leavis
(One Plight also.; include thb.Amer-;

ican, Lionel Trilling). In one way
that has been an advantage. Tf either

of those had been diverted to a vast

subject out of tune with their tem-
peraments and their intention to fos-

ter a tradition of “living English", we
would have been impoverished. On
the other hand, both (and again,

Trilling) wasted time on questions
relating to Milton which have been
resolved by a less austere approach-

Eliot writes at one point that En-
glish “verse of the seventeenth cen-
tury - admitting the one difficult

cose of conversion, that pf Crashaw
- is finer than that of any other
country of religious communion at

the time." The parenthesis is reveal-

ing because Crashaw’s conversion

was followed by assimilation of a
full-blown (some might say over-

blown) Baroque style, recognized by
Mario Praz, significantly not English,

as far as the mid-1920s.

For Eliot the interest would be In

Crashaw's earlier participation infhp!

community at
.
Little Gidding- put

thnt was not really a “difficult, c^se „

Eliot does take a cautious step to-

wards architectural analogy, where he

says “St Paul's in comparison win- St

Peter’s is not lacking in decency , n

remarkable reaction to thnt gran-

diose pile of Wren's, And what is he

saying about St Peter’s? He is to sum
up Milton as. "the greatest master .in

out language of freedom within

form’V whatever, that means. Not
surprisingly Milfon .was another diffi-

cult case apd Eliot handsomely
ddfnitted the conditioning ,of His. cri-

ticism by his own aims as a poet. He
was inevitably more: reticent’ about
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the world as others see it

,L

analysis with implications for ways of teaching

f -MX

asymmetry between the ideological manner in

which enemies anti friends arc chosen. Thus,
support for Zia or for Pinochet derives from
the fact (hut they are perceived to be anti-

communist or anti-Soviet. It is not inhibited
by the thought that apart from some aspects of
self-interest the ideological reason for oppos-
ing the Soviets is defence of a libertarian
system.

' Lack of a worldview which can succeed in

mobilizing support urouiid the globe is itself n

weakness for US foreign policy, and more

RJfeL-

Western Christian leaders like Mrs Thatcher and Mr Haig?

itself ns somewhat remote in spirit from the
liberal democracy of the United States, for
several reasons.

First, it wits aristocratic in temper, nnd so
paternalistic rather Ilian egalitarian. Second,
there hus been u strong strain in Hispanic
liberalism of a kind of spiritual positivism

which perceives Western democracy as mater-
ialistic and gross, compared with the vision of
Spanish values which could paternalistically be
spread through art and education to the mas-
ses in it harmonious way. Third, whereas West-
ern democracy has religious pluralism, this is

not evident in the way in which Latin Amer-
ican Church-State relations have developed.
Thus the anti-clerical positivist strand among
the upper and middle classes has given the
Churcli a certain ambivalence in regard to the
two-culture stratification. Consequently the

way is prepared for new forms of liberation

theology which ally many Christians with so-
cial revolution. That there should be n Marxist
ingredient is not surprising, since: fourth, the
fruits of capitalism as seen from south of the
Rio Grande are generally speaking not a higher
standard of living and individualism, but rather
a strong acquisitiveness at the expense often of
the defenceless.

Consequently it is hardly sensible to speak
simply or Left, Right and Centre in most of
Latin American politics. The structure of the
relevant worldviews is much more complex
than such a spectrum can measure.
One feature of the development of modern

Christianity is that it has become more
ecumenical, with an increase in the weight of
Southern opinion including Latin American,
African and Aslan.
An ambiguity arises: Christianity blends

with (be personalism and pluralism of the
democracies, and is at odds with the totalita-

rian atheism of Marxist countries. On the

other hand the poverty of the South often has
1

» perceived relationship to capitalist nnd col-

onialist forces und uttmidcs emanating from
the democratic North. Even if many Northern
Christians react against this, especially where
an assertive conservative patriotism is vigor-

ous. it remuins nn important strand in Christ-

ian thinking, and is a factor in radicalizing

mnny Christians.

If wc look to the Indian subcontinent, other
lessons concerning worldviews may perhaps be
Icaint. Recently Mrs Thatcher, visiting ihe
Republic of India, defended Western support
for Pakistan because it is a “front-line stutc”,

in the global struggle against the Soviets.

However, if the Soviets can hardly control the
Afghans because of nationalism and religion

working tugether stimulated by outside intru-

sion, it is hardly likely they would find the
control of Pakistan easy.

But that aside, the problem taring the West-
ern politician is this: Pakistan exists because of

the negation of the religio-political pluralism

of India (thus Jlnnah did not trust Gandhi's
policy), and per contra because it is Islamic.

Virtually nothing else unites it - it is a kind of

modern Muslim rump of the Mughal empire.

Because the logic of Pakistan is not ethnic but
religious it is logical that it should form itself

into an Islamic state. But that already sets it

against (he principles of "freedom" as the

Westerner understands it. By coatrast the self-

conscious pluralism of Hindu India has much
more affinity to Western pluralism. Thus
Ideological affinities are greater between India

and US than between Pakistan and the US.

Yet paradoxically, the tilts to Pakistan are

partly the result of anti-Soviet suspicion but

also maybe because of a tension within West-
ern and in particular the American worldview.

The tension may be described as an

generally lor Western policy. 'This is partly

because social democratic ;md pluralist

societies have in recent decades taken the
superiority of their system for granted, umt
have not thought through the limitations that

it contains when looked at from ,i glohal

perspective. If you do not have an effectively

persuasive worldview you have to rely for
friendship on self-interest. coercion, cash or all

three, and none are so efficient ns commit-
ment to a programme which will improve
hunnm welLuc.
However, the formation of n worldview

which will synthesize elements from the reli-

gious, political nnd cultural past of the West is

u sort of theology, and I have attempted it in

,niy recent Gifford Lectures. But the main
burden of my argilmem is flint the understand-
ing tif the worldview structures of the globe is

important for intelligent responses in interna-

tional politics. Ttut it is an aspect of education
considerably neglected so that even intelligent

Rlc In liij>h places can he strangely ignorant

c religions and ideologies of (lie world.

Whether we look tu the UK or the USA
or other English-speaking ami European coun-

tries the neglect of worldview analysis in our
high schools in part stems from strangely sensi-

tive and confused attitudes regarding religion,

lt partly stems from the ethnocentnsni ende-
mic to tribes large and small, and especially to

Ihe modern nalion State, keen to instil patrio-

tic and safe thinking among the young.
Thus in regard to religion: either you can't

tench it for fear of upsetting the Churcli-Suite

balance or in - private schools nnd establish-

ment Lilian contexts you teach religion not in

the sense of exploring it but in the sense of
indoctrinating, instilling Christian or Jewish or
whatever values. In either case comparative
study suffers. It is true that it is quite feasible

constitutionally in Americu to have religion

studies in public schools: but how much press-

ure is there for it? Mention religion, and
minds shrink ot souls salivate. Some general
knowledge of worldviews should be a neces-

sary ingredient in general education.

Ethnocentrism does not help. A feature in

recent times is the growth of n new conserva-

tive alliance between religion and patriotism in

America. This is itself rather hostile to plural-

ism, and therefore acutally to the fundamental
principles of the liberal democratic society.

But even liberals have been ethnocentric:

they tend - since they think that Western
individualism is the best system, modified by
reason and compassion seen as bringing econo-

mics and technology to bear in creating greater

happiness nnd welfare - towards blindness in
understanding alternative ways of viewing life.

They sec the world as needing enlightenment
ami progess. Hence some of the successes and
disasters uf development economics.

At miy rate the rationally minded liberal

tends to be as ethnocentric as the conserva-
tive Thus very often for him worldview analy-
sis becomes identified with applied philosophy,
and philosophy with u particular analytic slant

on human affairs. In brief, ethnocentrism
tends to mean educationally cither hostility to
other viewpoints than patriotic Christianity or
hostility to worldviews other than scientific

humanism. These worldviews might he right:

but we should nut confuse issues of ultimate
truth with issues of empirical importance and
power.

Similarly, in higher education there is too
much misunderstanding of the role of compa-
rative religion or religious studies for it tn be
admitted lightly as a necessary ingredient. It is

more traditional to think: cvervonc should
study some philosophy. But modern philoso-

phy is admirable maybe as a tool for reflecting

rationally: it is inn informational or committed
greatly to integrated .structured empathy.

ft' is partly Tot these reasons I like lo use
worltlvinv aintlvsis. Internaltonal or cross-

cultural worldview analysis should in my view
bc an ingredient in a core curriculum.

Ii is the superiority of uur system (hut we
cultivate knowledge, and give ourselves great
freedom of enquiry. Worldview analysis would
’have little pluce in blinkered cultures like the
Soviet Union nr Pakistan or Libya or Romania
nr Albania or (iiiatemalu. Yet, alas, wmi-
times we catch their discuses, ami begin to
look at the world in ways (hat display little

empathy, little subtlety, hide knowledge, arid

mouth superficial futilities about the free
world which we fail to perceive through other
eyes as a world of internal marvels and exter-
nal machismo, ignorance and rnpaciuusness.
That is why liberalism itself cannot be simply
an internal posture.

It is Ihe heart of uiy proposal that worldview
analysis should be descriptive: it should seek
to exhibit and unfold, hut not to judge: that
can come later

But a proper and effective outlook for the
social democracies of (lie West - now we arc
moving into a tightly interacting global era

• - is somclhing which is a global analog

to social democracy - that so for us possible

wc should respect and tolerate culture plural-

ism, encourage free institutions and act to

alleviate (lie disasters of poverty in a new
economic world order. The danger of the
neo-Dulles stance of Haig and Thatcher is that

our countries of the amazing and fruitful West
will ride roughshod over alternative stances,

such as those of Hindu India, and thus alien-

ate some of our natural friends, will support
cruel and often unstable dictatorships and will

remain indifferent to the major problems of
world poverty.

But whether we accept this stance or some
other, extra knowledge of how human beings

act will surety enhance our efficacy. That is

why we need cross-cultural worldview analysis

lo oc taken more seriously.

The author is professor of religious studies at

the University of Lancaster.
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his religious and nationalist pre-
judices and there can be tittle doubt
that these were engaged here as
well.

The towering achievements of
Leavis do not include an awareness
of music or visual art as favourable
influences on (he word. In poetry he
put a stress on concreteness and pre-

cision pf imagery, in justified reac-

tion to the fuzzy romanticism still

about. , In. applying this test to Shel-

ley, however, he was comprehensive-
ly refuted by.D. J. King-Hele, an au-

thority on earth satellites,' who
pointed out that Shelley’s descrip-

tions of weather were not only In

advance o( his time but reasonably
valid even now. *:,

i-

The rigours of the New Criticism

didn’t allow for reference to sup-
posedly irrelevant factors like Shel-

ley's scientific experiments or Mil-
ton’s contact with Galileo, still less

the consignment shipped home from
Venice by Milton which included a

“chest or (wo of choice Musick-
books of (he best masters flourishing

about that time In Italy, namely
Luc? MarenzJo, morite Verde", nnd
others.

No, it was words on the page that:

were the business of poetry criticisms

and overwhelmingly in relation to
that' elusive concept, idiomatic
speech. So.:we have Leavis blaming
Milton for “remoteness from any En-
glish that whs ever spoken" Bad "cal-
lousness to the intrinsic nature of

• English",.,a -feeling that became
quickly and comfortably acceptable.
That was in 1936.

.
In< 1962~ Milton's style : is “a'

medium the distinction of which is to

have denied itself the life of the

living language". Similar attacks

were made on Tasso and Gongora in

their day; indeed it seems to be an
occupational hazard of late Renaiss-

of Othello as in part a recoil from
his elaborate speech.

Both Eliot’s and Leavis’s track re-

cord on Milton would have more
weight if either of them had read,

for example, Tasso, os Milton did. in

the original. Yet Leavis confessed lo

carrying
.
Paradise Lost round with

him until the cover was frayed. A
"difficult case" if there ever was one,

y«s, much more so . than Crashaw,
But Milton the linguist might have

been given the benefit of the doubt,

at least in so far as the style he
adopted was in part an adaptation to

English of modern European
methods.

,

It looks like a touch of insularity

in two major critics, and indeed it is

their insularity which most seriously

threatens their foture reputation aria

significance. For all Eliot’s displays

of learning (dubious displays, as we
now know), in temperament and
even physical presence . neither of

these great inheritors of the Apglp-

Saxon Puritan tradition can be
visualized as anything but alien in,,

say, the gilded surroundings of a.

Counter Reformation churcb:

At stake here is not just the critic-

al nomenclature or even a vital

aspect of Milton’s achievement, but

the charting in Englislfpoetry ofjm.

originally continental style, a buried

tradition. An obvious example in

Shakespeare is the naked.tube in.

Macbeth's soliloquy, who could have da, Wylie Sypher and in 1980, at

taken wind from a fresco. He might lost, a study by Murray RostOn with
equally have appeared in chronicled reproductions of relevant Italian

legend, of course; it is the coinci- paintings, Milton and the Baroque.
dence that is likely to be striking in Wfay that style was so long in

the poet’s mind. Ariel in The Tem- disfavour here was first explained by
pest embodies that motif, along with the nit historians who needed to

its corresponding stage mechanics, in account for the wholesale destruction
a major dramatic role. of Baroque formal gardens and the

But there was still no need for displacement of wren by neor
one reviewer, troubled by the edec- classical builders. Anything associate
tic mixture of styles, to ask if a poem with Louis XIV, recently defeated in .

can be half Baroque. Only in critical Marlborough's wars, was out. He
oversimplification do the masters was not only a supporter of the

conform lo a single style. Stuarts, and thus a menace to Eng-
Ii’s unlikely that Milton was una- land’s national identity From Europe,

ware of all this, though his role its but a symbol of Roman Catholicism
PR man for the Roundheads set' him itself. Thu.accounts for the .eclipse.of
in an awkward relnrionshfp to CaVa- a stylef. bfl’t

7
sCarceLy Tor its

-

bahish-

'

tier taste. His grand style was Telia- mem to the sin bin for 200 years,

bilitated by Christopher Ricks who Clearly some very deeply rooted pre-

unveiled its complex merits in 1963. judice is involved.

There the term Baroque is only Whnt. briefly summarized, are the

found in a footnote, frustrating be- -characteristics of the style? It is,

cause Ricks gives "instances of Mil- .among other things, ponderous, and

ton’s seeing a scent" and of his “re- militaristic in a rectilinear - parade

curr(ng insistence thnt sound is' a ground fashion. Jt is* bulbous, swell-

movement of the air"; and these are mg out info curves on the front of

typical of the Intermingling of effects otherwise classical: buildings and sen-

lmbitual in buildings where: painted sua(ly 'painted female bodies. Its fres-

figures overlap theur .frame to seecn cocp ceilings are riltvc with, cupids

statues or trumpet soundlessly or catapulted in droyes. across domed
pretend to be actors grouped on a segments of a starry sky.

singe. 1

,
There is much use of theatrical

with a notable exception of M, M. lighting and .. illusory three-

M&hobd who long ago included a dimensional space,, often set in a retd

section roundly called “Milton and or painted proscenium arch, as in

Bafoquc" in her study of poetry and iracUtiohal English musfohaU or pori-
' Humanism, the urgent wqtkofview- lomirrte. .the mysticism, whose a

ing him npt only os a theologian, saint’s; merging. with ifeity Suggests

politician, Latinist or English poet orgtjsrii; - can ,oe- eqUiyOCaL ;There,

but as part of |ii$ contemporary and! much; nfore lh Its. jtectijar use, rt

scene in Europe, has been msdniy is efrotic. One thing It never- wris ts

transatlantic. Contributors have in-
' Eliot's ’’decent"; .Tne delight of Ito-

cIuded Roy' Danifelte. ibasw in Gfina- mains' in the Bernini fountains is a

proof of Baroque's popularity. Id
fact in some ways it is a fun style,

exuberant. For a long time in Eng-
land, no doubt, that was precisely

the trouble.

There is really no reason why a
generation, primed by new dimen-
sions of space exploration, by the
Italy of Fellini aod Visconti, and
addiction to “multi-media" effects.

suafry'painted female bodies. Its fres-

coed ceilings are rilrve with, cupids
catapulted in droyes. across domed
segments of a starry sky.
There is much use "of theatrical

lighting and .. illusory three-

dimensional space,, often set in a real

or painted proscenium arch, as in

iracutiohal English musfoimU or pan-

lomirrte. .the mysticism, whose a
saint’s merging with deity suggests

orgjjsrii; can oe equivocal. : ;TSerev
and! much; rriore'ih its. Secular use, i|

,

should any longer be deprived by
reductive criticism and residual Puri-

tanism of enjoying an important
aspect of Milton!
What Ricke calls the “fluidity of

syntax" could be
.

given a whirr in
some salting like the painted hall at :

.Greenwich or Si John's Smith
SqbarHtstlf, interspersed with Mon-
teverdi, though not with music ren-

dered dislractingly behind the text;

That would restore the partnership

of visuals, music and foe word cen-
tral to Baroque entertainment. It

would at least draw attention to

some of the things Miltori docs.

As good a choice as any would be
Paradise Lost Book VH . where
Raphael describes the Creation in-

-eluding "Lights" (determinedly plu-
ral), “spangling the hemisphere

-

"

.

(another touch of theatricality).

When birds appear Ihe cock sounds
a might clarion. Finally’ the Almighty .

rests on foe seventh day, “but not in

holy silence kept". For from it. He’s
entertained : by instruments vividly

listed and what reads like' boisterous
*

foeif Jjogtisb heaven.

77ie .- duthaf . is -.a translator and
tWAk '.r

f
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v
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In 1830, that irascible mathematical

genius. Charles Babbage, published

his Reflections on the Decline nf Sci-

ence in England which touched a

sensitive nerve in the British scien-

tific community.
For nil its excesses, Bahh.'ige's

work did make n valid point. Science

in England had most certainly de-
clined from the time of Newton and,
in contrast to science in France, was
in a parlous state. The evidence was
clear mid Babbage presented it for-

cefully. Mathematical physics, which
Newton had created, was. in 1830,

almost entirely a French science.

D' Alembert and l.ugrnngc hud com-
pleted the revolution in theoretical

mechanics that Newton had begun,
and it was Pierre Simon dc Laplace
who had followed to its conclusion in

his nugisteral M+canlque Celeste, the

path that Newton hud first set out on
in the Principia. Blind worship of
Newton hud preserved ill England
the obsolete mathematical notation
Newton introduced long after it had
been replaced on the Continent by a
different and more flexible system.

When the nineteenth century began

.

Englishmen couhl not even appreci-

ate how far they had fallen behind
the French for they could not read
the areut treatise* in which the
French had perfected Newtonian
physics.

Britain behind
France in pure science itself; it also

logged behind in scientific organiza-

tion, professionalism and com-
munication. The Royal Society had
become a club, composed largely of
physicians who realized that an FRS
after their names was worth guineas,
and dillclantes who dabbled in scien-

ce. Provincial literary and scientific

societies were founded in the later

eighteenth century in response to In-

dustrialization but. except for the
Manchester Literary and Philo-

sophical Society, they ' did not
.amount to much. With but few ex-

ceptions, throughout England, those
who pursued science were amateurs
who could not and did not make their

living from science. When something
was. discovered that was worth pub-

.
lishing, there were few outlets. The
Philosophical Transactions of the

Royal Society only occasionally con-
tained a triily

.
important scientific

communication; the “scientific"

periodicals were few and far between
and .were edited by individuals who
had neither the professional' skills

nor the time to read article? critical-

ly. The best articles in these journals,

.were the translations of French,
papers.

heritage by reforming mathematical

education. Babbage formed the

Analytical Society, Peacock trans-

lated Lacroix's textbook on the cal-

culus which used the continental

notation, and Herschel Mastered the

Micanique Celeste. By 1830, the re-

volution was well under way, with a

growing number of disciples, mathe-

matically trained and eager to spread

their new science throughout Great

Britain. Ail that was needed was the

proper professional support. For a
brief moment, it looked as if the

Royal Society could he reformed and
serve ns the leader in the further

professionalization and mathematiza-
tinn of science. John Herschel wns
put up by the professionals us a

candidate for president; he lost and
the professionals turned away. Quite

fortuitously, at exactly this moment,
William Vernon Harcourt at York
proposed the creation of the British

Association for the Advancement of

Science (BAAS). Those who desired

further professionalism in science

turned to it; provincials who wished
to enter h wider circle of science

found the prospect pleasing and
possibly even useful; and those who
worried about that state of British

science saw it us a means of improving

The first meeting of the associa-

tion in York in 1831 marks an epoch
in the history of science in Britain.

Within a few years, the association

became the semi-official voice of

British science nnd, certainly, the

most conspicuous scientific organiza-

tion in the British Isles. It provided a

forum 'for scientific discussion, a

social occasion at which local social

lions could roar, and a chance to

meet scientific colleagues nnd discuss

professional matters informally. It

soon developed into a source of fund-
ing for science through Us own

S
ants and through its lobbying of
c government on behalf of scien-

tific projects. On the whole, its

effects on British science were salut-

ary and it soon moved to the very
centre of British scientific life.

Gentlemen of Science is the story

of the founding and first J 3 years of
the BAAS. As a book of many vir-

tues and a few serious flaws, it de-
serves serious attention, bath by
scholars and those interested in the

E
lace of science in society. It is

ased upon a treasure horde of

manuscripts discovered by the au-
thors and put to excellent use. It is

flawed by a point of view that often
conflicts With -the wealth of evidence

,

the authors; themselves, provide;

The association was founded at a
time when the social and political

foundations of Britain were being
shaken as a result of (he Industrial

Revolution. 1831 saw the failure of

the first Reform Bill and the conse-

quent intensification of unrest among
the. industrial middle- doss from
Whom many prospective members of

the association might be drawn. The
J 840s saw both the Anti-Corn Law

I'

4

mu
'.if ’A:

lift

•K fy. The best articles in these journals, agitation. and the Chartist movement
:1;

- were - the translations of French’, that Icd ;seribui observers of the Brit*

[' ] .papers. ish scene to fear a revolution. The
:

: Babbage called attention to the founders and later administrators of

different situation in France. There, the association were perfectly aware

i i

: ..scientists nf (he first rank sat in the of these stresses and strains and set

U-4 .
InStititi de France and wofif ’paid by out to avoid or alleviate them, The

'
:

r the state. The greatest QmMMUW
4m. been ennobled by-. .Ndpomqh . and ’.describing the clever way in which

proved with ease in the hlgfiestsodal the. 1 association: Was able, to coopt

ki cirele?,
,
Meeting* bl the. Academy of ..proyinrtal members qf the induitriai

Sciences, ot the -institute were wett,classes' without, permitting them to

: -^attended-and ufcunllv were the scenes copttol Or even utitiulv Intliiciiee

vQf. adyanwi h .was, .at association policies. Just its in Parba-

ui tW'^antiddiy, foi! eknrppk
. (hat mtint where ihe 'new members re-

Roderick Impcy Murchison

the sciences left it open to religious

attack. John Henry Newman at Ox-
ford asked exactly the correct embar-
rassing question: "ft is indeed a great
question whether atheism* is not as
philosophically consistent with the
phenomena of the physical world,
taken by themselves, as the doctrine
of a creative and governing power.”
A Fellow Oxonian summed up the
hostility to the association by those
of a philosophical temper “who do
not wish this country to become a

,

philosophical, scientific, mathematic-
al, revolutionary, infidel France.”
The fears were well founded. In
1874, John Tyndall, as president of
the BAAS, then meeting in Belfast*
threw down the materialist gauntlet,
just as Newman had predicted. But
for the early years, the religious

facade was kept up and supported by
most members at the association.

Although the association was of
major importance as the instrument
for the popularization of the Idea of
the utility of science among the nqn-
scientific classes, and as the most
visible organ of the advance of scien-

ce. its greatest contribution lay in the
direction and support that it gave to

the men of science in Britain. When
Veriion Harcourt first conceived the
idea of an association, he wished to

have the advance of -applied science
count for a good deal. That Was
what was supposed to attract 'the

Wished desperately

draw some conclusions about group
action. But when, as in the present

case, there is almost an embarrass-
ment of sources, its utility ’

dis-

appears.
The authors Identify 20 gentlemen

of science at the very beginning of

the book (page 20). What these men
have in common, more or less, is an

education at Trinity College. Cam-
bridge, a devotion to Latitudinarian

Anglicanism, moderation in politics,

affiliation with a university and social

status. What the authors wish to per-

suade us of is that these factors cre-

ated an Ideological community suffi-

created sufficient educational institu-

tions for the training of scientists and
which had, therefore, still to rely
upon the self-taught and self-

disciplined artiateur, this service can-
not be overestimated. Furthermore,
the reports legitimized research pro-
jects which could, then, be brought
forward for support.
The association early began the

E
ractice of giving grants, drawn from
le monies made from the annual

meetings and subscriptions. It also
soon became one of the centres for
the presentation of projects to the
government for support. Ross's great
voyage to the southern hemisphere
to map the magnetic field of the
earth was one such project, de-
scribed here in great detail. The
association was instrumental in
bringing government Into the scientific
enterprise, but always under scientific
auspices. It was a move which signifi-
cantly altered the character and nature
of British science and helped to move
Britain into the forefront of science by
the middle -of the nineteenth century.
This brief description should, give

same idea of the riches contained in
this volume. There Is ©yen more,
and the reader will come away with
a rare appreciation of both a sclen-'
tine institution and a national sclen-

ciently strong to control the associa-

tion during its formative years. This

may be so, but the authors never

prove their point by looking, in

depth, -at the actual ideologies of the

gentlemen: they are all assumed to

fit the mould. Vet there are signifi-

cant differences among them. John

Herschel (who is not formally listed

as a gentlemen of science, but is

treated as one), for example,

thought that scientists ought to

speculate rather freely if they were

to get anywhere. George Aire abo-

minated speculation. william

Whewell thought the mathematical

sciences supreme; Roderick Impey

Murchison was a geologist unable to

read a chapter in Laplace. In fact, the

very evidence provided by the authors

refutes their thesis.

If we turn their quantitative

method against them and count page

references to the gentlemen in their

index, a startling fact emerges. Three

men are cited more than three times

as frequently as the other gentlemen:

William Wnewell, William Vernon

Harcourt and Roderick Murchison,

The discussion in the text supports

the conclusion that these ate the

men, together with Herschel, who

guided the association, did the dirty

work of organization, saw to .all th?
:

details, ana made the association a

success. There is no need, for pro*

sopography to make sense of the

manuscript record. All we need are

the simple motives, clearly stated, of

individual men.
The authors are similarly mislead-

ing when they discuss the official

scientific ideology of the association.

They Insist that it was Whewell who .

set the tone and that this tone,was

that of Kantian idealism. What they

mean by this is that facts have mean-

ing only within the context of

theories. ThiB they contrast with the
;

supposed Bacodianism that has

hitherto been thought to be the guid-

ing principle behind the association.

Tne science that was dominant in the .

association, as the authors show, Was

mathematical physics but this had

little to do with Kant and everything

to do with. French physics.- France »

barely mentioned ana this Is a se-

rious omission. What men U™
Whewell_&nd Herschel were trying 1°

do was to, raise English science l® -

the- level that ‘French science .

had

reached by the death of Laplace In

1827. It was hardly, a- controversial

programme since no- one could deny

the- success of French; science, The

contrast with BacOnlaulsm- is philo-

sophically naive. . What- the authors

describe, or at least imply, .^Baco-

nian is the mindledff
1

gathering ?].*

facts.- Britons 'of the day had read

their Bacon and knew that there W»
more to his vision than that.

• In the 1960s, toe all learned tw
scieqfce is not the pure searai; *or

truth that textbooks (and sraeunijM.

had always, insisted it was, We duW ..

vere.d.that some scientists were ««v.
Mr, ambitious, dishonest and’ cveo

nasty; The,authors, throughbmMreji

scientists as If they were aU pdhsdgS

science for harrow personaljwj*

doubt some were; but
doubt, as the life of Michael Faraday

illustrates, some were honest aod un-

selfish seekers 'after truth.

ce. For this, the book can hardly be
over-praised. Still, there are flaws
and these must be mentioned,

malned properly respectful, of. their
boilers After it)*: passage m the Re-
form Act, so; too, in uie-uSsociauon.V 6- rrenen sciboujoc rerm act, soi wo, m:we association

•1 -Z- .pfofeMiomi. did the provincials defer to ;tho&
•’

r..;;'! • Both article submitted ww carefully toh© wqre./bqtiV. their scientific arid-

ftbd;t!rineally rood by- referees ad that rotial Jstj'periors.
•

vurv little- ’iiriik". not lhmtiDh_ tfnnltv > Thp '

!

‘feMriririiiftn wM- nlm- v*rti

- desperately
for help from the interpreters of na-

ture,. it did not work out that way,
{argely because it was difficult, if not
impossible, to see what needed to be
done scientifically to give aid and
support, 10 .industry aha commerce.

unlit ai
) academically educated en-

gineering corps was formed, the Brit-
ish Association did little more than
repeat pious platitudes about the
utility of science. Its support for ap-
plied science, In the eany years. ,wnii

small.’ Wben engineers coufd miisier
sumdertt numbers to make their

It is the authors’ thesis that the
association, from its inception, was
controlled and*

;managed by . a small
group, the "Gentlemen or Science?1

of the title. The actions Ond motives

,

‘““ SOT* we are told; will be
elucidated through the medium of
prosopography. Before this term and
the rend that it represents get out of
hand, I should like -to offer some
objections. Prosopography was intro-
duced into Roman history by Theo-
dore Mommsen. Ifwas an attempt td !.

deal with Romans about whom little
except . their family was , known;
hence ,' .prosopography rather than

after t«e ,him span, cowrid in ui& L.iSh'^Si.iS :„8jltef?!h
'
1:!l

!
ltu

,

rV
book. men. and only than, **« p“o- SSfLi lu
vineinF nrhi-HMliiinfe altmn ® include institutions and.SO-
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dal classes; Lawrence Stone has re-
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Only reinforce . the British As^atioh did.do whs tb
are,, however, .iridicaie; -^through its reports; .the.iridlcale; -.through its reports; the
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1981:Yearof the Cut
by Peter Scott

Nineteen eiahty one was Year One
of the post Robbins era for the his-

torically or nostalgically minded or
possibly year zero with echoes of a
sub-Cambodian catastrophe for the

aranoically or hysterically minded.
It will perhaps be remembered as the

year in which the Government lost

its head and higher education almost
lost is nerve.

The difference wns that while a

recovery of nerve after the July

panic seemed llkciy. a recovery of

sense appeared improbable. Uni-

versity morale seemed to bounce
back in the autumn. As an important

symbol the AlJTs Day of Action
demonstrated, as much to university

teachers themselves as to the Gov-
ernment, the underlying resilience

nnd even self-confidence of the

system.

At a more practical level panicky
first thoughts about “doing n Michael
F.tlwiirdes*’ were succeeded by more
sober second thoughts. It was recog-

nized that there could he creative lire

for universities after the IKJC letter

and Hint not quite us much blood, in

the shnpc of closed departments,

even institutions, and sacked lectur-

ers, would have to be spilt as was
supposed at first. So by the autumn
a' retreat in reasonably good order
had replaced the rout of summer.
For the polytechnics nnd colleges,

of course, the cuts have taken the

form of a war of entrenched position

and slow attrition with Whitcmdl nnd
local government laying down rival

barrages of AFE pool quantum*,
unit cost formulae, and other heavy
bureaucratic/financial weapons. In

the non-university sector there is no-
thing to compare with the cuts war
of rapid and sudden movement, of

dawn raids by the Treasury in Janu-

ary and by tne LFGC in July, that is

so familiar to the universities.

So the university pattern of unpre-

paredness, disaster, and modest re-

covery was not reproduced on the

other side of the binary line. Yet
here too morale remained unex-
pectedly high. A minority of Cassan-
dras, whom events in 1982 may
prove to have been more farsighted

than the rest, regarded the year that

is just ending as an interlude ofphoney
war, the calm before the cuts. But the

overall impression was of a sober
doggedness in a well understood

atmosphere of seige, with far fewer

panicky moments than in the universi-

ties.

Encouragingly the issues that agi-

tated colleges and polytechnics in

1981 were as much about educational

principles as about immediate cash.

First came the debate about the

Government's ill-considered (and
prematurely revealed) plan to kick
local authorities out of the higher

room for financial manoeuvre, ft

would be silly, of course, to argue
that the apposition to the Bill in

polytechnics and colleges was not

motivated by a powerful self-interest,

the fear of more savage cuts if the

measure was successful.

But this campaign too had an
altruistic edge. It contained interest-

ing echoes of the earlier and con-

tinuing debate about the national

body. It also reflected genuine con-

and accessibility in the non-university

sector.

So there was an interesting con-

trast between the way the

education business altogether and to

place the non-university sector under
a quafti-UQC, so trampling on
.Anthony Crosland’s grave.

This plan, predictably to everyone
but a handful of DES officials, en-

raging the local authorities, and also

sput the non-iiniversity sector from
top to bottom. After a summer
Green Paper, itself a retreat from
the legislative Intention of the spring,

the DBS in the autumn made 1

a tac-

tical withdrawal and produced a

proposal for un interim national

national body (hat respected tradi-

tional demarcation lines. But this

was no more likely to represent an
enduring settlement than the Mason
Dixon line.

Although the Government’s
nationalization plan had important
and ominous implications for future

resources, it wns about much more
than money. The issues it raised

were fundamental ones that con-
cerned the future character, shnpe,
and direction > of the whole non-
uhlvprsily sector. The root of the

debate was whether polytechnics and
colleges shoulji remain part of the
education service or.be hived off into

a quite separate higher education di-

vision. It toga ..Rppbins versus Cros-

land, still unresolved after 20 years.

The seebnd. issue was the war of

Mr Heseltirie’s BUI, the Secretary of

State for the Environment's plan to.

reduce still further local authorities'

polytechnics and colleges reacted lo

1981, certainly the worst year higher

education has experienced since the

war, and ihe reaction of the universi-

ties. For the latter money (or the

lack of it) was everything, the future

almost nothing, with the core of

university education and research

under attack Model E - and X, Y,
and Z - faded into irrelevance. For
the former austerity restimulated an
important debate about future pur-

poses Ihat bad shown signs of flag-

ging in the years of prosperity and
growth.

The explanation of this difference,

of course, lies not in the exceptional

farsightedness of those on the wrong
side of the binary tracks and the

myopia of the universities, but in the

different structures of the policy de-
bates in the two sectors. Because
cuts in (he pool made decisions ab-

out a national body more urgent,

and because the character of the

body itself raised basic questions ab-

out the : future ' direction of the

polytechnic and college sector, the

debate naturally took the form of

consideration of broad alternative fu-

tures which in turn provided a crea-

tive context for detailed decision

making.

The universities, in contrast, were

stuck with the detailed and the par-

ticular. The UGC had to try to exer-

cise very necessary selectivity

through a multitude of detailed deci-

sions that were not informed, overtly

at any rate, by any broader context.

As a result its July distribution of the

grant provoked bitter controversy.

Was the UGC protecting excellence
and punishing tne mediocre, or re-
warding the efficient and penalizing
the inefficient? Or was there some
darker plot to protect the traditional-

ist core of the system at the expense
of the newer more vocational univer-
sities? Or, on the contrary, was the
UGC giving the green light to the
scientists and engineers to trample
all over the social sciences and
humanities (give or take a few pro-
tected minonty subjects)?

The trouble was no one knew.
Universities because of their histories

and their values had no language in

which to discuss alternative futures
for whole institutions, let alone for

the whole system. A sort of auton-
omist chaos reigned, the intellectual

glory of (he universities but their

polilical penalty. The colleges and
polytechnics with their less liberal

traditions bad in the ideology of the
bina^ policy and iU contemporary
reverberations at least a primitive
language for this purpose.
No part of higher education, with .

the possible ana partial exception of
the research councils, had anything
to thank the Government and the
DBS for in 1981. No serious attempt
was made by ministers to help tne

system to adjust
.
positively and

creatively to ihe realities of the 1980s
- declining national wealth, creeping
philistinism, an evident loss of

national faith in a more generous
future, a steep fall in the number of
school leavers.

No attempt at all was made to

question whether o country that
would be forced increasingly to live

.

on its human as much as its physical
capital and which hnd always valued
public, enlightonment and social jus-

tice highly as essential supports of
democracy should not perhaps try to

combat ,lhe rise of such negativism
and! primitivism. Instead through is

E
ubifc. expenditure programmes the'

iovernment expressed these malig-

nant forces without qualin; or qiid-

ification.

At a more detailed level the per-

formance of th6 DES as n sponsoring

department for higher education

within Whitehall was miserable. Last

winter after two years of, in the

circumstances adequate, protection

of higher education In terms of pub-

lic expenditure the DOS crumpled
under Treasury pressure, abandoned
the threadbare defence of "level

funding" (always a shaky concept in

a decentralized and student demand
led system), and accepted cuts in

university funding which on second
thoughts it suspected were unachiev-
able.

This surrender, which mainly
affected the universities in (he short

term, was then compounded by (he

depart menl's extraordinary miscal-

culation over the national body. By
so grotesquely overplaying its liana,

the DES only succeeded in delaying
for another year some solution to the
growing financial chaos created by
the capped pool. If a more realistic

policy nad been pursued, some in-

terim national body could have
already been in operation aod in-

fluencing the allocation of next

year’s quantum.
Towards the end of the year there

were, to be fair, some flickers of
returning comuionsense at the DES.
But it was still too early to be sure
that they were not simply a reflec-

tion of the more caring personality
of Mr William Waldegrave and of
the mercifully low profile that has

been kept by Sir Keith Joseph.
Even with a genuine change of

, heart the*, difficulty - the-' department
faces in trying to recover the ground
it surrendered earlier In the year is

immense. The Treasury will not easi-

ly be persuaded lo agree to the claw-

back of university funds envisaged by
Mr Waldegrave. The interim nation?

al body has been set up almost Top
late to influence the contraction of
the non-uniyersity sector at its oeak.

In any case it has been pertly blight-

ed by. disappointed expectations thqt

were so unreasonably raised by the

DBS's earlier nationalization plan.

. Yet It would bo wrong to end on
too gloomy a note. The universities

have recovered from the trough or
last summer. The polytechnics and
colleges are besieged but still uncon-

.

quered. There are tho first glimmers
or a more responsible and sensitive

attitude on the part, of Government
as it is chilled, by the shadow of the

;

next General Election. With luck

1981 moy indeed turn out to liave

been year zero for higher education,
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allow the DES a role in distributing cipation for their letters from
)f University Grants Committee whichfunds in a more liberal system o

rationalization.

It was the Cabinet reshuffle, which
included the return of Mr Mark Car-
lisle, Secretary of State for Educa-
tion, to the backbenches and the

transfer of Dr Rhodes Boyson,
under secretary for higher education

University Grants Committee which
would tell them by how much their

grants had been reduced.
The previous year had ended with

the abandonment of level funding
and a £30m cut in the recurrent

[rant for 1981-2. The Committee of
"ice Chancellors described it as a$

—eith Joseph, the new Secretary

. of State, at the instigation of Mr

.' William Waldegrave, Dr Boyson*s

successor, presented the local au-
There were new faces at the top, .thorities with a compromise,
some important new developments The Interim Committee for Local
but litlle good news as higher educa- Authority Higher Eduaiion, which

_____ . d
|

f imp v.uHijv.viiuia uva\#iiuw>u u aa u
to responsibility for schools, which severe blow. Universities started to
precipitated a break in the deadlock, work out, very tentatively, what the
Sir. Keith Joseph, the new Secretary cut would mean in terms of jobcut would

losses.

In London, the Swinnerton-Dyer
inquiry said the university would
have to be 10 per cent smaller and” ier cent cheaper. The University

"ales Institute of Science and
15 pei

of wi“ — f, 7. ruguci cuuHiiuii, wmen ui wuies institute or science ana
hon spent 198! m the shadow of the should start work this month, was to Technology and University College,
Treasury s okc. On both sides of the ^ g joint DES/locnl authority bodv stnrtpri tn tail? ohnnt mAvnAf
binary line the name of the game chaired by Mr Waldegrave himself
vl.tc rarinnalivufinn hut thn nomn .

*
• « __ _ _ - -

Cardiff, started to talk about merger.
By March it was dear that the

UGC letter was going to be delayed.
The rumours and leaks started to
circulate. The universities were going
to be divided into first, second ana
third class institutions, the UGC
would give very specific advice to
institutions, the UGC would resign
because the cuts were too awful to
contemplate. Everyone had their
own theory and their own “hit list”

of institutions.

The word "autonomy” was on
" l!"* ~a..

sti |j be .

' .. ,
O—V. viioiisu uy uamcEiayi: llinncil

was rationalization but the game it- and serviced by a board of offidals
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s lerests. Mr Christopher Ball, warden

about the prospects for both the uni- Qf Keblc Collette Oxford was
versitics and the public sector. Forth- ?Lcn «o chaST’hoSd .
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Education Select Committee to soy
how it had come to its decisions. To
this day they have never properly
answered that question. They admit-
ted that in some cases they had cut
excellence but they had had no
choice.

The situation was not without .an

element of farce. The pressure had
led to them making an £8m error in

grant allocation ana so some univer-
sities got a further letter saying they
had been overpaid. In another inst-
ance they admitted that they had
wrongly thought Keele had wanted
to shift its emphasis of students so-

cial studies towards arts - but said

this had not affected their allocation.

In the last few months the same
story has been repeated in institution

after institution - the academic plan
has been drawn up, courses are cut
the university says how many staff

will have to go, the unions threaten
legal action, and senates debate com-
pulsory redundancy.
Once again the universities are

waiting. They want to know whether
1 will be given extra

compensation to the __

will need to make redundant. Hopes

Education and Science, Covent*
City Council reinstated threeSi?
ters of the £800,000 cut it hac? im"
posed on Coventry
Polytechnic.

Within weeks of Labour gainin'
hold of Avon at the local govern?
ment elections in May, the n»
administration unfroze a £10m buildmg programme at Bristol
Polytechnic.

Unfortunately in some areas re]a
tionships between institutions and
their local authorities deteriorated.
In June Leeds Polytechnic was
cleared of alleged misuse of -money
in connexion with building contracts
after an 18 month police InvestUa-
tion.

^
But problems at Huddersfield

Polytechnic and its relationship with
Kirklees authority worsened. In
March the Council for National
Academic Awards threatened to
withdraw its course approval unless
the polytechnic put its house in order
and patched up its domestic quarrels.

. -
,

:— r- The CNAA talked of disunity, back-

f!l*y
W1

j*
given extra money to biting and described the polytechnic's

npensation to the staff, they relationship with the local authority as
id to make redundant. Hopes being based on “serious mktnict*
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formation in the guise of the Ex-
penditure White Paper an 8 per cent
reduction in higher education spend-
ing. The CVCP started to talk about
the "surgical operations" that would
have to be performed on the univer-
sities. Its chairman, Sir Alec Meni-
sori predicted that up to ten universi-
ties would go bankrupt.
Dr Edward Parkes, chairman of

the UGC told the Public Accounts

tion

cnees

were temporarily raised when minis-
ters, impressed by the strength of the
AUT looby, and the effect it had on
Conservative MPs, seemed to be
prepared to listen to proposals for
stretching the cuts over five years.

But this is unlikely. The Govern-
ment though does seem vulnerable
to charges that the technological uni-
versities have suffered more than
necessary and more than is desirable
for the country. But if they wanted
to help they would have to find a way
which would not undermine the
UGC’s role as distributor of hinds.
As we approach 1982 we say good-

bye to Lord Robbins and, probably,

Only the

4,000 non-acadcmics would have to
made redundant over the next

fS' 4 '<

js* lass* "!S i

1981. but Um: uriion^ waited micasilv ?on,™,s c,,
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d introduced, follow- iy convinced that the Government
for the coining crunch
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education spending when it The grant letters were delayed
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t institutions pack- Education and Science and the

of the 'timescale of 'Iheir cuts from
inR counes 'n order ,0 1,0051 lheir Trcasu*y. lr>ing to win money or

three yeare to five «H3in?ihe ISE
incomes and w« seen us an oblique time.
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ie lo the Public Account At the same time the Association

way. Nevertheless
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ammiU“- which had recommended of University Teachers was getting

that such a scheme woulfbe S ‘he ""position ofcash limits on siu- ready for the battle. Subscriptions

iiirnii. j dent grants m order to control sin- were increased, lawyers were lined

hello to Lord Denning.
rs are likely to 1

smile about next year.

Jnly the
lawyers are likely to have much to
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likely than a stVaichfonvflrd Tf-d'.ml ^
enl Slants in order to control siu- were increased, lawyers were lined

daniy fund ^ T1"5 system h- “P- Both lecturers and universities

Treasure.
The Select Committee on Educa-

tion was just one of the bodies to
lend its support to a softening of the
Government's line. Its members ex-
pressed the view that universities

... -. ............. asw gluma ajaicm Ik- —rm ’—~ u.uiciaiiisi
self survived a few alarums after the sought out counsel trying to get the
arrival of Sir Keith, Mr Waldegrave definitive view on tenure,
announcing that there were no plans

.

hi May the CVCP began examin-
(o make structural changes. ing a national redundancy compensa-
The new. ministerial team could tion scheme. The UGC sent out its

hardly have been more different first letter warning there would be
firom the last. While Mr Carlisle had radical reduction of some .depart-
been a rehiivpiv nht™«n nn.« »n ments. More and more universities

cuts working parties to be

princiDle of ooen access 'to' 'hT«h'^
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Directors put
their houses
in order

Polytechnics/
Charlotte Barry
Events in the polytechnics in the last
year have been overshadowed by
two major concerns: the first real
threat of compulsory redundancies a..« uic cxercisr"d

fie
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1= effect of a further 3.*7 revealed large disparities between

being based on “serious mistrust.
In May a second audit carried out

at Huddersfield for the authority
criticized the polytechnic for lack of
accountability, poor security, meth-
cient record keeping and mystery
surrounding the use of a .penthouse
flat on the site, the following month
the CNAA told the polytechnic It

could recruit students for 1981/82 af-

ter all.

At the Polytechnic of Central Lon-
don, Inner London Education Au-
thority auditors were called In lo

examine the books after
'

the

polytechnic found it had overspent
by £500,000. Criticism of the way its

director Dr Colin Adamson planned

to deal with the overspending

through “resource-winning modes
eventually led to a student occupa-

tion of administrative offices.

Calls for rationalization in the

polytechnic sector were answered in

the North-East where Newcastle,

Sunderland and Teesside set up reg-

ular meetings to discuss how to avoid

duplication of courses. In London,
South Bank Polytechnic, which had

just suffered a, critical CNAA report

criticizing its structure and organiza-

tions as weak, retarded and insuffi-

cient, became the centre for the

National College of Rubber Technol-
ogy which moved from the

'olytechnic of North London; PNL
had said that the move would des-

troy its ‘balance of applied scienre

work, and the exercise was seen as
: *—

ie for rationa-

lon. •
-

estimates fot

per cent cut in the, further education
pool • to

.
£3l3m. Huddersfield

Polytechnic announced it would have
to shed 100 staff out of 559 and
reduce its student/staff ratios from

E 1 *0-10:1. Newcastle said, it could
face a £2m cut and even closure if -it
was forced to bear the brunt of local
authonre savings. North East Lon-
don Polytechnic was threatened with
41 rompulsory redundancies after
beating off the pros

'

?une Swinnerton-Dyer recommended
the closure of one London site and
mergers of other colleges. Chelsea
reacted furiously to the report’s veryj

remarks about the college.
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polytechnics have failed to expand.
Ironically all polytechnics reaped the
benefit of the university cuts as first-

year recruitment leaped by as much
as 25 per cent in some institutions.
Numbers on part-time degrees rose
by 15 per cent and short course
numbers boomed. The CNAA insti-

tuted a long overdue review of re-
search in polytechnics which con-
tinues to grow in spite of lack of
funding ana facilities.

Year of calm
before the
storm

Colleges/
Patricia SantlneUi
and John O'Leary

For the colleges and institutes of
higher education 1981 wns a year of
unaccustomed stability; some mny
suspect that it wns the cnlm before

the storm. Student numbers forged
ahead, especially on diversified de-
gree courses, and the principals

duimed an accepted place in national

policy making.
The year also marked the cessa-

tion of hostilities between the prin-

cipals' organization, the Sintiding

Conference, and the Committee ot
Directors of Polytechnics. The two
joined forces in opposition both to

plans for a new funding system this

year and to the composition of the

interim body which will assume re-

sponsibility for national planning in

the public sector.

Even the principals found it im-
possible to agree among themselves

about earlier proposals for the estab-

lishment of a national body. The
Department of Education nmf Scien-

ce's plan to assume direct responsi-

bility for the major institutions in the
public sector would have included

fewer than 40 of the colleges, leaving

the rest to an uncertain fate. Yet
dissatisfaction with local authority

control was strong enough to com-
mend the scheme to many of those
who would have been included.

Tn the end the principals settled

for a compromise, calling for talks

between central and local govern-
ment to produce a middle way.
However, tne middle way which con-
stituted the Interim Committee for

Local Authority Higher Education
was not to their liking and they
joined protests about the lack of
academic credibility in (he second-
tier board on which they were to sit.

Neither had they liked the system
of funding which finally emerged
from the Stephen Jones Group on
the distribution of the AFE pool. Mr
Neil Merritt, chairman of the Stand-
ing Conference, refused to sign the

final report on the grounds that col-

leges would be treated less favour-
ably than polytechnics.

The good news came in recruit-

ment statistics- for the new academic
year. Partly as a result of the uni-

versity cuts, sixth formers flocked to

the colleges and especially to the
much criticized diversified degrees.

BEd courses began to. recover, 90
per cent Of teacher i training places

being filled, contributing to a 14 per
cent increase in student numbers
overall.

For voluntary colleges it wns the

year of the new funding approach. In

July the 27 colleges found themselves
the recipients of a radically new plan
from the Department of Education
and Science which may eventually

lead both to staff redundancies and a

reduction in student numbers.
' Under the plan which was to be
effective from 1982/83 but has now
been postponed until 1983/84, col-

leges are no longer required to sub-

mit staff and student estimates on
which their grants have been based.

.
Instead they are to be told how
much funding is available for the
voluntary' sector as a whole, and on
this, basis submit three financial esti-

mates, one base and , two sup-
plementary ones. This system allows
for reduction or locrases in grants to

be allocated other than on the pro
rata basis;. •

One of the major impacts of the
new scheme is (hat it will force col-
leges to compete with cucli other for

scarce resources and might in the
future lead to the closure of weaker
departments and perhaps whole in-

stitutions. although the latter was
ruled out by the DES on the grounds
that it would not achieve savings
within the set period.

Each college's allocation will now
be for two years, with the first year’s

allocation Being firm and the second
provisional The allocation is to in-

clude an allowance for pay and price

rises in line with the Government's
cash limit and this will be effective

from 1982/83.

Miracle cure
depends on
investment

16-19 year-olds/
Patricia SantlneUi

The last in a long line of miracle

cures to revolutionize the face of

education and training for a current-

ly deprived group of young people
was Inunchca on an expectant public

in 1981.

It caine appropriately after the

long awaited Macfarlnne report on
the education and training of 16-19

year olds hail failed to give the

merest indication of what action

should be taken to increase opportu-
nities.

What form the new panacea would
lake did not become totally clear

until the spring when the Manpower
Services Commission unveiled a con-

sultative document The New Train-

ing Initiative.

This had three objectives, one of

them to offer a foundation
traineeship comprising education,

training and work experience to all

young people. Its other two strands

were designed to radically develop
apprenticeships and increase adult

training and retraining opportunities.

Cynics have said that its birth lay

firmly in fears of rising youth unem-
ployment - there are now 900,000
unemployed teenagers if youngsters

on the Youth Opportunities Prog-

ramme are included - and the dire

social consequences that would be
engendered, as became only too

dear in the riots of the summer.
This was compounded by the very

real worry that the Youth Opportu-
nities Programme might be in danger
of imminent collapse as it was not

designed to cope with a vast increase

in numbers at the speed required,

whilst maintaining a commitment to

improve Quality and give young peo-

ple valuable experience rather than

just remove them from the dole

queue.
Ultimately whether the new train-

ing initiative which is now the sub-

ject of a Government White Paper

will succeed where similar attempts

have disintegrated will depend en-

tirely on the level of financial invest-

ment the Government and the coun-
1

try is prepared to make. The scheme
will need an annual Investment of

£4,000m. Yet only £l,000m has been
allocated.

The question of who eventually

pays for industrial training is likely

to oe one of major issues of the next

few years. The
.
Government Indi-

cated in the White Paper that such

responsibility should fall on em-
ployers. But they sec no reason why
they should pay a major share of
what is an investment fqr the country

as well.

The most Immediate threat to the

scheme came from the Governnient's

!

decision to limit allowances for

young people to £15 a week, as well

as . remove eligibility for
!
sup-

plementary benefits. This led to a

storm of protest.
'

But one reassuring feature for the

MSC and perhaps too for young peo-

ple, is (hat the New Training initiar

live has a. fiftyre whether a Labour,

Liberal i or Ljberal/SDP party is in

power. Each of the parties has pro-

duced a policy .
document on the

education and training of 16-19 year
olds which contained fairly similar
elements to the proposed NTL
The latest was unveiled by the

Labour Party towards the end of the
year. Labour had already indicated
in its first and last but final draft that
it would seek by the mid-1980s
education and training for all 16-17
year olds at the end of which
youngsters would hold a nationally
recognizable qualification, very much
on the lines proposed by the com-
mission.

While the MSC sought to promote
the NTI, prevent the immediate col-
Inpsc of YOP and fight against prop-
osals for schemes of military training
and voluntary community service for
young people, colleges found them-
selves in the ridiculous position of
having lo turn away those who
wanted to remain in full time educa-
tion.

Ironically, it would seem that the
only real extra hinds which might be
made available tn colleges will come
indirectly through the MSC when the
New Training Initiative gets under
way.

However, if many locnl authorities
were struggling in an attempt lo
meet (lie needs of young people, the
Inner London Education Authority
made some major inroads towards
achieving a solution. In April it

announced a three pronged attack on
youth unemployment and the provi-
sion of some £5!K),IKX) to colleges for
an improvement of both the educa-
tion and careers service.

Then in July the ILEA announced
that it would give colleges £2.5m of a
£4m package lo alleviate youth un-
employment in the authority. These
funds were intended for an increase

in resources, and the provision of
extra staff and accommudution.
The authority also decided to set

up a special review committee to
investigate the educational needs of
16-19 year olds. Its first report in

November recommended the setting

up of a central tertiary education
board together with 1 1 local boards
which were to rationalize provision.

The plan was initially to involve all

colleges including the five

polytechnics as well us schools in the
area. But whether the proposals arc
given tho go ahead will depend on
consultations with various interested

bodies, which will take until March.
Some indications that the youth

service could make a greater impact
in helping young people in socially

deprived areas, was also provided by
the Thompson Youth Review's in-

terim report. It recommended that
the youth service should work with
other sectors such as further educa-
tion and deal with unemployment in

an equal role.

New realists

work inside

the system

Student!/
Paul Flather and
David Jobblna

The new realisra whicb< h*s maricW
the student movement in recciu
years continued to feature in 19S1, a

year that left little to cheer, and in-

deed saw a significant fall in the real

living standards of students.

The climate has forced students to

work inside the system and this year
they set to their task With gusto,
producing i new 1 briefing paper,
aimed at MPs and lobbyists* a more
professional national newspaper, in-

venting a new stylo of protesting by
Stating all night work-ius in libraries,

and by playing a key role lo the new
Educational Alliance sponsored by
the TUC..; :

More and more students how ar-

rive at the National Union of Con-
ferences armed with pbckct calcula-

tors to work out the polity level of
grant increases or the complex trans-

fer of votes in elections, rather than
with political tracts to rouse the pas-

sions.

All this is explained by the current

economic climate which continues to

force the NUS to economize and
reduce Its livcl of campaigning and
to reduce the graduate job market
leading students to put hard work
and a good degree result before
other concerns. And now student
places will be even harder lo Find.

It is the Left Alliance which
espouses the philosophy of new real-

ism, and in spite of lacking an over-
all majority on the NUS executive
and in spile of a strong run by the
National Organization of Labour
Students (NOLS) at the Eustcr NUS
conference, it continued to dominate
student politics.

Since 1977 NOLS has gradually
been building up its strength and by
appearing as a strung new force on
tne left, with the Federation of Con-
servative Students (FCS) the right,
appeared tn threaten the 1970s
mould of NUS centre conlition poli-

tics.

NOLS won five of the 19 execu-
tive seats, but lost the two crucial
tests of strength lo the Alliance: first

the presidency, with Mr David Aaro-
novileh securing a second year by
324 voles to 30R, and second, the
level of student union subscriptions,

reduced in line with cuts everywhere
else.

The enstcr conference nlso pro-
duced some ugly scuffles, largely the

result of attempts by the FCS mem-
bers to provoke trouble, like Nixon's
dirty tricks campaigns, as one NUS
executive member put it. Hie worst
scuffle involving some 4U people
came when feminists attempted to

stop the distribution of a blatantly

sexist FCS leaflet.

The FCS's own conference saw
more dirty tricks as arids and wets
battled for control of the federation
The hardliners won and promised a
vigorous campaign to promote u rival

national union rather Ilian lo try and
reform NUS. No sign of a rival has
so far emerged; indeed the FCS has
been busy putting its own house in

order.
Two more curious arrivals were

the Independent Student Association
launched on u personal overdraft,
and Students Against Compulsory
Membership of Student Unions,
launched by a student barred by
Manchester' Polytechnic because he
refused to join the union.
On the more serious business side,

the year began well enough for stu-

dents, First the Government aban-
doned its plans to replace grants with
some form of loans system, for

which NUS can justifiably claim
some credit even if the official

reason given was lack of money not
a change of heart. Loans howeveT
are- reported back on Sir Keith's
agenda.;
Then NUS managed to wrest some

financial concessions from Dr
Rhodes Boyson, then higher educa-
tion under secretary, over the new
student union financing regulations,

even, if guarantees on union auton-
omy were never won.
But on the major issue of grants

students have fared badly. First Dr
Boyson whittled down a claim for a
21 per cent increase for the year
down to 7 per cent. Then with the
Cabinet reshuffle rumours of worse
to come began, and in spite of assur-

ances from the new man, Mr Wil-
liam Waldegrave, that the NUS case
for & 17.4 per cent grant increase
next year was well founded, it will

go up by just 4 per cent in 1982-83.

Last
.

easier Mr Aaronovitch
waitied-Dr Boysbn that core airf low;

grants were provoking students to

action, and it is little wonder that

students have now expressed strong

support for a mnjor campaign to

oppose lhe tiny increase, culminating

in a week tong strike next spring.

It remains to be seen how lhe

strike turns out. Other attempts at

direct action, such os a week long

campaign of library work-ins under
the Title “protest and revise*', though
well received as a tactic, floundered

on lack of support. So did the prom-
ised spate ot rent boycotts : at the

hefty increases of 25 per cent end
more in some hall fees this autumn.
Moanwhile Mr Aaronovitch hat

persevered with the new realism,

nujsl notably through the Education-

al Alliance, widen ran a spirited

campaign highlighting youth uaem-
ployrriertti

.
More

:
hnd more it Is

accepted by students that dose links

with campus unions at national and
local level offer the best hope for

opposing cuts,

Still waiting
for the axe
to fall

Unions

/

David Jobblns

Union leaders could be forgiven for

asking whether anything really

changed during 1981.

Twelve months after their most
dire predictions that thousands of
lecturers were to lose their jobs, they
arc still waiting for the axe to fall. A
year after university lecturers were
banging their collective head against

the Government’s retroactive 6 per
cent*mh limit on pay settlements in

the public sector, it is the turn of the
polytechnic and college staff to feel

the coni chill of an even moie strin-

gent restriction.

Lecturers' unions either side of the
binary line could identify some
achievements - but largely of the
negative sort. Compulsory redundan-
cies had been generally avoided -
hut in the polytechnics only because
many union members took advan-
tage of a patchwork of uncoordin-
ated and widely-varied premature
retirement compensation schemes.
Much energy and time was ex-

pended cleating the decks for the
predicted storm which has still to
break in its full fury. Many questions
left unresolved from the frenetic

kaleidoscopiug of pay claims during
19SO occupied the early months of

1981.

Here the degree of success proved
patchy. Two issues hanging over
trom the Clegg and arbitration re-

ports were rapidly resolved - re-

search staff unci shortage subjects.

But others stayed on the agenda
much longer and one - whether part

time lecturers should have ineir

hours at one or more colleges aggre-
gated - has still not been sewn up
more than 12 months after agree-

ment in principle was reached.
The national joint council for con-

ditions of service in the colleges and
polytechnics shed the unenviable
reputation earned in its first year and
was the vehicle for a partial solution

to a crucial and intractable problem
- the status of the 1973-75 agree-

ment with the Council of Local
Education Authorities over redun-
dancy procedures.
But even this achievement was

tinged with disappointment. Early
lallefe about a comprehensive national
redundancy deal expected by union
leaders have still failed to materialize
and the claim submitted by Natfhe to
secure better compensation has
effectively been superceded by the
growing dimension of the jobs
threat.

The university lecturers were the
first group to meet the cash limit

policy head on - their 13 per cent
quasi-settlement in Committee A
being met with a flat refusal by
Ministers to go beyond 6 per cent.

Fearful, that the retroactive applica-

tion of the cash limit would create

another anomaly the Association of
University Teachers launched a Par-
liamentary campaign arid eventually

secured; a staged 18 month deal

,
which .gave them 7

.
per, cent .from :

October 3980 and a further 3 per
cent from April.
Then it was the public sector's

turn. They sailed through their nego-
tiations in record time - emerging
with 7.5 per cent and it commitment
to a review of salary structure under
the independent chairmanship of Sir

John Wordte.
The review, which union leaders

hoped would provide a bash for tho.

1982 doim, is still dragging on but it.

quickly became apparent that it

could cut two ways, with the em-.

plovers-making their own demands.

Kile union’s conference comprom-
ised od an y per cent plus £x policy

for ^982 but by the end or the year

the concession to the lower paid wns
already undet pressure. The union is

.
to seek 12. per cent ptus a £250 fiat

rate payment.
, Manual workers and technicians in.

the universities became the real and
almost unnoticed victims of.tye cuts,

with frozrin posts and non-renewals

of contracts becoming the neuto.
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Quote, unquote: who said what
»'

" ...
,v

,/

Georg* Steiners "There are regards

in which the tenor of American feel-

ing is closer to the bias for magic, far

pragmatic hrlcolage current In non-
western traditions than .il is to Hie

world of Plato nnd of Hunt (one enn
invoke the singular here because the
unitary fabric oF Western metaphy-
sics has been so striking).**

From Ian Wright’s review of Bernard

Crick’s George Orwell: A Life: “After

Orwell’s experiences in the Spanish

War n new refinement of fear began

(u htiunl him; not just (he literal luss

or the pnst bnt tbe loss of oil memory
or true record of It. In his early work
the fear shapes llself as n clear hut

always ambivalent lament for what
Winston Smith would call the Golden
Country".

Sir Alfred Ayer: “I had fantasies of
excelling at cricket but lacked the

talent. Later on I was to show some
uptlturic Tor the peculiar brands of
football (hat were played at Eton, but
the only game at which I at all excel-

led was lawn tennis".

H. J. Eysenck: “Practically all news;

papers suggested that I maintained
(he position that genetic evidence had
shown the black races to be inferior

Intellectually when in fact I made the

explicit statement that direct genetic

evidence was incapable of providing

such evidence".

Maurice Cowling on Stuart Hamp-
shire (above): >(The tone of Hamp-
shire’s politics is repugnant and

would be Improved by a good dose of

Tory Stalinism, but we should not be

repelled by his tone. His view of

relations between Imaginative Inward-

ness and outward conflict has brai
1

suggestive as has the fluidity of hli

conception of morality, the inward-

ness of the emphasis he gives lo the

significance of literature and tbe

practical nature of his conception of

the moral lire’
1
.

In the wukc of the governor of
Wormwood Scrubs’ description of his

prison us u "penal dustbin”, atten-

tion has increasingly focused nil the

plight of Britain’s prisoners nnd the

men appointed to gunrd them. In

September, the retiring director of
two, Howurd League hinted at "con-
troversial measures'’ which would
have lo be taken.

in The TUTS, l)r Stephen Shaw,
director of the Prison Reform Trust,

developed the issue. '‘There arc itn-

|Kuiuiit structural impediments to

[teiml reform. The divided and de-

volved responsibility for criminal jus-

tice in this country (the absence, it

could be argued, of a Ministry of

Justice) has helped lo prevent the
evolution of a genuine /mini policy.

Moreover, no one could discount

the political weight of the judiciury

in opposing further restrictions upon
sentencing. While the argument that

such restrictions would represent a

threat to judicial independence is

quite bogus, there is a genuine con-
stitutional issue which remains un-

l'nlrick Parrlnder: “The Prophylaxis

Principle has a further dimension of

ambivalence since it must be admit-

ted that the inoculation administered

by apocalyptic Actions Is aesthetically

pleasurable".

Was Solomon really a wise choice?

solved. Is the level of imprisonment
something which can he left to the

free market of thousands of indi-

vidual sentencing decisions or is is

something for which limits should be
'set by tbe executive?**

Philip Mceson: "The emphasis on a
social reading of art, leaving little

room for considerations of personal
sensibility (stUI less for the Idea of

genius) is part of that cultural swing
away from personal and subjective

experience and towards abstraction

and ideology.”

'M.

m

Controversy inevitably again sur-

rounded the Booker Prize proceed-
ings, though on this occasion less

because of the choice of winner, Sol-

man Rushdie’s second novel. Mid-
night's Children, than because of the

judges themselves. There were the

inevitable charges of nepotism (Mal-
colm Bradbury was once finalist lan

McEwan’s tutor), Brian Aldiss
“leaked" (like Margaret Forster be-
fore him. heavily prompted) details

of the judging process to The Guar-
dian.

Did the judges spend too much
time eating and drinking? too little

reading? was judging biased, ran-

dom; self-interested? In the Ipng
run, Rushdie was the ideal winner,
young, little known (before the sum-
mer). ambitious but not aggressively
so. and undoubtedly spectacularly

talented.

There was no furore over giving

the prize to Midnight's Children.

Paul Kennedy on “The British Dis-

ease”: "Pulling Britain out of the

Common Market wonld be an act of
political nihilism - hitting at our re-

maining competitive Industries and
making this overpopulated island

again dependent Upon distant and
very vulnerable supplies pf foodstuffs

at a lime when it Is more difficult

than ever to forecast the world's fu-

ture agricultural output”.

Tory wets and dries
Assessing the career of Louis Napo- economic conditions which had set in

lean, Marx commented, in a much- during the later 1830s and . which
quoted phrase probably intended were, to continue sporadically

only as an aside, that history repents throughout the 1840s.
,
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Such conditions also favoured *.

Hugo and the

radical press

the see

tdrSi.l
Hnrdld

rgS'Wrtssris

Rushdie is no John Berger, and no
Iris Murdoch. It remains to be seen
whether Private Eye's acid “Solomon
Rushton - famous on Wednesday,
forgotten on Friday" verses are
prophetic ... or sour grapes.

The 1981 Nobel Prize went to one
of the few undoubted intellectual

giants of the age among fiction wri-

ters. Elias Canetti. (right) now living

in London though of cosmopolitan
stock, is best known for two books,
his novel Auto da fe and his historic-

al/philosophical speculation Crowds
and Power, either of which would
guarantee his

,

posthumous reputa-
tion.

There will never be agreement ab-
out literary prizes. Yet as long as
novels are written, read and valued,
the giving of prizes provides a focus
for our literary values, and affords
the writer the smallest of social

toeholds.

In October, Stuart Christie, the
anarchist publisher, argued the im-
portance of the small radical presses
in breaking the hegemony of the
establishment media and the ‘official’

Left. “In his first great novel, Notre
Dame de Paris, Victor Hugo pro-
posed the theory that until the
nineteenth century architecture was
the principal register of mankind:
‘that all ideas of any complexity
which arose in the world became a
building; every popular idea, lust
like every religious law, had its

monuments; that the human race, in
fact, inscribed in stone every one of
its Important thoughts’. Perhaps
Hugo’s priest who voiced the fear
that ‘the book will destroy the build-
ing’ (meaning the church)’ would to-
day look at the smflU offset lltho
press and then at the establishment-
controlled media which have taken
on the mantle of the old church and
would make the same remark".

Ben-Ami Scharfsteln: “Philosophy

has been valuable not because It has

attained the Ideal of objectivity IiM
so many philosophers have profess^

but because of the fiercely subjedlw

creativity that has enabled .11 io

mwzt.
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A similar iconoclasm, imported
troirt;V- traditionally, anticlerical
France, pervades the ndw criticism of

one We associate
1

most closely With, 8 TT
donwrvatiSm. la November Geoffrey St?
/FlrtinyiSaA .examined 'the . nineteenth J"

;?*?'rSSJ? ,

lh*

;
\cenlufY idoii of the current strife in

,Rt
’,

8 rad C
?J

the- Cnriservfitive Partv a rtartw
wwnn of the political syalcmwould

an-SfS-»#« *^al ^generation; to
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Keith Middiemai - “The development
of corporate bios has also reduced to
a shelf the.nineteenth cehldry concept
of democracy, yet as- *; result Of
short-*lgh tedness and iBiutojig i about

are lobe' confronted, by the guerrilla
bands of ‘writeriy’

;

texts ancfdecon-
structiye crillpism,

,
procedures which

reveal The pattern of power and exr
pose ihe system which dfemands onr

- worship. ,

I EmeSf Giilncr: , “Is Iti so surprising
j that, by a very; notural extension of an
1 attitude

l td the problems of pastoral for
f those Ot indus\rihl gocietry

, that very
t ntorallsml.whlch iwas so vetv deoniv

f: [i

M;

and extended do those fields of social .life

,:vi

H

,ev1’ itfour age become signifi-

stimulate the development of cfvijlxa-

Hon In all Its aspects. My book Invites
.

;

anyone who thinks that philosophy B’,

smoothly rational to look again and
..

look not only at the minutiae ofdbe
•

philosopher's reasoning bnt at mdr-

basic assumptions and attitude*."(to
.

a letter) • -

“Why are English novelB after

political?", asked Laurepce
LWhy both in fact and in fiction^

.

the barriers not become barncadw

Zola’s Germinal takes you dow to* .

mine in. a way that English fiction

doesn't . . . Certainly "mutual Ignor-

ance between the classes" is reveal

by English fiction. It appears to W a

: factor lii the conflicts of 1981. 3l'|W

i believe that a Tolstoy (
a Dickens or

a FJiubert tends to regard Ingtainep

national attitudes as a chalw*«<

sonvethlng to, be :
assimilated by

work, the English novelists have P0‘ -

done too wellTAnd since their utor-

ary tradition is an. impressive one,

why not?" :

'

• - • • • J
.

Douglas Bethlehem:' “A university^

Or should be, a temple to the lovJ«.

learning, si; centre for' reasoned WW.
meat, to ii large degree a retreat

somewhat sequestered schoiarshlpr^

it Is: riot these things, Ihe best ltjjni

hope . to be! Is a kmd of amorjjhw*.,

technical college- The centre .o( H .
orV

.yershy • 1^ iphiiosapby -.JtheTove.ot

knowledge ail'd that for Its otop sJJj
•

mt- '’adatene nub ' Of

a to show that their

appjled' dr directly appliOable_or. rt‘

levant* must takO a slgniflcanr«tf

’of the responsibility for the decBflp,

University values arid thetev.l®*;
'*
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to whom, about whom
A new Islamic mind
in the making

Hi
The international strategic and oeo-
nnmii- importance of the Islamic
states was reflected in two major
articles this year, by I’rahlm (iupturn
anil Ernest Gcllncr. Discussing the
reliitiimship between the revealed
knowledge of Muslim scripture and

really matters in life is who inherits
wiiicli camel. I ski in had taught those
wh>> lived under it that law and faith

were one sr> that Ihe absolute pres-
ides over social-legal arrangement’’.

the demands of “Western", empirical
knowledge. Guptuni declared: “A

\ 1;

N. C. Graham and A. S. Hill -
“Learning institutions which have
important certificating functions nt

present lend to run on assessments -
cither the ‘sudden death' of end-of-
session examinations or the ‘Chinese
water-drip* torture of continuous
assessment. Deadlines of one kind
and another are part of student life

and loom large in their pereep-

Crisis seen as

a threat

to freedom

tions. They punctuate students’

approach to tneir study nnd arc

associated with rise and fulls in study
activity.

Success or even survival in the
system requires students to cope as

best they can with Ihe problem of
adjustment to the sometimes arbit-

rary and intermittent demands to

submit themselves or their work for

assessment. Institutions, however,
are reluctant to relinquish or reduce
the emphasis on assessment, in part

because it is felt lo have an impor-
tant motivational function.

Deeper and more refined under-
standing of motivational factors

should lead to the possibility of finer

tuning of the system, wiser counsell-

ing of individual students as well as
the satisfaction that events are not
random and arbitrary but, to an ex-

tent, rule governed".

Ian Hacking: "The collection of sta-

tistics has created a great bureaucra-
tic machinery. It may think of Itself

as providing only Information but It

Is part of the technology of power In

a modem state".

Mosley’s
legacy

November, Richard, Thurlow
analysed .' the connections be.tyveeri

the present-day' National Front and
British Movement and the British

Union of Fascists of the 1930s. Mr
Thuriow wondered why the NF had
become such a cause celebre despite

votes cast for the NF in the 1974

Genera] Election.
.

• "Ttye history of British fascism

suggests that fascism and nozism are

related but separate ideologies and F

thitt the NF contains elements of :

' bath mixed with other traditions.

There Is one invidious characteristic

of alb these movements, however, a
• tendency for them to become mote
.extreme in their views as they be-

come increasingly, alienated from the

.
•

;

IJBfcral traditlon$ of British political..

. .i .
culture, arid an . Increasingly . oppbi>

;. tubist use /of., street politics in the. £_ . J; t|se /of,, street pc

race of a bfeakdown in the economic ;

security pf the. system”

Armed by the super-pi lvvers and
increasingly the king-pin uf world

new Islamie mind is in the making. It

is not surprising that Islamic thinking

trade, the Islamic slates, notably
Khomeini's [run nnd Ouaddafi's

about economics is comparatively
well developed: the Qur'an hns clear
instructions on this area, and compa-
ratively little to suy about academic
sociology or psychology; usurpation
of Islamic economics and the money
boom from oil have resulted in the

Libya, have shown an unco nitor table
tendency to allow the metaphysical
to brush aside the ground -rules of
international politics. With the
deaths uf Sadat and Beheshli, and
with growing tension between East
and West, the Middle East has he-

emergencc of several hundred pro-
fessional Muslim economists”.

conic the battle-ground once again.
Co-exUtencc with Moscow or

Ernest Gellner argued more philo-

sophically from the prehistoric roots
of Islttmic society: “In the days of

Washington seems unlikely; more se-

rious though, is the internal struggle
between fundamentalist tendencies

the Prophet, inheritance rules made
up half the law. No doubt, in a

and the empirical, compromising
methods itf western science and

past oral society generally based on
family ownership of lands and the

collective ownership of pasture whut

methods of Western science and
politics. It remains to he seen
whether it synthesis can he achieved
or whether catastrophic conflict is

unavoidable.

Saga of post-structuralism

it .iwfi

The threat of redundancy and re-

trenchment weighed heavily on
academics' minds all year. In a study

of the American experience Geoffrey

Caston or Ihe Committee of Vice

Chancellors and Principals, sought
the roots of the problem In the poli-

tical uncertainties of the 1950s: "The
supposed threat to freedom Inherent

in' the process of retrenchment Is fre-

quently stressed in contemporary de-

bates.

Memories uf the very real dis-

asters of the McCarthy ora and the

loyally oath crisis of the 1950s linger on
in Ihe professional consciousness, and
faculty members remain suspicious of
the intentions of “the administration”.

Lov^Joy’s fear, expressed 65 years

ago, of attacks on freedom disguised as

r •:
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something else, has not yet been dispel-

led. Some universities, to avoid a

The French radical psychoanalyst.

Jacques Lacan, died on September 9.

led. Some universities, to avoid a
species of pathological haste, which can
be damaging equally to academic quali-

ty and to faculty morale, have been
trying lo work out policies which accept
retrenchment as a continuing state and
not a crisis contingency”. .

His death had been expected for

some time and early in 1980, Lacan

The crisis may not be so grave as

some have thought but there remains

the more Insidious danger that the

whole fabric of education is being

undermined In a way that no reversal

of government policy will cure. Once
more, the answer lies with history.

had dismantled his controversial

teole freudknne, ambivalent about
its future worth and about the de-

velopment of Freudian thought
generally.

Summing up his career. Jacqueline

Rase wrote: “For Lacan, (he disper-

sal of psychoanalysis into its numer-
ous institutions and the assimilation

of ‘Freudianism’ into our common
vocabulary, did not indicate (hat

Freud himself had been understood.

Indeed, Lacan (above (eft) saw in

both ol these developments a refusal

of everything that was most difficult

about Freud's account of human sub-
jectivity and ihe unconscious. Lacan
considered that Freud’s greatest chal-

lenge was to the idea that human
consciousness is something which can

ever be totally known or that it can
ever be fully ordered. . . Lacan
argued that there is a

1 fundamental
and irreducible diwontjnui.ty jjt. rOW.
psychic Tife^.

With the deaths of Barthes and
Lacan, the bizarre circumstances of
Mme Althusser’s dcuth. and the Col-

in McCabe (above right) controversy,

the structuralist and post-structuralist

debate become ‘'news". 77ie Times
called Jacques Lacan “the high priest

of the psyche’’; elsewhere Bar(lies

speaking it is fair to say that the

trend or literary criticism in the last

century or so has side-stepped the

charge . of hti mbug,
.

partly because,
.following rb* .- growmg+ phfJoabphiqil
awareness of the necessary subjectiv-

ity of all human responses, it prog-

ressively abandoned the function of

judging quality and concentrated on
explanation - on eliciting ’meaning'

.

“On the muin issue, given
prominence by the media and the
sensitivity of public opinion, the

National Children’s Bureau report

remains reassuring. The performance
of pupils in comprehensive schools
on reading and mathematics is very
similar to that in grammar and
secondary modern schools. If the
findings of the NCH study on O and
A level results confirm these results

then the question of relative

'standards^ will have been
authoritatively answered and
attention can he focused on pther
aspects of our education system.”
From Colin Lacey's review of
Progress in Secondary Schools, TIIF.S

January 16.

“Of course the sonnets, us Dr Pndel
recognizes, are dramatic: but this

means that any reconstruction of the
possibly meagre factual basis of the
experience described is not
susceptible to nronf; and there are

more acceptable reconstructions than
(he one he offers us, including the

one that most readers take for

granted. Shakespeare had two loves,

of comfort and despair; one platonic,

the other sensual: and the mistress.

lo his grief, seduced the friends.

"

From Kenneth Muir’s review of two
books on Shakespeare's sonnets.

THES, September 11.

was dismissed as "half-genius, half-

cbnrlatan”. Despite a widespread
suspicion of such figures, the cere-

bral speculations of structuralist

thought have become fashionable,
with

,
academics, students, novelists

: themselves, even with
,
rock review-

ers of NME. Methuen are selling

thousands of the New Accents series

has the Anglo-Saxon tradition in the
humanities been more seriously

assailed. An era is ending.

Bravely dodging flak from decon-
structi crusts, structuralists and post-
structuralists, Peter Hampshire de-
fended traditional concerns of liter-

ary criticism against the charges of

“To himself, and to his colleagues,
Childe was a Marxist, and his

admiration for Soviet Russia was

hypocrisy and lack of vigour too
often. levelled at them: “Generally

genuine; yet to Soviet archaeologists,

who felt that he did apt pay
sufficient attention to the class

struggle ,or the Jaws of the dialectic,

he was considered not to have
.

'

thrown off all the errors of bourgeios
’science,”

Frong.T, C. Champion's review of
^ three book* on V. Gordon Childe,

TtfFfr, July 24.

“Sunim arizing his own
CUristiati-liheral-hanianist position

.

Only gradually did the Mime problem
eaten up with lt, ; since even the func-

tion of - explaining ‘meaning’ was

Denis Donoghue slates forthrightly

,

J dclest the current ideology which

1 found to bp radically Affected by the

question nf subjectivity". , .

refers, gloatingly, to the death of (he
author; the obsolescence uf the self,

lha end or man and so forth,* !.um
basically of the some opinion, and
for basjcallv the same reasons. The
difference between us i» that I <ht

'

Disussing E- P!. Thompson's “drsin-

vltation'Mo deliver foil; year’s Dimh-vitalion to deliver this years uimn-
leby - Lecture, Steven Lukes said:

“The affair is
,

probably butter vyt-

iknct for Hie pock-up than fur the

conspiracy theory of histury. How
else explain the embarrassing conflict

between tlw chairman of thc .gxiy-

erpors’ admission that, the Invitation

bad bdpn withdrawn; and a BBC
spokesman’s later denial?”

not sec any essential incompatibility

between this position npd flic use of
structuralist nictlUnh-of analysis: or
between continuing! In believe in the
existence of the Individual self;

( whether a moral self yr a creative !

veil) and acknowledging that il is

only through suprapersdiial cddto,

;

conventions ana systems (hat the self

cun kno^fc of express tt&.IL” .

David fridge, reviewing Feroclons

Alphabets by Denis Dou<fcthutr. THUS
November 20,
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Fundsfight:

the hidden
blow
Science/
Robin McKle
In a year (hat hus seen an unpre-

cedented savaging of higher educa-

tion, it would nppear on superficial

examination that spending on scien-

tific research has remained relatively

well protected. Indeed in its noto-

rious July While Paper on expendi-
ture, the Government claimed it

wished to "give protection lo the

support of basic science, an activity

which underpins further development
and is a particular strength of I In-

United Kingdom".
ft was a view quickly dismissed hy

the Advisory Hoard for the Research
Councils' chairmnn. Sir Alec Merri*

son, who commented that it

appeared the While Paper laboured
under the delusion tlmt hy protecting

the science vide "you thereby protect

basic science. You do nothing of the

kind."
The dual support system, by which

universities provide basic laboratory
facilities while research councils,

funded tlirough the science vote, top
these up with money for specific pro-

jects. was ahcaita stininco enough -
because of a I nek of University
Grants Committee cash - to be
under investigation by a working
party headed by Sir Alex himself.

After the White Paper, his group
was forced to more or less tear up its

preliminary conclusions mid start

again. The proposals it outs forward
in the New Year should make in-

teresting reading, for if iioiUmg else,

it is hard to imagine any significant

measures, short of a major cash re-

investment, that would he truly

effective.

Certainly university researchers
now face years of struggle in their

attempts to find funds for their work
- and in turn this is likely to in-

volve our research councils in in-

creased numbers of international cal

taborutions and joint projects with in-

dustry. These two approaches were
highlighted us likely moves by one

. man particularly concerned with

their success - Professor John King-

man. the newly appointed chairman
of the Science and Engineering Re-
search Council.

And in an interview in The THES.
shortly after his announced appoint-
ment last summer. Professor King-
man also echoed the words of his

predecessor, Sir Geoffrey Allen, in

calling for greater flexibility in

balancing the council's books each
year. Because it has to do so within

very tight margins - 0.15 per cent of
efcii year's funds this meant long
term, morp cost effective contracts,

could not be taken advantage of, and
so save money for other projects.

Later this year. Professor Kingman
also warned of another hidden threat

.to the future financial strength of the

council. At an informal meeting. for

science journalists, he cJaimea the

Government was failing lo properly

compensate the SERC lor (he effects

pf inflation on its funds.

This covert squeeze could repre-

sent several percent -of die SF.RC's
unmial-,’ budget and if sufficiently

fame cpiiW:; lead- to ih-p.

'tammies- and m
tiQg'. staff. In was .because these

. . re • unobtrusive that made
them *ci- dangerous, he added. "I
wtpld befar happier If the Depart-

ymerit of pdjrcaiion and Science simp-
ly -jewnu toui and said they were
going, tp: cub-'out budget by a certain
percent, Tried y/q t ,

would know ex-
jWly where we. wcieH . ...
• Despite these financial difficulties',

however ,-the SfcftC Jfili; had sum*
urcesto launch two major

Innovations f» I ft!., the first was
COtfcna/ned .Ujiivcrstt - University

q SdieHijer Expert*

between computers, revolutionizing tees, with a greater orientation to-

their academic and commercial use. wards policy issues and problem-

Thc second programme will in- solving, is still being played out. The

volve the SERC in work on molecu- new committees will cover social

lar electronics - the use of very thin affairs, education and human de-

layers of films, only one molecule velopment, industry and employ-

thick, which could ultimately be used ment, economic affairs, environment

lo link proteins and other organic and planning, and government and

material to electronic devices. A
team has been established under the Full details were outlined in Octo-

chairmanship of Professor Gareth ber in an SSRC ‘white paper with

Roberts of Durham University, and green edges', A Changing Structure

it is to suggest a number of projects (or Changing Circumstances, which

to be developed in conjunction with invited comments from interested

industry. academics, many of whom felt the

Both these projects deliberately scheme was rustled through in the

emphasize industrial collaboration in summer without full discussion,

keeping with the SERC’s current The comments have been mostly

policy on joint work. However it is adverse. Critics have voiced fears

still clearly not enough as far as the that the scheme threatens the age

engineering port of its remit is con- old principle of peer review where
cerned - to judge from the reaction academics judged research work only

of country's engineering professors, in their own field; that it threatens

They have begun discreet negotia- the support of fundamental, scholar-

lions with the SERC in n hid to have ly, work: and that the lines betweeniiuiia wiiii me iu 11 I’Hi iu inivc ly, »mm. unit mat tut iijji-s uuivylui

it split and u separate independent independent research and policy re-

engineering research and develop- search will be irreparably blurred,

ment council established. This should The British Sociological Society

be done, (he Engineering Professors has warned for example that social

Conference maintains, to protect the scientists might even lose confidence

special interests of engineering, as with the SSRC, while the Social

opposed to science, nnd to ensure Administration Association fears

proper industrial collaboration on fundamental research will be jeopar-

proiccts. dized.

The professors believe this would The SSRC for its part believes the
he a timely moment for such a scheme merely reflects the need for

separation because the ERDC would realism in (he 1980s. The rationale,

then work closely with the newly os put forward hy Mr Posner, is that

established Engineering Council, fewer, larger, committees will cose
although the professors chairman, the harsh choices made between
Professor Robert Smith stressed that As Mr Michael Posner, somewhat
talks were Mill only at a tentalive beleaguered SSRC chairman, warned
stage. in his annual report, the research life

Whether or not the.se discussions of universities is now dangerously
produce definite results remains to curtailed. Sir Alex Mcrrison, chairman
he seen. Nevertheless they do offer of the Advisory Board to the Research
the prospect of producing one or the Councils added in his wnrning recently
more intriguing developments of that research cannot tnkc more cuts.

1982. The drama over the replacement
of the 15 subject committees with six

i (. multi-disciplinary standing commit-

I he end ot rzsic

t°c!ure
Md l,elp ,lmplify

a m i
^ debate was given a curiouslybUU CLI O human dimension when Professor

* A. H. Halsey, professor or social and

(1 IH n Za /"TO administrative studies at Oxford, and a
I “Uv critic of the scheme surprisingly lost his

, seat on the council in the autumn. He
was in little doubt that he had been

Social science/ -sacked-.

P»(|| riatfiPr Whatever the lingering doubts left

'n ,be academic community, the re-

It has been a turbulent year for
are set lo go through, and will

Scottish Principals' Group, often de-

scribes the Scottish universities as a

microcosm of the range of universi-

ties in Britain, with ancient, modem
and technological.

But what happened to the Scottish

colleges of education this year can

also be seen as a microcosm of what
is happening in the university

system.

Eighteen months ago, Scottish

secretary George Younger and Scot-

tish education minister Alex Fletcher

announced that Hamilton and Cal-

endar Park colleges were to be

closed, and Craigjockhart, one of

Scotland’s two Roman Catholic col-

leges, merged with another institu-

tion.

The entire confused manoeuvre
has been characterized by lack of

consultation by the decision makers.

The move was excoriated on edu-

cational grounds. The college lectur-

ers' union, ALCES, had voluntarily

reduced staffing by a third over four

years, and said it could be cut no
further. Even if school rolls were
falling, there was an urgent need for

increased in-service training over a

geographical spread of colleges.

In the spring, 30 students from
Callendar Park walked to London to

draw attention to the campaign
against the closures. More than

106,000 people signed Hamilton’s
protest petition, the largest in the

history of Scottish education. It has

never been acknowledged by the

Scottish Office. Despite support
from MPs of all parties, there was ,a

feeling that the ministers were simply

The end of

a subject's

Golden Age
Social science/
Paul Flather

Expanded Rims *nq SdieHije: Experi-
ment rbnd win Involveihe council in
Itt.ntdithfqiUjolt

v£ouiMt project linking

itself .with thflrtJeparim.ent of ! lndu$*

liy bad Various dwjot companies.
They will

;
involved >jn research

whlilh vyjlj attempt to. link Computer
networks> known computer rings

- using satellites, therefore allowing'

far .greater transfer qf information

social sciences which oerhabs more
undoubtedly signal a far-reaebinabut were dissolved as autonomous col-

tlmn anv other* subicct arouo facets 9“ie ‘ elution ‘he S&Cs leges and their staff and students
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paying no attention.

Since there seemed to be no good
educational reasons for the closures,

it was to be assumed that there were
sound financial ones. But ALCES
calculated that the exercise would
cost £5,500,000 and challenged Mr
Fletcher to a public debate on their

calculations which never took place.

It may have been this which
changed the Scottish Office’s mind
despite Mr Fletcher's statement that

had this decision has been on finan-

cial grounds, another two colleges
would have closed. Or it may have
been ALCES’ threat to strike if

there were any
. compulsory redun-

dancies.
But in the end what happened was

rather different from the proposed
closures and merger. On September
15, Hamilton and Callendar Park
were dissolved as autonomous col-

leges, and their staff and students
transferred to Jordanhill in Glasgow
and Moray House in Edinburgh re-

spectively.

But they had won the concession
that their present courses would re-

main on site for another year, and
(he college buildings would be dis-

posed of after that.

The original Scottish proposal that
Craiglockhart should merge with
Moray House has been attacked by.
the Catholic hierarchy, concerned
about a merger with a non-
denominational institution.

In the end, the Scottish Office
took Craiglockhart and Us sister col-
lege Notre Dame and transformed
them into a new college with two
sites. To add to the general chaos,
the new college has been called Si

' Andrew's, leading most people to

:

suppose It is some omhoot of St
•.. Andrews University.

' Adequate educational provision
will without doubt be diminished in

i some areas because of these moves.
The financial benefits are unclear.
There have been po savings so far,

ii ionly Substantially , increased ; travel
: costs. .. *;> •

; •. /"M:- '

- No decision has been yet taken on
what will happen next year to the

.
Callendar Park and Hamilton build-

. , ings. The .Forth Valley Health Board
• is apparently looking at uses for Cal-'
f jetidar Park: could next year see the
iromc situation <of the government

^financing ' the hcnlth board to de-
velop a site it .already own9?

.

i t
The universities have warned that

they fac^ similar ironic situations,

'. thhi an. . operation without regard to

|educational needs will lead to savings
only by transfefrlng figures from one
^column of tha .Government's books!
jto anolher.j ..

. , ;

'

.
,i- Scottish; medical faculties. prqVide.
'more community health care than
south of the border and if university
posts are lost, the National Health
^Service: will have the harden of fill-

ing' them.

warned that redundancy notices will
have to go out in March although
the universities have no money to
pay compensation. Aberdeen could
face paying £6m in redundancies to
save a mere £1,500,000.
The Scottish universities are taking

to heart Mr William Waldegravex
request to them last month for “hard
facts" on what the cuts will mean,
and hope to give their reports to the
DES as the year ends.
One of the criticisms of the Coun-

cil for Tertiary Education which has
been reviewing the structure and
management of Scotland’s tertiary

sector has been that its remit does
not include universities.

The council, which has finally

completed its report after two years’

investigation, must be profoundly
grateful not to have to consider yet

another area where government
activity has pre-empted its findings.

Not only has the college of educa-

tion system been viewed in apparent

isolation from the rest of the tertiary

sector, but the beginning of next

year will see the first meeting of>a

single negotiating body for staff in

further and higher education, set up
by the 1981 Scottish Education Act.

Until now, there have been three

negotiating bodies, with the proceed-
ings dominated by day school nego-

tiations. U remains to be seen how
much harmony this rationalization

will achieve.

While the Scottish Further Educa-
tion Association is delighted to

emerge from the shadow of Scot-

land's largest teaching union, the

Educational Institute of Scotland (as

are the education college and central

institution lecturers since their nego-

tiations always follow largely the
A

same line as the further education"

negtiations), the EIS FE section is

furious that it does not have more
votes than the other tertiary unions

combined. The politics of next year’s

negotiations should at least be in-

teresting, if somewhat fraught.

To return to the tertiary council,

although its advisory report was sent

to the Scottish Secretary more than a
month ago, it has not at the time of

writing been published.
However, it is said to propose a

body similar to the University Grants
Committee, with control of funding

for college courses. Rationalization

of Scotland’s fragmented tertiary sec-

tor has no easy solution, but the

proposals would allow the future of
the institutions to be moulded
through financial control, with local

authority colleges no longer entirely

dependent on the Rates Support
Grant,
The system would also incorporate

dual management of courses, w>‘h

advanced courses run by the national

body, and non-advancea by the local

authorities.

Such a report will, only polarize
• opinion farther and confirm people

in the views they have been express-!

ing all year. The central institutions

wiu see it as a vindication of their

system, with easy resource sharing,

and speedy negotiations with the.

Scottish Education Department
rather than through regional council

committees. • • • •

Further education will see in the

proposals the threat of academic

drift and reduced funding for .non-

advanced work.

Resentment
over fees
smoulders
Overseas, students/

.
It was iheyifable that: the subject oi

overseas students’ fees should sl|F

out of the limelight during a year ol

such drama for. higher education'

But there were a number of impor
r'tanf developments during 1981 whict

may well lay the: foundations for a

least a
;
refinement of the Govern:

,-mpnt’s policy; .* > = ,
.

'

For-It Ihe glambur sunounding th<

issue had. largely died down-in. Bri

I', taft,. evehfa ipfoyed
j

that resentmen

: sjootddeied on in-: a number of dc
vpldpirig notions; .inbstljr-in the Com
tnonwpalth. /President' Sb&fciffi, • i P
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country which has provided the
largest single contingent from
abroad.

She was to encounter more lob-

bying on the subject at (he Mel-
bourne Heads of Government con-
ference later in the year. In the
meantime, ministers continued to

hear representations on foreign visits

and Malaysia in particular followed
up its earlier opposition to the fees

by deciding to cease sending Govern-
ment sponsored students to Britain
and hinting at repercussions in trade
deals.

The first major initiative for
change came from a consultative
group of eminent academics and
administrators from all parts of the
Commonwealth, which met in Lon-
don over easter to consider ways of
implementing the recommendations
made by education ministers at their

conference in Sri Lanka.
The group, urged on by proposals

for change made by the Association

of Commonwealth Universities,

urged governments to set fees at

"substantially below full cost", to ex-

pand scholarship schemes and in-

clude them in an all-embracing Com-
monwealth Higher Education Prog-
ramme and to set up permanent
monitoring of student mobility.

Their recommendations eventually

found their wuy on to the agenda for

Melbourne and although broader
political questions restricted discus-

sion, a commitment of sorts did

emerge. Governments were urged to

give
T
‘carly and sympathetic consid-

eration" to the group s proposals. By
December, the Commonwealth Sec-

retariat hns announced that it was to

set up a standing committee to moni-
tor developments, while the British

government had pledged its support
to the Melbourne resolution.

This announcement came from Mr
Richard Luce who, in September's
Cabinet reshuffle, took over respon-

sibility for overseas students ns pnrt

of his Foreign Office brief. His pre-

decessor, Mr Nicholas Winterton,
had first assumed responsibility for

the area as part of a gradual but

significant transfer from the Depart-
ment of Education and Science to

the Foreign Office as lead depart-

ment.
As part of the change of approach,

an inter-departmental group of offi-

cials began having regular meetings
to examine the effects of the fees on
student numbers. It found that there

had been an overall drop of 19 per
cent during 1980, the most serious

decline coming in non-advanced
further education. By the end of the

year, preliminary figures suggested a

further decline of some 2 per cent on
undergraduate courses, 1 per cent on
postgraduate courses but another se-

rious drop in the non-advanced
sector.

Any thoughts of a change of policy

were shelved while the Overseas Stu-

dents Trust embarked on a study of

possible alternatives for the Govern-
ment. The trust bad been asked to

conduct the exercise after bringing

out its book, the Overscar Student

Question, which produced convincing
arguments for a softening of the line.

Other countries followed Britain’s

lead during the year in imposing res-

trictions either through fees or
quotas on the number of overseas
students, but none reached the Brit-

ish level of up to £6,000 per year for

medical courses. Some, such as

France, produced a system which
discriminated In favour of certain

countries but apart from new exemp-
tions for refugees', only EEC stu-

dents benefited from any change of
policy. They were the unwitting reci-

pients of a halving of fees for home
students on undergraduate courses,

bringing fheir charges down to £480
next year compared with a likely

figure of approaching 0,000 for

their Commonwealth colleagues.

Preparing for
* a

assault

Adult education/
Charlotte: Barry

. .Adult education spent th£ year lick-

ina Its wounds and preparing to de-
Tend -itself against a fresh assaiilt by

the Government on its already slen-
der budget.

As expected, the massive lee in-
creases imposed after the 198(1 cuts
caused an 1

1
per cent drop in local

authority evening class enrolments.
As many authorities moved towards
a self- financing adult education ser-
vice fees rose by an average of 51
per cent, and in some areas by as
much as 200 per cent. The backlash
among evening class students led
some authorities to curb fee in-
creases and fail to increase their in-
come as expected. Not surprisingly,
total spending on adult education
was only J9 per cent lower than in
1979/80 (£66m) in spite of the Gov-
ernment's demand for a 30 per cent
cut.

One of the reasons why adult

education has suffered such draco-
nian cuts is because (he obsolete
terms of the 1944 Education Act
have allowed local authorities to pro-

vide only what they consider "adequ-
ate facilities’' for farther education in

their area.

Early in the year, the Government
decided to bring the law up to date
to make it the duty of every author-

ity to provide farther, adult nnd con-
tinuing education. However,
although broad agreement was
renched with the local authorities on
amendments affecting the education
I A- to 19-year-olds and the youth
service, the l.c a.s were reluctant to

extend this to adult education.

The authorities Hraucd that if they
were required by law to provide

adult education tney would have to

impose higher fees to pay for it. ff

they only nad a power to provide it

they would continue to run a res-

tricted service which was not bevond
most people's means. Adult educa-

tion groups reacted vociferously as

details of the talks leaked out.

As a result of the strong opposi-

tion, the local authorities backed
down and agreed that they should
have a duty to provide adult educa-

tion within the resources available.

The final decision now rests with the

Department of Education nnd Sci-

ence.

Another major Government initia-

tive was its decision to set up an
Open Tech under the auspices of the

Manpower Services Commission.
Although adult educators welcomed
the idea to use techniques pioneered

by the Open University to train and
retrain technical workers, they were
concerned that it would rely solely

on existing facilities.

The Open Tech will be coordin-

ated nationally by a small Open
Tech unit, funded and staffed with

limited resources, and adult educa-

tion workers fear this will not be
adequate. They are also worried ab-

out the tack of opportunities avail-

able in the Open Tech for women
returning to work, unemployed peo-
ple and unskilled workers, and critic-

al of , the understanding that em-
ployers or individuals will bear the

brunt of the cost.

Open University fees, which rose

by 47 per cent at the beginning of

the year, are about to be increased

by a further 22 per cent. The new
level of £120 for a full credit course

means that undergraduate fees paid

by the OU’s 75,000 students nave

risen by almost 80 per cent in the

last two years.

People studying for an honours
degree lasting six or seven years will

now have to find a total of £1,100 in

course and summer: school fertf
,
plus

an ektra £600 for books, travel' and
other expenses. Science and technol-

ogy students with more than two
compulsory summer schools would
pay at least £1.860.

The increase in OU fees came
within weeks of the University

Grants Committee introducing a uni-

form policy of part-time fees m tradi-

tional universities. These now aver-

age half those pt the Open Universi-

ty and total about £700 for a degree

over four or five years. At some
polytechnics the cost Is as little as

The effect of the Open University

fee increase has been a regional shift

with few.er students being drawn

from areas of high unemployment.

As student president Ms Pant McNey
put it: “We re in danger of becoming

the Closed University of the South*

East.” * •

?

fo spltfe of the problems caused by

the fee rises, the Open University

continued to pe
,
as innovative

.
a^

ever. Its continuing education faculty
produced a growing number of short
courses aimed ui industry in particu-
lar. ami the Oil's first taught mas-
tor's degree was flmuleil with appli-
cants.

Elsewhere in adult education, new
ideas wive stifled to a large extent
by the effect or the widespread cuts,
and innovation was patchy. One
positive area of growth was the pro-
vision of special facilities and courses
for unemployed people ranging from
leisure time activities to retraining
courses and classes on starling small
businesses and cooperatives. .Simul-

taneously the Government asked the
Advisory Council for Adult and
Conti tilling Education to assess the
extent of pr /vision for the unem-
ployed and submit a report in 1982.

Other major reports that appeared
during the year concentrated on paid
educational leave, ex-nffenders and
English as a second language.

Arrival of

the dreaded
third wave
Teacher training/
Patricia Santtnelli
The much debated and feared third

wave of teacher training rationaliza-

tion finally came in 1981. For the
first time universities were involved,

but it was neither as extensive nor ns
dramatic as previous onslaughts, con-
tained as it wus to one year nnd to
postgraduate courses.

Even though there was little drama
when the Advisory Committee for

the Supply nnd Education of
Teachers, the Government’s reluc-

tant hatchet man, announced its re-

commendations in the summer, these

were the result of six months of trials

and tribulations.

One of the main drawbacks facing
the committee was the preponder-
ance of confusing Department of
Education and Science manpower
projections.

In January, for example, the first

of a long line of DES papers pre-

sented projections which saw the
popular PGCE frozen, while the
BEd was to be encouraged to recov-

er from its disastrous low recruit-

ment in 1980.

Yet only one month later the com-
mittee was to be asked whether a
lower target figure for the BEd
should be considered and to what
level the PGCE should be increased.
• Simultaneously the committee was
being asked to advise urgently on
another projection which indicated

that 7,000 loo many teachers were
being trained annually than would be
needed by schools in (he 1980s.

In April there was yet another

DES volte face as a paper emerged
describing the BEd as an essential

route to training, especially fdr prim-
ary teachers arid certain secondary
subjects such as craft design ana
technology. It stressed that training

received on the BEd was better than
Ihe PGCE and although the latter

could expand to take on a bigger

proper l ion of primary teacher train-

ing, it could never be the only route.

In May, however, the split in D$S
politics became even clearer as sud-

denly it advised AC5ET that the
postgraduate intake ought to be Ctyt

by a third arid both routes bv 10 per

cent in the long term.

ACSET’s immediate reaction was
to reject these proposals. But even-

tually after three emergency meet-
ings, (he committee. Very much
under pressure, made its final recom-
mendations for a 25 par cent cut in

the . 1982 PGCE intake. It a|so

accepted the 10 per cent long term

Cut as r realistic option.

'

The irony of its position cqnrioi

have escaped the committee’s mem-
bership when it became clear uflcr a
period of dithering at the DES and a
change ol ministers (heir recom-
mended cuts were seen both ks too

high in die case of (lie PGCE ai)d

loo low for the long term.
• By then the committee may have
been wondering what its exact pur-

pose was, for there wiai a Certain

element of humiliation as Sir Keith

Joseph, the new Secretary of State for

Education, announced that . the

PGCE cuts qhoukjLbe held to £0 pcf

cent, so as lo ensure that the viabil-
ity of institutions was protected and
a base for future expansion main-
tained.

Much to everyone's surprise. Sir

Keith also took (he opportunity to
advise institutions that BEd recruit-

ment should he contained to 1980/81
levels and that cuts in the long term
might need to be 20 rather than 10

per cent us this would be more in

line with matching numbers lo future
demand.
He also gave a very strong pointer

that the PGCE route was favoured
by the DES in that he saw the cuts
very much us a tempo raiy measure
which would soon he remedied by an
expansion, particularly in PGCE
primary teacher training courses.
The latest DES projection in

November to some extent confirmed
this. In a comeback lo the February
outlook, the DES suggested that a

massive increase in -the numbers of

PGCE primaiy trained teachers
would have to nc sought if the needs
of schools in the 1980s anil 1990s
were to be met.
However this was unlikely to

be accepted with equanimity hy
AC 'SET. The committee tins illready
called for the production of several
different options based oil thc.se fi-

gures which it will ci insider before
presenting its final recommendations
in March. ACSET is known to
favour a campaign uf recruitment to

hnth routes and is not convinced that
a higher cut than IU per cent might
not result in a shortage of teachers.

One major problem fur all institu-

tions on both sides of the binary
divide resulted directly from Govern-
ment delay in issuing official recom-
mendation’s. Institutions found them-
selves unable to make definite offers
to candidates who were kept hanging
on in the weekly hope of nn
announcement (hat might give indi-
vidual details of the cutbacks.
Another ironic factor common

to butli sectors is that whilst there
were plans to cutback the PGCE.
applications to the latter were so
buoyunt that in July, only a handful
of institutions liad any places left and
students were being advised ulready
then to apply for 1982.

There were sonic difficulties

however which were solely limited to
one or the other sector. For example
in universities (here was the some-
what shocked realization that this

lime round nothing would exempt
them from a share in the burden of
cuts, especially not as equal partners
in PGCE training.

For them too there was the added
danger that because of general
sweeping cuts within the sector, re-

duction in education courses might
bn used as a bludgeoning instrument.
This fear was to prove right in the
case of the attempted closure of the
faculty of education at Bristol Uni-
versity.

For the public sector institutions,

especially the polytechnics depart-
ments of education, the tensions cre-
ated by low recruitment to the BEd
in 1980 resurged as (hey anxiously
waited to see whether their forecast
that the year had been a “nuke" was
justified.

Although institutions fears that
BEd recruitment might sink even
lower or not recover, thereby result-

ing in its eventual disappearance
were not realized, they gained little

comfort from the announcement that
PGCE cuts would fall particularly on
primary.

, courts, jh&; maforilr, ,i of.
which are in the public sector

The only possible sweetener that

colleges and polytechnics have re-

ceived this year is contained in u DES
paper. Its predictions for a massive
increase in primary POCE training

suggests that it will be necessary for

the public sector to increase its num-
bers at a much faster rate lhan the
university sector.

.

At Iho same time us (he PGCE
versus the BEd was being debated in

DES papers and. through AC’SET, a
major Council for National
Academic Awards inquiry on the
BEd was set up and reported. In
addition ihe result of . a University

Council for the Education of
Teachers investigation into middle
and primnry PaCE courses which
had began fit J98U were published.

Coincidentally; hoth Inquiries col-

led Tor an extension in trfo length of
the courses in <hc case' of Ihe Bgd
to four years and in that of the
PGCE .to two years, a,‘ Ont fo^prjnK

ury nnd middle courses hut eventual-
ly secondary courses as well.

The well puhlized national
150U bonus scheme to attract high
calibre science graduates into

(caching hod much to the Govern-
ment's embarrassment to he post-

poned until I9K2. Officially this was
because of college opposition to the

slurring date, unofficially though the
veritable boom in numbers coming
forward to train in these subjects

rendered the scheme redundant.

Specialist

subjects
threatened
Medicine/
Robin McKle
S^MdciiberatcIT's^
that medicine should nn longer
escape the worst vicissitudes of high-
er education cutbacks, the University

Grunts Committee have begun a pro-
cess that could seriously erode the
discipline's teaching and threaten the

existence of certain specialist subjects.

Wit It universities putting u blanketSage on nil new appointments.
line - with its high stuff turnov-

ers ul lecturer level - this yeur faced
(he prospect tliut some departments
may quickly lose all its lecturers ill u

given subject.

Tilts fear wus highlighted by
medical denns last autumn who
pointed out that lecturer grades at

medicul schools arc equivalent (o

senior registrar grades at hospitals

and these posts arc viewed as parts

of a doctor's training. When a

medical lecturer moves on to a con-
sultant post after about four years,

this creates a vacancy - which means
(here is a 25 per cent turnover of
pasts in medical education.

By freezing posts, this means uni-

versities could find themselves very

rapidly losing all staffing in certain

medical subject areas and also thre-

atening the future long term strength

of these schools.

On ti more positive note, however,
the medical wrangles of London Uni-
versity finally reached what is hoped
to be the end of the road for finan-

cial difficulties. In December the

senate finally agreed to a package of

proposals put forward by the uni-

versity's joint planning committee.
This avoided all threats to close

the Westminster, Kings College and
Royal Free medical schools and is

intended to save money by cutting

staff-student ratios and merging
administrations of various individual

schools to establish four major con-
glomerates in London.
However, the JPC report,

,
which

outlined its package of recommenda-
tions, warned that in the short term
further sacrifices may still have to be
made by schools because the trans-

fers of money must’ inevitably be
phased at a lime when the university
has no financial cushion. "The
medical schools must strive to secure
every help from outside sources, in

particular to prevent total erosion of
their research effort which is severely
threatened".

In the end it is hoped to save £3m
a year by. these moves which also

coincide with a redistribution uf stu-

dent numbers at the city's various
prc-clinfcal nnd clinical schools, with

iifhe :

v. main, beneficiary being St

Georges medical school. Its prccli-

nicnl intake n to be allowed to rise

from 85 to 150, while King's College
will drop from 134 to 105, Mid*
dlesex-Univcrsity College's front 321

to IV5, and Si Bartholomew's-
London's from 248 to 200.

Yet these changes arc minOr man-
oeuvres compared to the ale rations

which are being urged on some of the

medical education - systems of our
European ricichbours. At the .Asso-

ciation of Medical . Education in

Europe, delegates passed a. general
resolution calling for' strict control of
numbers of students entering schools
- and that this should he bused on
intellectual and mdtivalional qualities

of entrants and lie free of unaccept-
able discrimination.

This may. seem to be a statemem
• of the obvious - bu( in Tact Ihere nre

’several countries in Europe, suen as
Belgium and. Italy, in which 1

all eligi-

ble students are allowed ro enrol in

• medicaLcfasses. i i . .



REVIEW OF 1981

Bad, sad
times of

Reagan
Peter David/
North America

it has been a bad, sad year Tor the
world's biggest system of higher

education. More than 12 million stu-

dents - a record - unrolled in Amer-
ican universities and colleges in 1981.

But the mood of university leaders at

the end of the year was one of
unrelieved pessimism.
When President Reagan arrived ut

the White House at the end nf J'WU
the national pressure groups fur

higher education vowed gamely (o
build bridges to an Administration
which they knew would he less

generous than its predecessor. Ily
the end of this year, however, no
bridges were in ntiiee and many cher-
ished higher education programmes
hud been washed away in the un-
yielding cm rent of Reaganomics.

I -or most universities the iimncdi
ale anxiety has been tin- federal
(invent incut's astonishingly rapid re-

heat from a long-standing bipartisan
tradition of government support for
student grants and loans. As a nation
die United States has always baulked
at the icfea of financing higher educa-
tion institutions centrally, out Iras l*c-

THE TIMES HIGHER EDUCATION SUPPLEMENT
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MIT academic status on the staff

employed by the private institute.

But the university was careful to

insist that salcahlc research findings

would belong to the university and
the frec-flow or scientific knowledge
would be maintained.

Relations with the Pentagon, too,

have been a source of some friction

as a result of a series of incidents in

which the Government has sought to

curtail the activities of foreign resear-

chers - notably Chinese - working on
American campuses. A joint

academic and Defence Department
committee was established during the

year to work out a concordat which
could govern relations between the
two sectors.

The immediate cuts in federal

supprt huve not, however, distracted

American higher education entirely

from anxiety about its long-term
prospects as the number of college-

age students declines rapid!*' intn tk-

IWs. Higher education leaders ex-

pect sham competition for young
people between business and
academe, und arc not yet confident
that higher education will win.

In nl least one area it became
abundantly dear in 1981 that higher
education was losing. Talented
young engineers, attracted by unpre-
cedented salaries ill the private sec-
tor. deserted universities in droves
despite frantic efforts by the Nation-

al Science l-'miiniutioii and even
si iilie far-seeing corporations to

make academic careers appear mure
attractive.

I

I

at the idea of fmsmeinc higher ediicu- It fl

lion ins titutii m.\ centrally, Tmt hns l»c- |\/l I H
lieveil in giving students generous
financial aid to promote social equal- U. r j

\
ity and opportunity. UfIM*

i All that has changed under Presi-

j
dent Reagan. Congress has agreed

!|
reluctantly lo cut a deep swathe

ill through the elaborate systems of
91 ’ grants and loans through which • -

Pi
federal dollars have flowed via stu- vOITO

||j

dent choices into (he university Ifg]g|
]* ^

By two. according to rhe latest

I?
Washington leaks, the big •Poll" The Chang

P * grant programme, which helps 2.0 1981 has
[l

[
million lower and middle income stu- dament at d

H i dents a year, will have shrunk from tion in the
S2.600m (about £ 1.400m) to Granted

iM SI ,444m. Government-subsidized ter, Mr Jo
kilt and guaranteed loans will be made student scl

i Rif: .available to fewer students under less also bailed
Mlji generous terms. the first aci

Bj&Pi Besides threatening to reduce en- a vote-cate
raiments generally, the federal with- and the sei

W" drawal from student aid programmes matter how
is likely to bring about a major shift no Irish g
in the balance Between private and nance a ui
public higher education. Indepen- In additi

:

•"
*•» dentlyTmanced colleges which for u four y

l. account for a fifth of the nation's for the un

j
:

students have already noticed a drift optimistical

.
of students to the state-subsidized embryonic
universities where tuition fees are due to beg

.. considerably lower. Beyond I

For the nation’s elite research uni- speeches i

j

- varsities, which can count on attract- and exhort
ing the cream of every generation of give more
students, the disappearance of stu- are unable

d • i' dent aid is less worrying. But they, attitudes ai

: f.
too. has1© fared badly under the One rea

:

,
Reagan Administration because of a latively liul

continuing decline in government tert, is tha
. ; •, support for research. (tie ministr

• To compensate for the reduction office in .

of federal support, the major univer- factor is tl

;
,

:
.

‘
sitles have been quick lo turn to devoting n
non-traditinnal sources of money. The energies to

• ^Department of Defence, which cut not always

1 hwtty links with the campuses in Ihe When cm
•

.
> tfnopf»lte years of Vreinpm, has adjective to

?
**''!*:

.si' been asked to make.

fffciiiiii f-

Minister

brings new
dynamism
John Walshe/

Ireland

The change of Government during
1981 has not yet made any fun-
damental difference to higher educa-
tion in the Republic.
Granted the new Education Minis-

ter, Mr John Buland, has improved
student scholarships and grants and
also bailed out the universities. But
the first act was necessary because of
a vote-catching pre-election promise
and the second was imperative - no
matter how bad public finances were
no Irish government could counte-
nance a university going broke.

in addition, Mr Boland has asked
for u four year “rolling” financial plan

optimistically about his 'hopes for an
embryonic Open University which is

due to begin operations in 1982.

Beyond these developments, a few
speeches about higher education,,
and exhortations to industrialists to’
give more scholarships, academics
are unable to devine the minister’s

attitudes and plans for this sector.
One reason

;
where (here is re-

latively little to go on is, say suppor-
ters, is that there were no plans in

the ministry when Mr Boland took
office in July. A . more important

But both measures will cost sub-
stantial amounts of money; they will

create their own, largely adult mar-
ket when the are in full flight and
they will not be sufficient to meet
the demand from young school leav-

ers which continues to grow inexor-

ably. Mr Boland has not yet spelt

out clearly how he will meet this

demand.
Nor has he stated what he intends

to do about St Patrick's College,
Maynooth, if, as expected, he con-
tinues to press ahead with plans for

the breaking up of the federal

National University of Ireland into

separate independent universities.

Finance, however, will continue to

be the minister’s biggest problem.
The forthcoming budget at the end
of January should give some indica-

tion of his intentions.

To reach participation rales com-
parable to other countries, the Re-
public will need to shift considerable
resources to higher education. If n
start is not made in the Coalition
Government’s first annual budget,
confidence in Mr Boland’s higher
education competence will begin to
sup away.

U-turns as
government
changes

Guy Neave/
France

In French higher education 1981 will
go down ns the year of Ihe great U
turn. The election of May III put an
end to the iron policies of Mme
Alice Saunier-Siete. dedicated tu the
undoing of the post 1968 settlement
in university affairs.

To be sure, in the latter days of
the previous administration some
double-edged gestures were made to-
wards giving new life to “university
autonomy”. In November 1980, the
Freville commission was set up in
extreme haste and reported in March
1981, just before the elections.
Among its recommendations was

the creation of some intermediary
body rather on the lines of the

The most noteworthy event of Ihe
year was the disappearance of the
Ministry of Higher Education -
something that lecturers unions had
been against since it was set up in
1974. Now, responsibility for higher
education has reverted to the Minis-
try of National Education under the
new minister, M. Alain Savary.
Despite high hopes that the more

controversial legislation of the ancien
rime would be swept away on a

• .pommStihente to a<adefiiic research.

'

.private business, lured by the

t..£, prospect’ of fat 'profits in bioicchnolo-
. . gy anti micToelecuonka, has become

ji'J I"::-' iri lhorea^ngfy more important sport-
;* /for of uniwisily research. > •

.

I -;] r.
!
! -fy ; y developing relations with ihc-

ly.tS y :
'

<
reiilagan end private business the

}*:'Ifh y tesfatw UhiversiUos have. howevtr,

i i • i
*4- gitaferjjy id avoid (rotiHl-

iy y m:'> ;ing'ccmlusKrns of rpje and acciisaiiuh^

y
•

y.tW, ; trtt*tfajw ' at -the MqftM&wacfo

ft
\

'

pHvafe research hutRutei the
1

Vfjjilc*

Ifi , ;
•

• IwatJ Institute for Bipmedfcal Re-
y«' scardu ... ;

1

.

':>} ?.'•« ;: MTr evaiinpilly citdbrsed an agrch-

"

m V, - ;.: rtferU dotfer. Vrnleft ihe-' umversify
• y’.:.:

11," y
^ wpWl'iycei^ Wfd(ehe&4 money In

. V i
ffw agreeing ipr bbnfef full .

'ii":" •

:

:: '•=

•;
y

•

factor is that (lie minister has been
devoting most of his considerable
energios to other sectors, admittedly
not always willingly.

When commentators want a handy

C^®%a' can Cut
even friends, 1 pretty rough in par-
Uanientary and othdir debates. But he
has ahfo brought a new dyiianilsm io
an education System that Wits in’din-
ger of boconiing strtgnanf. . .

When he does speak on .this tpbjc,
he waxes lyrically on the Open Uni-
jrertity typo system which is due to
begin wun pilot programmes in 1982.
Jne yfficine; «rlll be operated by the
National Institute for Higher Edu&t-

wijuneHcm
:tfth

tpe nartoh&l redid ancj tcleviyon sia*

:

ttop, THe mlnt«er tfijks ezdledly-fib- .:

put
..
adults geuhre; ihipd ievej qual-:

jncfltions. recatdieis of tWIr social;
economlfc, cducatMftW gcoarddhic ’

backgWtifids. ,
? : : .;;; vV;

: He gives the* impression iliat, the
scK«me .plus, his request totheoni--

'if- IS'

tide of reforming zeal, the incoming
team has been strangely cautious.
However, the government had its

fingers severely burned when it set
out lo rescind the aptly named Loi
Sauvage. This law promulgated in
the summer of 1980, shifted the ba-
lance of power on university commit-
tees firmly into (he hands of full

professors. It was supposed to lessen
the influence of small unrepresenta-
tive student bodies whose political
affiliations appeared suspect. Not
surprisingly, the socialists’ first

ghcfnpt tp abolish this law met with
-WJir^ra«<«from-.tbeIien^.v-m
government k pressing ahead and
will shortly do away with it by min-
isterial decree.

Among other issues the now
administration has promised to deal
with, is the perennial question of
part-time untenured staff. Through-
out the GiKordian era1

, this aroub
has steadily diminished Horn.7

43 per
cent (6 33 per cent of all. university

S!n,ic there ore fiome
45,000. staff overall obviously part
tuqers fM? Rip numerous all to bn
given tenure, even supposing they
are qualified which many \of them
arp. not. •

.
i‘:

:

,. .
Sonte gestnre In this direction was'

made jn the QuermQnneieport.puh-
lislied . m November, it prdposed k
major ,overhaul In ihe aeadeoHc
Wererchy!,

, abolishing ihe - myriad
itades^jtatits differences and ranks.
In future, ir propbsedi Uorh^ps dyer:
totimlstfcajtei there 4ShouId ! Ks , two
Msjc.ranks, lecturers eiid professors.

Needless to say, this did not receive
1 great acclamation.
- Nevertheless, the proposed uni-
I versity budget is rather more gener-
: ous this year, mainly to allow the

creation of new tenured posts to pla-

cate part-timers.
t Research in France tends to be
> more centralized and less directly

associated with teaching than in Bri-
> tain. But the fact that its budget has
• leapt by 30 per cent over last year’s

figures will have important repercus-
' sions in the universities. For one
1 thing it will put an end to the siege
1 mentality that flourished in the dying

days of the previous government.

Apartheid

:

barriers

! crumbling
1

Craig Charney/
South Atrica

As South Africa's universities shut
for the summer vacation, a year of
campus ferment drew to a close.

Almost all the 16 universities,

although segregated by race and lan-

guage, saw moves to the left in

varying degrees among faculty and
students during 1981.

1 The year also saw the debate over
reform in South Africa take in the
question of dropping racial barriers
at the universities.

i The strength of the left was evi-

dent at the five predominantly white
English-medium universities, where

I left-wing students kept control of
i four student councils and Rhodes

University reaffiliated to the left-

wing National Union of South Afri-
1 can Students (Nusas).

In the social sciences, the new
“revisionist” school, which emphasizes
class rather than race, as the key
issue in South Africa, also continued
tp gain ground.

Particulary significant was the
wave of anti-apartheid protest which
swept both white English and black
campuses at the time of the May 31
Republic Day holiday.
They showed that a sizeable

minority of white students was ready
to join hands with the 10 per cent or
so of blacks permitted to study on
their campuses with special permits,
and that they were Milling to fall in
step with the black campuses instead
of trying to lead them.
The same protests also made clear

that black university students had
largely turned away from the racial
exclusivity of the “black conscious-
ness" Reriod of the 1970s towards
cooperation with whites.
The increase of support among

them for the non-raaal African
National Congress, the banned
nationalist movement, was also un-
mistakeable.

. Students on white and some black
campuses also moved off to take
part in community projects arid orga-
nizations. In some cases, however,
the : inexperienced ‘ yqung

i
people

overplayed their harid, as when lec-
ture boycotts fed to the expulsion of
half th$ students at the Indian uni-
versity of Durban-Westvil Ie at
midyear.

• A major talking point occurred in
rJ^ ^faen ftofessoii Mike de Vries,
tcclpr of Steilenbo^dv University/ the
.leading Afrikaans institution, called
for the univereily to open its doors

.
to students of atl races.'

,
was echoed by two official

...bodies in the mqnths which followed,
the National Manpower Commission
and. the De. Lange Commission an

'

Education. But 1

all the govcriiment
promised in reply wai-to streamline
the permit rules governing blacks at

.

It also pushed- through legislation
' to create

,
separate; township colleges

;for Africah studeritsJIranUally coifed
Vista

,
UniyertSty, to operi: fo. 1983

despite strong denunciations from.
' ltbefal-. educators. :

..

<• "
•

.

: .Sjnce tHe last week, ip September,
at Ieast:< ll students and fornter stu-

. ocnr leaders have been held as part
.

,
w

:
repeated

,
wavoai of detentions.

that a majqr

Academics'
worst fears

realised

GeoSf Maslen/
Australia

Higher education in Australia got off
to a poor start in January with news
that the “jewel in the crown of Au-
stralian scholarship”, the Australian
National University, was under
threat. Hie ANU’s vice chancellor
Professor Anthony Low announced
that without more money on top of
its ASlOOm a year, the university’s

teaching and fundamental research
roles would be seriously jeopardized.

Professor Low’s intimation that all

was not well seemed echoed by news
that two of the country’s leading
educators were actually quitting to

take up jobs in strife-torn Britain.

Sir Bruce Williams, vice chancellor

of Sydney University, resigned his

post to become director of Britain’s

new Technical Change Centre, and
Dr Malcolm Skilbeck director of the

curriculum development centre in
' Canberra left to assume the joint

appointment of professor of curricu-

lum in the Institute of Education at

London University and director of

studies at the Scnools Council for

curriculum and examinations.
Significantly, no sooner had Dr

Skilbeck accepted his job than

the Commonwealth government
announced it would close down the

Curriculum Development Centre and
force the merger of 30 of the coun-
try's colleges of advanced education.

That latter decision seems likely to

result in the loss of up to 1,000
academic jobs and was immediately
condemned an the grounds that the

decision could lead to shortfalls in

teacher numbers in the mid 1980s,

since most of the colleges affected

were involved in teacher education.

But the cries fed on deaf ears and
when the Commonwealth Tertiary

Education Commission produced its

report of funding for the three, years

from 1982-84 the worst fears of the

academics .were realized. Their pleas

for more money went unheeded and

when the government announced its

budget provisions for higher educa-

tion even the restricted recommenda-
tions of the TEC were further

eroded.
What followed was a remarkable

and spontaneous demonstration by

students, many who were still in

primary school during the great Viet-

nam protest days. Across the coun-

try, tertiary students and their

teachers paraded and waved placards

and in one brave instance actually

hurled rotten tomatoes at the prime

minister, Malcolm Fraser - a man
' who has established for himself the

image of Attila the Hun of higher

education. For -the first time, too,

academics at two universities went

on strike for a day in protest.
..

,

Students,, of course, have in-

creasingly been . forced to tighten

tbeir belts as lean times descend on

them. According to, the Australian

Union of Students more than a third

combine their studies .with either 9

full-time or part-time job. •

' Fewer than half interviewed in one

survey said ..they devoted all, their

time to study and only one. in. eight

said, they relied, on the Common-
wealth government for the pittance

known as the tertiary education

assistance allowance - itself limited

by the government when it-didded

that students •• living , in de facto •

arrangements with other students

could not ; usei that, as an excuse to

avoid living at’ home.
: Postgraduate students were further

stunned by the news that the Gov-

ernment; intended to impose tuition

fees of up to A$3,000 a year for

those completing second or higher

degrees, except in certain cases of

approved double, degree .diploma

oocnbinations.

In. an embarrassing back-down, th®

government Was forced to Accept

amendments' to :the Bill imposing

postgraduate fefts, after it bad lost

cpntrql of the seQatC in June. The
opposition parties in the senate com*

biped: tO ^reject the sectlpri qf the

-.Jitftjitty 'Bqucgtiqp: .F)rien<iiiig v;
piH

: imposing Tees.', :
'

• r
;

r<V •

f-
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BOOKS
Social

surveyors
A History of British Empirical

Sociology

by Raymond A. Kent

Gower, £14.00 and £8.40

ISBN 0 S66 00413 1 and 00520 4

The history of sociology is liable to

considerable distortion. It is heavily

biased toward the history of social

thought, in the writing and teaching

of wnich little if any recognition is

given to the empirical side of the

discipline. Raymond Kent's aim of

writing a history of British empirical

sociology to redress the balance is

therefore both a necessary and a

worthy one. He covers the period

form the early nineteenth century to

the present, without losing sight of
parallel theoretical developments.parallel theoretical developments.
The figures front the pantheon who

figure most prominently arc Henry
Mayhew, Clinrles Booth, SccMim
Rnwntrce, the Webbs, A. L. Bnwlcy
and David Glass. The book begins

with a discussion of the early

nineteenth-century statistical soci-

ologists. Attention then turns to

the mid and late nineteenth-century

’’social explorers”, paying detailed

attention to the researches of Engels

in Manchester and Mayhew and
Booth in London. This is followed

by a discussion of Rowntree’s York
poverty studies, Bowley's introduc-

tion of random sampling, the inde-

fatigable industry of the Webbs, and
the lack of impact on social research

of statisticians such as G. Udny
Yule. The second half of the book
covers in considerable detail the

interwar period, the 1950s and 1960s,

and then attempts to delineate the

chan^in^ character of sociology in

As a general survey of the history

of empirical social research in this

country, the book will be of particu-

lar value in undergraduate teaching.

It is clearly written and soundly
based on the secondary sources. The
gap which has divided and continues
to divide academic sociology from
various forms of inductive fact-

finding is nicely emphasized. The
Webbs’ belief in the possibility of
pure social description has few con-
temporary admirers among the ranks

of sociologists. Who now reads the

interwar replication of Booth's work
by Llewellyn Smith and Bowley, The
New Survey of London Life

1 and
Labour? How rmanv readers have
come across the Third Statistical

Account of Scotland, in 29 volumes,
20 of which have beenpublished, the
most recent in 1979? These instances

give flesh to the bare bones of Pop-
per’s strictures on the bucket theory
of the mind. ,

a
.
Kent's History is more successful

in dealing -with the earlier period
than the later, perhaps because there

is better documentation available. As
one goes beyond 1945, the touch is

less sure. There are a number of
minor factual errors, and more se-

rious large omissions. There is no
adequate discussion of the history of
medical sociology or of criminology,
and political sociology is covered
without mention of Robert McKen-
zie’s British Political Parties. Particu-

lar works are highlighted 'and
summarized at excessive length,

without an adequate account or
assessment of a range of monographs
in a

:
particular field. The attempt to

characterize the theoretical ferment
and ariti-empirical tendencies of the

1970s is markedly inferior to that
. recently provided in the British

Sociological Association conference
volume Practice and Progress.

Writing the history of an academic
discipline is not easy. There is a

. . empirical research have done,
•Raymond Kent Bvoids the worst of

. ,
these pitfalls, but there is too much

,
sheer'1 description of what is. already

;• tether 1 familiar. His narrative lacks

* nu>
e^n a°d iricisiveness of the late

,:.; PWHp. Abrams’s brilliant essay bn The
[
ptiglris of British: Sociology. 1

•> : "Work ,,oh the history of British
•

• sadology: needs two stimuli. The use

of archival sources and (for the
twentieth century) oral history inter-
views, both lacking here, provide a
sounder way forward than that beset-
ting sin of much British sociological
writing, secondary and tertiary

synthesis. And strong hypotheses
have to be developed to provide ii

backbone and avoid the descriptive
catalogue. There arc a number of
interesting ideas touched on here -
not all of them new - about discon-
tinuities. failures of institutionaliza-
tion, the gap between social and
sociological research, and the
mediocrity of some current empirical
work, but they are not worked out.
Hie sheer lateness of the arrival of

sociojogy on the British scene is

mentioned, but needs more atten-
tion. The enduring hostility of Ox-
bridge, and the key role of the LSE, in

the development of ihe subject, have
to be analysed. Why for example,
was there no “LSE school”, compa-
rable to the Chicago or Columbia
“schools” of sociology or the Boasian
or Malinowskian “schools” of
anthropology? The extraordinarily

rapid expansion of the subject in the
lust twenty years is also passed over,

thus avoiding the awkward question
or what contribution (his lias made
to the discipline's present misfor-

tunes.

Martin Rulmer

Dr Biilmer is lecturer in social admin-
istration at the London School of
Economics.

Whatever
you say
Forms uf Talk

by Erring Goffman
Blackwell, JE12.UU and £4.95

ISBN 0 631 12788 7 and 12886 7

Although, in a long and disting-

uished series of writings Goffnian s

concerns hnve remained recognizably

within the central traditions and
problem nreas of sociology, his abid-

ing research preoccupation - the

study of social interaction - has fre-

quently drawn him into contact with

neighbouring disciplines. His early

work on “face” and the foundations

of selfhood drew extensively on the

literature of psychiatry while more
recent work (most notably, Relations

in Public) has incorporated con-
nexions with ethology. In these stu-

dies, Gorfman combined an acute

grasp of the technical literatures of

these disciplines with an extraordin-

ary capacity to display the relevance

of their findings for problems which
are properly and centrally sociologic-

al. The present volume is no excep-

tion to this trend. Uniting three pre-

viously published esays with two new
studies, it draws upon the literatures

of linguistics and sociolinguistics to

make points of central sociological

significance.

In the first of the essays, “Replies

end Responses" - first published in

1976, Goffman considers the fun-

damental question of whether it isSriate to seek deterministic

of social action. Although
the issue is an ancient one, it was

g
iven new life during the early 1970s

y developments in speech act

theory and early work in tne analysis

of discourse. This wofk examined
the organization of talk as sequences

of actions (“speech nets”) and re-

vealed remarkably general, consis-

tent and hitherto unnoticed patterns

of such sequences in ordinary con-

versation. Front these discoveries it

was a short step to suggest that, just

as transformational grammarians had

achieved considerable advances by
analysing the structures of well*

formed sentences, so socioiinguists

could arid should isoiftte well-formed

sequences of conversational actions

and analyse their structures ' as the

determining principles of social ac-

tion. The net result would bo a deter-

ministic analysis of social action

operating at a microscopic level with

a predictive power undreamed of by

the founding fathers of sociology. In

“Replies and Responses" GoiLhiati

takes this proposal apart brick by

brick. Using a range of counter-

examples, he demonstrates that the

sequential (utterance by utterance)

dimension Of context is by no-means

the only dimension to which conver-
sationalists may respond. Moreover,
although it is a reasonable research
strategy lo pursue the extent lo

which u lie ran ces are shaped by the
contexts in which they occur, it

should not be forgotten. (Joffmiin

argues, (hut speakers can design
their talk so us to maintain, breach
or redetermine the sense of context
being attended lo. Regularities in

conversational sequences do not.

therefore, imply Ihe determination of
talk and at the end of the day.
constrained only by considerations of
“face", the speaker retains the initia-

tive.

If “Replies and Responses” sug-
gests a highly voluntaristic analysis of
talk, the Balance is redressed iii “Re-
sponse Cries” which considers the

moral regulation of talk in public
places. In such places as a railway
waiting room, Goffman suggests, the

individual may neither talk to him-
self nor foist his conversation on
others. Yet there arc circumstances
in which he may feel obliged to
speak. He may need in comment on.
or redress, his clumsiness in tripping

over a chair nr, more prosaically, to

request someone to watch Ills' lug-

gage. In these circumstances, the

norm of silence mnv be relaxed while
the speaker should simultaneously
show his respect for lire- norm by
minimizing Ins cluinis on the atten-

tion and responsiveness of his reci-

pients. Through u succession of liny

examples, Golfmun displays nn army
of procedures by which speukers
accomplish this task in rdminn to a
wide variety of public contexts and
personal predicaments. By these

means, he also densely illustrates the

interplay hctwccn'normative conven-
tion anu individual agency.
A further theoretical essay, “Foot-

ing", makes the case for revising and
complicating our conceptions of
speakers und hearers. We need to
recognize. Goffman atgoes . that u
radio announcer, for example, is

often not the “author" of the words
he speaks und that, by Ihe same
token, while n lecturer on Clause witz
may be the “author" of his words, he
is not describing his own position

and commitments. Sociologists of in-

teraction will therefore need to make
systematic distinctions between occa-

sions in which a speaker is merely
“animating” the words or opinions of
others, and those in which he is both
“animator” and “author" of his talk

or is the “principal” whose commit-
ments are being expressed. Al-
though, in ordinary talk, speakers
commonly combine all three compo-
nents of speaking, rapid changes may
nonetheless occur. As he shifts into

“reported speech", the speaker
merely becomes an “animator”; in

paraphrase he assumes the roles of
’animator” and “author" nnd so on.
Different degrees of responsibility

and accountability are implicated m
these shifts. Similarly, although
many social roles may require their

incumbents to adopt one or another
of these aspects of speaking, subtle

switches may occur. Tne “animating"
radio announcer may editorialize on
his own behalf, the lecturer Kill

sooner or later express his view of
Clausewitz and the bureaucrat will

find ways of riissociating himself
from his expression of the official

position of his organization. The
frameworks of speaking structure ex-

pression rather than contain it.

The hearer role is no less complex.
Goffman distinguishes between a
variety of hearer statuses. Hearers
may be addressed or unaddressed,
they may hear rir overhear and their

hearing tor overhearing) may be rati-

fied, unratified or otherwise colluded
in or traded upon. In turn, these

various hearer statuses influence Ihe

extent and ways in which the indi-

vidual can participate in (lie talk to
which lie is party and the nature and
kinds of reports he can give of what
he hns heard. These complicated
conceptions of speaking and hearing
are put to work (beyond useful sum-
mary) in two further essays, "The
Lecture” and “Radio Talk". The lat-

ter doHls with the sjjecJul troubles
caused to radio announcers by a
variety of speech errafs (mariy.pf
them extremely funny) and their re-

pair. it also serves to remind us of
the immense variety of ways in

which "linguistic” phenomena are

entangled In social relations!

Although the main themes of
these essays will be readily recogniz-

able to those who have read tranie

Analysis and Relations In Public, this

volume extends and integrates these
earlier analyses by displaying the de-
tailed embedding nf talk in the wider
contexts of human behaviour and
suciiil convention. The analyses in

/wm* of Talk will undoubtedly he
widely read hutli within linguistics
ami sociology mid must surely contri-
bute inwards a broader recognition
of the muliul relevance uf the (wo
disciplines.

Go rfman's prestige with in his pro-
fession and the breadth of his read-
ership make it n fair bet that these
essays in sociolinguistics will be tilt*

first that ninny sociologists have ever
read. The quality of this work should
ensure that they will not he the last.

Socioiinguists are more tlum fortun-
ate in having such a standard hearer.

John Heritage

John Heritage is lecturer in sociology
iit the University of Warwick.

Ricoeur’s
horizons
llcrmouciilicx und Ihe Human
Sciences

by 1'aul Iticocur

edited nnd translated by John II.

Thompson
Cambridge University Press, £2(MM I

and £6.95

ISBN ft 521 23497 2 und 2»lti2 8

Critical Hermeneutics: a study of
Ihe thought or Paul Rkoeur and
Jurgen Habermas
by John B. Thompson
Cambridge University Press. £17.50
ISBN 0 52 1 23932 X

Paul Ricoeur is the most important
living representative of phenomenol-
ogy in France. A prolific writer, his
work has exerted considerable influ-

ence in several areas of philosophy,
including the pliilosophy of religion,

the study of symbolism, of metaphor
and language and in hermeneutics,
the theory of interpretation. By his
work as editor, translator and critic

of Ricocur John B. Thompson has
made an invaluable contribution to
current debate in the philosophy of
the human sciences.

Hermeneutics and the Human Sci-
ences provides an excellent introduc-
tion to Ricoeur's work, which, by
focusing on his more recent, writings,

will serve to inject his themes nnd
perspectives into the mainstream of
inquiry in sociological theory. In (he
companion work, a comparative
study of Ricoeur, Habecrpas and the
ordinary language philosophies deriv-
ing from the later Wittgen stein. Dr
Thompson not only provides a lucid
account of three partly convergent
ways of treating Ihe relationship be-
tween language, action and the
world, but lays the critical founda-
tion for his own approach, which he
calls "critical hermeneutics”.
The essays in the Ricoeur antholo-

gy, prefaced by an informative edito-
rial introduction and a characteristic

response by Ricoeur himself, fall

into three sections: studies in the
history of hermeneutics, in the
theory of interpretation, and in the
philosophy of social science respec-
tively. They are well chosen to snow
how Ricoeur's reflections on the
problems of phenomenological and
.struptuilalirt^apnfoad^^to^luMiihfr
studies have lea him toward d phi-
losophy of social sciences which owes
more to the 'logic of literary Inter-

pretation thun to the model of natu-

re! science. Ricoeur is a fluent histo-

rian of his own discipline and the
first two essays, "The Task, of Her-
meneutics’

1 and “Hermeneutics nnd
the Critique of Ideology" give an
account of the Intellectual back-
ground to hjs efforts, .

•
.

He Is also by .nature a conciliator

and n synthesis!. The field af human
scientific theory is a 'troubled one in

which theorists are inclined lo make
extravagant claims for their own ex-

clusive methods. Wilhelm Dllthey’s

opposition or interpretative under-
standing,

1

vertre/rm,'" to causal ex-
planation in the human sciences arid

Hans-Georg GadatnerV opposition

of "troth
1
* to ^mathod” art examples

of this tendency which Ricoeur right-

ly reproves, file believes dial the
epistemological problems of the hu-

man sciences only become soluble

when they arc treated in the context
of a theory which takes account of
all that we can learn about the posi-

tion of man in the world. This is

what is meant by the "ontology of
human finitude” which, as Thomp-
son points out, remains the horizon
of philosophic reflection throughout
Ricoeur's work. It is not hard to see
how far Ricoeur's Christian beliefs

have influenced his view of the

essentially limited nature of human
knowledge and achievement.

It is Ricoeur's explicit ontological
awareness which gives his theoretical

essays their distinct flavour. He is

concerned with the fundamental and
universal features of human exist-

ence which form the background to

the profusion of human expression
and action, yet he never underesti-
mates the difficulties that stand in

the wiiy of any convincing account of
this realm. His turn lo hermeneutics
was based in liis recognition of the
uhstiLcles that stood in the way of a
direct, phenomenological account of
human freedom and the fallibility

that is its necessary shadow. At the
snnie lime Ricoeur has always kept
his distance from Heidegger and his

followers because, he argues, the
road to ontology must lie through
the examination of the works
through which man's participation in

being is expressed.
Reflection [he wrote] is the
appropriation of our effort to exist

und nf our desire to be, through
the works which bear witness to

tliut effort mid desire . . . reflec-
tion must become interpretation
liecause I cannot grasp the act of
existing except in signs scattered in

the world. That is why a reflective

pliilosophy must include the re-

why a reflective

suits, methods and presuppositions
nf all the sciences that try to de-
cipher and interpret the signs of

man.
This is Rioeur's argument for the
reunion or truth with method. It cx-

C

lains the extent and seriousness of
is debate with Ihe various sciences

and would-be sciences of man from
structuralism to psychoanalysis.

In Critical Hermeneutics

,

Thomp-
son compares Ricoeur’s theories with
others perhaps more familiar to Brit-

ish social scientists. While recogniz-
ing the merits of the Analysis of
meaning and action which philo-

sophers like Winch have developed
from the work of Wittgenstein.

Thompson clearly hns more sym-
pathy for his other major protagon-
ists, Ricoeur himself and Habermas.
The latter, he argues, take account
of the dimension of social reality

suggested by such terms as power,
structure and ideology. They place
their theories in a recognizable world
of political power and domination In

a way avoided or evaded by. their

English equivalents, This is a famil-
iar theme tp neo-Marxist writings but
Thompson's discussion of the rela-

tionship between action and social

structure profits from his encounter
with non-Marxist, continental cur-
rents of thought. He is careful in his

exposition and succinct in his critic-

ism of Ricoeur and Habermas as

well as the Witigertsteinians, which
he develops in the second half of the

book-
Since these are to serve as the

is that Thompson's critical Her-

meneutics. however subtly it mav be
construed, must be watched carefully

if it is not to become yet another
theory, which attributes au the’ iimita-

fifths tifrd frustrations of Social life to
the toiuaramls imposed by social -and

economic institutions ana the struc-

ture which they form. The influence
of Ricoeur, more than that of
Habermas, leads me to hope that

Thompson may not conclude at such
a point, which evades the very issue

of human finitude and fallibility

which Ricoeur’s work hns opened up
to us. Structural nnd 'institutional

limitations, once thought to be the
consequence of human finitude, are
today more usually seen as its prime

. cause.- We. blame on the system what
we minimize in the self. Ricoeur
tries to estimate the relative merits
of both positions.

.
If critical her-

meneutics does any less tlieii the
promise of Thompson's first book
will' go sadly unfulfilled.

David J, Levy

David J. Levy is senior lecturer in

sociology af Middlesex Polytechnic.
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BOOKS
In search
of an
audience
The Privileged Playgoers of

Shakespeare’* London 1576-1642

by Ann Jennalfc Cook
Prince tun University Press, £13.40
[SUN 0 691 1)6454 7

If u few hungry publishers hadn’t
seized (heir chances to cash in on tlic

popularity Shakespeare's plays en-
joyed un (he slunc, and if a few
more hadn't cashed in on a memorial
volume of all the plays. Elizahclli.iii

playgoers would have been uniquely
privileged. Shakespeare himself was
not bothered ahout immortalizing his

plays in print und evidently rested
content with the transient fame of
his company's performances. That
makes the privileged few who visited
the playhouses in l.undon around
IWXl an even more importion cle-
ment in the total exercise of play-
writing and performing than usual.
They were the only audience
Shakespeare expected. Consequently
the usual questions about audiences
real and ideal gain considerably in
sharpness when applied to the Eli-
zabethan theatre.

The first book to analyse the com-
position of mi Elizabethan audience
was by Alfred 1 1 nrhagc, forty years
ago. He used dcniographical analysis
and contemporary comments to ufen-
lify the characteristic playgoers of
the "popular" theatres for which
Shakespeare wrote as the Loudon
artisans. He distinguished this runs*
audience from the "coterie” or privi-

leged class who attended the smaller
theatres of the bov companies. Pro-
fessor Cook’s is unfv the second honk
on (his subject to' appear, und its

primary aim is to unseal the "popu-
lar

1

’ candidate in favour of the kind
of Londoner whom Harirnge thought
dominated only the coterie theatres.
To her the “privilege" of the Eliza-
bethan playgoer was not the chance
to see Shakespeare’s plays but social
status. Her candidate for the typical
playgoer is not the idle artisan but
the idle rich. Using similar evidence
to Herbage, though with much more
help from the demographers, she
maintains that:

London's targe and lively pri-
vileged set ruled the playgoing
world quite as firmly as (hey ruled
the political world, the mercantile
world, and (he rest of the cultural
world. Their own ranks • were
tremendously varied, reaching from
.bright but impoverished students,
younger sons of gentry families set

to a trade, and minor retainers in
noble households all the way up to

lords, ambassadors, merchant

B
rinces, and royalty itself. Though
ie clever, the ambitious, and the

newly rich enormously expanded
;
the rooks of the privileges under
Elizabeth and James, they still

stood {umly apart from the mess
of society. Most people ate, dres-

sed, worked, and lived as best

they could; The fortunate wrote
m\isic nml poetry. They made the
•Iqw. They ruled the.goyemmcnf

the cheapest places were closest to

the stage, and the Blackfriars where
the cheapest places were in the gal-

lery at the back of the hall and the

privileged actually sat on the stage

itself. Students of Elizabethan drama
might well wish the Elizabethan au-

dience hati only one head, but it

didn’t. A single distinctive identity,

whether plebeian or privileged, is

not consistent with the evidence even
ns Professor Cook deploys it.

Sifting through the large amount
of contemporary evidence is an im-
portant scholarly exercise, partly to

answer (he critics who argue for the

liberty of interpretation because they
assume the original audiences were
loo crass to have been the play-

wrights’ rcnl target, partly to enable
the image of individual playwrights
and the venues they wrote for to he
sharpened. The texts deserve the
best contexts wc can give them. The
audiences aren’t vital to our under-
standing of the plays, but they need
not be ignored or misrepresented.
Any attempt (u simplify rlicir iriuiuc

into a single dear outline will invoke
the wrong kind of attention.

Li 1 iqwfc iney rutea me .government
.

and -tpe church. They monopolized
1 ^ .«d«aiiqri.Tbey

: : claimed
1

estates and qoritTolied
Cpmpahlcs. They eleyated dining

L;;- • . . and, decor to-.in in;
,r-y And •. they, w$r£ avid playgoers,

’

i. •IT
•,

^«ri-aiid-9rt>(nen alike.
1

•;
.. i u ,no doubt of Professor

Hi-* d/slodging Hm-
'f !'}' . a rage * idealized, artisan audience.
{.'4

: i v *?'

^

demographic evi-
ilawks*. ictfcT Ncvertbc-

ii'^1’
'

'$ . F̂
;

rWpqdeji>hSi^r she has
.L:;l r lb® opposite
1 !!•? : > diMcliqn. and replaced, oive overslm-
& im:.-

:

; PMfKWiOh with another; She takes

r iji
; •

;

;
little Mt»unt, of the historical

fv!:i \-r i'-^SSWS iHtitweit the time1 when
:7Ttt

V'jwW ‘Mm of Westchester wai mdwi

Andrew Gurr
Andrew Gurr is professor of English
at the University of Rending.

Out of the

shadows
The Poetry of F.inilfo Prados: n
progression towards fertility

by P. J. Kills

University of Wales Press. £16.95
ISBN 0 70S3 078* X

The progress inn from the completion
of i\ good Iliesis to its publication ns
u book is not always a straight-
forward affair. While the need for
scrupulous research, handling and
arrangement of detail and balance ot
judgment arc common to both, to be
wholly successful the transition often
demands an indefinable, qualitative
leap forward - sometimes a broaden-
ing of minor perspectives,

. or a
change of lone and presentation. To
his credit Dr P. J. Ellis's study of
Emilio Prados achieves this break-
through by about mid-passage in a
difficult voyage. The non-spccialist
reader, however, may still flounder a
little in the absence of a stronger
introductory, section locating Prados
in relation to the contemporary gen-
eration of Spanish artists to which he
belonged, and which was so tragical-

ly affected by the events and after-

math of (he Spanish Civil War.
My earliest personal encounter

with Prados’s work was as an under-
graduate} . when,. - having riffled

through a score or so of poems ' I
decided that his vague, introspective
style made but pale comparison with
the brilliance of Lorca, Albert! and
Cerauda and I consigned that par-
ticular anthology to the shelf with a
not uncommon youthful intolerance.
It was, therefore, a pleasant come-
uppance to .have my superficial
assessment of Prados radically over-
hauled by the time I had read Dr
Ellis s book and re read much of the
poetry with which he deajs.

To begin with. Dr Ellis brings Pra-
dos out from under the shadows of
the leading figures, of the glittering

pleiade of Spanish poets (Hie 1927
Generation) with some of whom, de-

4Mfcl--and sympathetic exploration
of the developing persona behiriid thfc

poems. Drawing on the works df,R ; :

I>. Lairig and Carl Juifg, he 'tracts’ its

.

itinerary from the; sense of alienation
and sterility which 1 characterize (he
poeirt of the early 1920s, through
the destructive dichotomy, the poet

Mark Twain writing in bed.

nf central importance also is the
prolonged comparison the author
makes between the poems ns origi-

nally published in their individual
collections, unedited manuscripts in

the poet’s private papers, and the
texts making up the important
Anthology /923-.U, which Prados
himself compiled (with occasional
modifications). Dr Ellis convincingly
shows that the choice of male rial

does represent an uttempt by Prados
to effect a retrospective change of
emphasis, especially in relation to
the early works contained in five

separate bunks but subsumed in the
Anthology in one section. This in-
sight throws un Intriguing additional
light onto the nature of the poet's
divided self, to the analysis of which
this book is in large part devoted.

Tcaderly" and "writerly’’ texts, texts
which reduce the reader to passivity
by sheer weight of information and
those which encourage us to collabo-
rate with the writer through a baring
of the literary device. Her model for
the critical act is the meticulous dis-

play of textual codes as a replace-
ment for the grand sweep of those
forms of criticism she dismisses
variously as “ideological”, “psycho-
analytic ' and so forth. Yet this meti-
culousness is precariously main-
tained: Vonnegut’s Sirens of Titan

,

for instance, is a “science fiction
story which turns upside down . . .

all [sic] the conventions not only of
science fiction but of the realistic

R. K. Britton

/?. K. Britton is registrar of the
Northern College fur Residentini
Adult Education.

Fantastic

criticism
A Rhetoric of the Unreal: studies In

narrative and structure, especially of
the fantastic

by Christine Brooke-Rose
Cambridge University Press, £25i00
ISBN Q 521 22561 2 .

Professor Brooke-Rose is, on occa-
sion, an impressive and exciting critic

and literary theorist, as she has
shown particularly in her work on
Pound and on James. The three ma-
jor articles on Turn of the Screw are
reprinted here, very little damaged,
and they remain insightful and pro-
vocative, bqt a group of essays does
ot make a book. This is not a
rhetoric of the unreal, despite the
constant references to the rather
tired formulations derived from
Tzveton Todorov's structuralist
study, The Fantastic, but a collection
of already available work, variably
coherent and linked by some mate-
rial which, especially when dealing
with large books like those of Pyn-
chon and Tolkien, of which Brooke-
Rose has a violent dislike, falls radi-
cally short of her own required stan-
dards of rigour.

The James essays derive their im-
petus from the scorn which Brooke-
Rose rightly pours on those “tradi-

lifc after pitssipg through asiaa? of
1

tlatuatidqnTalritn'and inner quietism
during his I6ng exile, in Mexico. Jjy
termsof!th& podiry itself, this- lung,

qr. criticism, by more or. less overt
paraphrase; yet with the writers who
bre.heiMater objects of attention,
Tolkien for cxataple, this imprecisely

:

jhe trap into which she falls: Again.
In earlier: chapters shfc emphasizes
the importance , of a systematic dis*

1

tlnction between Criticism 1 and
thcory. only equally convincingly to
blur that distinction in her aiiccd^tal
faabpenl.bf the Kpui'AW roman and r

.^noureau nouveau roihan.
1

> Beneath the : considerable local

novel"; in the analysis of McElroy's
Plus, a tabulation of the occurrence
of the word “green” and its cognates
is followed by a ludicrous claim that
we can trace the overall rhythmic
structure of the novel on this arbit-
rary basis.

Her best points are scored at the
expense of other critics, in the James
essays and also in her scathing - and
wholly correct - characterization of
the terms modernism and postmod-
ernism as lacking in content, unim-
aginative, lazy and inadequate. But
this latter also points to the weak-
ness in the level at which Brooke-
Rose is operating, which below the
sophistication is of old-fashioned
genre-criticism: “I have no inten-
tion", she says disarmingly in connex-
ion with Robbe-Grillet and the
baroque, “of playing hunt-the-label",
yet over-anxiety about genre and
transgression recurs throughout.

And this concentration on literary
map-making is itself a reflection of
the most fundamental problem here, •

which is the extent to which Brooke-'
Rose ignores the historical dimen-
sion. "Caught up", as she would put
it, in a timeless world of self-
reflexivity, her writers are free from
the slightest taint of historical con-
ditioning or responsiveness, and the
first chapter, the worst in the book,
replaces the reality of history with a
web of cliches about the supposed
“contemporary situation”: “we know
that all the old secure values are
gone, that a radical change is occur-
ring which man must undergo or
pensh”. We may indeed know this,
and have known it for some time,
but what it has to do with literary
and linguistic structure remains
undisclosed.

And it is rarely indeed that a book
is produced, and at £25, which is so
ineptly proofread that it calls for
comment. In the cose of detailed
textual work of. this kind, cqntinual

typo^phy
j in pun^uation, *

.
m.- spelling, hr .continuity are fcx-

‘

homely destructive; and while some
of this may he the publisher’s fault,
some i& certainly the author’s. Just to

' mnV ffirrtA
1 ival*4nU«i • <
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Twain
twin set
Pudd’nhead Wilson, and Those
Extraordinary Twins
by Samuel Langhorne Clemens
edited by Sidney E. Berger -

Norton, £3.95

ISBN 0 393 95027 1

According to Twain, Pudd'nhead
Wilson began as an extravagant farce
called “Those Extraordinary Twins”
the twins of the title being, in fact!

Siamese. The subject had obvious
attractions for a writer preoccupied
with the problem of diviaed identity.

It also had comic possibilities of the
most elementary kind, especially

since Twain made one of the twins,

Angelo, sober and prim and the
other, Luigi, rowdy and rebellious.

Luigi drinks whisky and Angelo gets

drunk. Luigi accepts a challenge to a
duel but Angelo makes them run
away. And so on.
Then into this curious story Twain

introduced three other characters,

who were at first only peripheral:

Tom Driscoll, a young man who
quarrels with the twins, Roxana his

mother, and David “Pudd'nhead"
Wilson who defends the twins when
they are tried for an offence arising

out of the quarrel. Roxana is one-
sixteenth black and so, although
Tom’s father is white, he is by law a
negro and a slave. He has, however,
escaped this fate because his mother
secretly exchanged him for a white
child while he was still in his infancy.

In effect, Roxana has substituted one
fiction for another: Tom Driscoll has

became what he has been trained to

be, a white man and a gentleman,
just as the child for whom he was
substituted has become a negro
slave.

The possibilities of all this were
not lost on Twain. Here was a far

more potent variation on the themes
of identity and twinhood, which had
the added advantage of being

embedded in the American South he
had known as a child. Not only that:

the figure of Pudd'nhead Wilson pro-

vided him With the opportunity of

commenting directly on the follies

of the “damned human race", some-
thing that the increasing misanthropy
of Ws later years- seemed to require.

So out of the farce came a

“tragedy”, or more, accurately a se-

rious novel with tragic overtones -

and one of the first books to antici-

pate Faulkner by focusing on mis-

cegenation, even more than slavery,

as the repressed myth of the Amer-
ican past.

This new edition of Pudd'nhead
Wilson is undoubtedly the best now
available to the general reader: It

includes both the original tale and

the finished novel, a textual intro-

duction, a list of variants, and a
generous selection of critical essays.

The essays, in particular, are invalu-

able. Critics as otherwise different as

Leslie Fiedler and F. R. Leavis Aem
to have found the novel impressive -

with Fiedler, for instance, referring

to it as “one of the most honest

books in our literature”. They are

probably right. True to its haphazard

origins, Pudd’nhead Wilson Is far

from being a seamless work) but it is

a profoundly unnerving one, and as

ruthless In its own way as 77ie Confi-

dence Man . Perhaps its message Is

best summed up by a remark from

“Pudd’nhead Wilson’s Calendar"

(hat prefaces the last chapter. “If

was wondirful (o find America,'but

if would have : be&n even more

wonderftil to miss it,"

. ... c UIUG.
rent forms; .-the footnotes to the
James essays are^ wrong about Which
one wps ’Originally which; and when
you are in the business' of distihg-

subtleties, .and the ^thetijnes almost
parotlic

.
proliferation/, pf - diagrams,

• fn; theatre .. faro. , She..
11 mfalo^sthe^ IWO

.. .
tjws qf ^tfiriwn wUh ihbiT Bhifi
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.". •
•: ....of wfwrt

rermuiation. pared-down narrative or
flon^rfaijYe). . •;Av; probke-Row

jWlkiuif to;

ally and *%c rarity!’, :aurety It must
be mfaortant least that noun,’

.
adjective and adverb are not wrongly
interchanged at. the very heart of
complex urgOnierit.

.

David Punter ..

.
1 -..

.

• ?

DavtdPiiiuerh chairman of English '

iSfiilfas at the Uniyersfty rff .

Richard Gray .

'

Dr Gray tt reader in literature at, the

University of ' Efisex.

Who's Who irt Shakespeare’s England
is described by Its authors A*80 aQt*

Veronica Palmer as “a Verbal por-

frait gallery of: 'some seven hundred
Of Shakespeare's' contemporaries in
England”^ The. “verbal”, likenesses

are' -in many -cases combined With

.cpnlemporaiy ^palntings Of : the per-

spns ^describeci.:: There is 'a Usefui

cladslfied list of entries: prefacing the

main body of. the text,.and there are

bibliographical: 1 references '
fdllowihg'

mahy of the -ehtries;- - • • ' 1

T3..UIJ.UAJ L.j.'ttJ. . lha

-
4
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BOOKS
Russian
options
From War to Cold War 1942-48

by Roy Douglas

Macmillan, £20.00
ISBN 0 333 25346 9

Dr Roy Douglas has written a suc-

cinct, well-documented account of
the breukdown of the Second World
War alliance between Britain, the

Soviet Union and the United States,

ending with the Berlin blockade of
1948-49 and the signature of the

North Atlantic treaty in April 1949,

the West's answer to the aggrandize-

ment policies of Stalin which,
according to Dr Douglas, brought
about the Cold War. Like many
western historians of the period, he
writes as though Stalin was quite as

evil as Hitler, almost suggesting that

during the Second World War Bri-

tain and America fought the wrong
enemy.
The question is, and Douglas gives

it prominence, how did the two
Anglo-Saxon powers let the Russians

get away with it, allowing them to

annex territory and impose commun-
ist regimes in Eastern Europe, not

all at once, but by inexorable stages,

and to threaten Turkey and Iran

until the American giant was be-

latedly stirred to action? It is not as

though the West’s weakness was the

inevitable consequence of the Red
Army’s inevitable predominance in

East Europe after trouncing Ger-
many. Dr Douglas believes the West
could have done more to stiffen local

resistance to Russia's might in, say,

Poland and Rumania by diverting

supplies from the war against Hitler

to the struggle against communism.
They should have considered
“whether different policies might re-

duce the danger that another Hitler

should confront mankind, even be-

fore the original was dead”.
Roosevelt, as everyone knows, ac-

quiesced in Stalin's European poli-

cies because he wanted his help
against Japan, and he was starry-

eyed about “Uncle Joe” anyway,
even in the harder Truman's time,

Secretary of State James Byrnes
aided Stalin through weak comprom-
ises, or so “the preseiit author sus-

pects. but cannot prove". As for

Britain,. Dr Douglas believes she
gave the game away when she con-
sented to Stalin's annexation of the

Baltic States and Eastern Poland
soon after Hitler invaded Russia in

June 1941. This led Stalin to believe

the British would practise the same
sort of appeasement towards him as

they had towards the dictators in the

1930s.

Dr Douglas has a curious explana-
tion of how Churchill, that life-long

anti-communist, came to be an arch-

appeaser of the Soviets. It was, he
writes, because Churchill always in-

stinctively wanted to be “at the very
thick oF some conflict dr other”, and
would have liked to assist the “great

and decisive battles'' in Russia in

1942 and' 1943, except that he knew
tha( launching a Second Front at that

time would be suicide. And so the

Prime Minister “sought to discharge

the moral debt which he felt tD the

Soviet people In the only way Which
came to his mind: by backing the

political aspirations of their Govern-
ment, at the expense of so muny
other peoples”. This fitted the

“corporate ethic” of Churchill’s class

arid generation.

It is an engaging picture, which
many wilt find persuasive. It is,

however, difficult to square with the
fact t(ial in August 1941 Mr Chur-
chill met Roosevelt and drew up an
Atlantic Charter which began with
the words, “we seek no aggrandise-
ment;! territorial or ;other , without

/consulting Stalin, though both knew

.

.that at tne end of the. war he must
Wish to revise. If Russia survived, (he

unfavourable settlement imposed on
her at the end of the First World
War;, and then they asked Stalin to

; adhere to the Charter, and Stalin,
1 with Russia almost prostrate before
; Gerrfiany, could hardly refuse. It is

also 'hard tQ reconcile with the fact

,
.tpat, when the war ended, ChurchillW so frightened Of Soviet expan-

sion that President Truman had to

send envoys to London to calm him
down.
The question this hook does not

answer is what were the Russians
supposed to do at (he end of the
wnr? They had been savagely in-

vaded by un enemy they had done
uli they rould in the thirties to per-
suade Britain und France to combine
witli them against. Could they retire

from Germany and let it move into
the western camp, which they be-
lieved had caused the war? Could
they retire from Eastern Europe
through which Germany had cut like

butter in 19397 Dr Douglas says
that, had Russia done this, and had
Germany attacked her again, Russia
would have had the “full moral back-
ing” of Britain and America. A
Soviet leader who accented that us

adequate security would have been
lynched by his own pcuple, ufter

tlieir loss of 20 million lives during
the war. Of course, the USSR is an
expansionist state and a danger to
the West. But let us look at its

foreign policy options with some
realism.

F. S. Northedge
/'. S. Northedge Is professor of inter-

national relations at the London
School of Economics,

Pacts and
treaties
Prelude to Appeasement; East

Central European diplomacy in the

early 1930s

by Llsanne Radlce
Columbia University Press, S22.75

ISBN 0 9147 L0 74 5

The Nazi accession to power in Janu-

ary 1933, with its implied threat to

the territorial status quo in Europe,
caused ail of Germany's neighbours

to reassess their foreign policies.

Should Hitler's state be held in

check by the formation of a multi-

lateral pact pledged to resist aggres-

sion, or was it better instead to reach

a compromise with Berlin, perhaps

by a private bilateral understanding?

Tne key question here was the future

of east-central Europe, not merely

because German nationalists had
vociferously denounced the Versail-

les settlement in that region but also

because the security of western

Europe's boundaries seemed to have
been reinforced by the Locarno Pact

of 1925.

It was in these uncertain circum-

stances, then, that the idea was put

forward of an “Eastern Pact”, as a
belated equivalent to Locarno, bind-

ing all the states of eastern Europe
to respect the status quo and in addi-

tion securing the commitment of

don-regional great powers to give aid

against aggression in the area. Ger-

many, of course, would not be

[

ileased at this move but could hard-

y oppose it without exposing Its

ambitions to the whole world.

Yet, for all the diplomatic discus-

sions of an eastern pact, the idea was
virtually dead within two years. Hie
assassination of the French Foreign

Minister Barthou in 1934 robbed

Europe of the pact's most fervent

advocate; his successor, Laval, pre-

ferred to come to tenns with Ger-

many, if that were at all possible.

Evep before then, the Poles had

agreed to ambilateral treaty with Bor
l(n and in 1935 the - British - who
disliked any commitments to eastern

Europe in any case - had concluded

the Anglo-German naval agreement.

By that year also, Italy was nt odds

with the West over Abyssinia. In

sum, the prospects for a common
front ugainst Germany had disinte-

grated; anil the Franco-Soviet accord

of 1935 was small compensation for

the failure to produce an effective

eastern pact. Appeasement rather

than solidarity was now to be the

order of the day.

Mrs Radice tells the above tale

competently enough, and adds an-

other piece to the historical mosaic

of interwar diplomacy; but it can

hardly be said that this is a disting-

uished addition to the literature. Pre-

lude to Appeasement is little more

than a diplomatic narrative, based

upon some but by no means ail of

the available archival sources. More
disturbing is the fact that none of the

. secondary sources listed in her bib-

liography is less than ten years bid,

Roosevelt broadcasts to (lie wurlil.

so that all of the publications of the
1970s on appeasement nntl the ori-

gins of the Second World War urc
ignored. Both in its approach ami in
its contents, this looks a rather dated
work, which has belatedly found a
publisher.

Paul Kennedy

Dr Kennedy Is reader in history at the
University of East Anglia.

Always
marginal
Wlndlhorst: a political biography

by Margaret Lavlnla Anderson
''

Oxford University Press, £25.00

ISBN Q 19 822578 4

Ludwig Windthorst's death in 1891,

exactly a year after Bismarck's dis-

missal from office, marked the end
of the Bismarck era almost as clearly

as the fall of the Iron Chancellor
himself. The two antagonists were
opposites in almost everything, from
their ideas to their physical appear-
ance, yet their adversary relationship

was an important part of (he consti-

tutionalism practised in the Second
Reich.

While books on Bismarck have

.

never slopped rolling off (he presses,

Windthorsl and the Catholic strand

In the German body politic have
been seriously neglected. The main-
stream of German historiography

was traditionally national liberal,

taking the creation of a united Ger-
many as the benchmark for its value

judgments. More recently a critical

' revisionism, often influenced by
Marxism, has held sway, emphasiz-
ing social and economic factors, class

conflicts and looking for the defects

that produced the catastrophe of

Nazism. Between these two poles a
third element, the Catholic subcul-

ture, federalism and tfae tensions be-

tween centralization
.
and particular-

ism has. inspite or the work of Carl

Bachem, Rudolf Moisey and others,

failed to be fully integrated into Ger-

man historical perspectives.

. The publication of u modern,
scholarly biography of Windthorsl
therefore is an exciting event and
Professor Anderson’s work doe;> not
disappoint. She makes good use of

the considerable source material

which has become avalliible in recent

years, limited though Windthorst's

own written remains were by Iris

almost total blindness. The future

leader ur the Zentrtun was always a
marginal man, a Catholic in Protes-

tant Hanover, a middle-class man
among- aristocrats, a Hanoverian
among Prussians. This inarginality is

the key to Windthorst’s tough and
tireless defence of constitutional

rights, irrespective of whether they

protected Catholics, Jcws
t

Poles,

socialists or liberals, against the

Fierce Bismarckian ussauTt. ft was
significant, however, that the. Chan-

cellor, for all his recurrent flirtation

with a coup d'€tat, never abandoned
the constitution lie had himself cre-
ated. Thus on the whole the rule of
law prevailed in Imperial Germany,
even if full parliamentary govern-
ment wu5 never achieved before
1914.

The Zentrum was formed before
Bismarck embarked upon the Kultur-
kampf, but it became Germany's
first mass party in the crucible 'of
that struggle. In Windthorsl it found
a leader who combined unrivalled
parliamentary skill with charismatic
uppeal for the Catholic masses. In
the 1880s he hud not merely to con-
tend with Bismarck hut also the
Vatican. Professor Anderson did not
have access to the Vatican archives,
but nevertheless shows convincingly
that Leo XIII, who has usually hnu a
uonri press from historians, har-
boured illusions about what he could
obtain from Bismarck and was de-
ceived by his own scents. From the
vantage point of today Windthorst,
rather rhah Leo XfH, was on the side
of the angels in his principled resist-

ance to the Social isl laws, the mili-

tary budgets and all manner of Bis-

marckian manipulation mid im-
periousness.

Lot liar Gall, BismnTCk's latest

German biographer, depicts the
Chancellor, particularly in his lust

tlecudc or office, resorting to in-

creasingly desperate strulcgcms to

corn uin the dynamic development of
German society, with little regard for

(he future or lor anything other Ilian

his own continued grip on power. In
emphasizing, by contrast, Wirnl-
thor&t's staunch libertarian virtues

Professor Anderson has to admit
that her hero was hardly less back-
ward-looking than his opponent. He
had little notion of the problems of
an increasingly industrial and urba-
nized society and his attitudes were
formed by and remained appropriate
to the conditions of the pre-industrial

Stdndestaat.

The Zentrum itself neutralized ut

least some of the liberal potentiul of
Germany, even though it was never
able to achieve a major break-out
from its Catholic electoral ghetto.

During his lifetime Windthorsl kept
his party most of the time in alliance

with the oppositional wing of liberal-

ism in a kind of Ciiadslonian coali-

tion. but after his death the party
became broadly governmental unu
buttressed b system that was ripe fur
change, This biography makes an im-
portant contribution to an under-
standing of these developments and
of Imperial Germany as a whole.

E. J. Feuchtwanger

Dr Feuchtwanger is reader, in history

Common
interests
The United States, Britain and
Appeasement 1936-1939

by C. A. Macdonald
Macmillan, £15.00

ISBN 0 333 26169 0

The Creation of the Anglo-American
Alliance 1937-41: a study In

competitive co-operation

by David Reynolds
Euro pa, £20.00 '•

ISBN &9Q5H8 6S5 ^,/U v -,

At first sight these two book* suggest

unwilling tilling of tlic same ground,
hut in reality the duplication is small.

Dr Mncdonald stops at the outbreak

of war in Europe, whereas only, a

fifth of Dr .Reynolds’s book cavers

the prc-1939 period nearly a hati

denis with 1941. And, whereas flic

former keeps close to the documents
in a rntlicr old- fashioned way, the

latter sets the diplomatic exchanges
against the

;

wider, political ami
strategic b.ickground, gaining con-
siderably as a result.

. The picture given in (ho (wet hooks
is substantially the same. It is a story

of how events gradually -induced the
(traders of Britain ?ln<jT America to

become more aware of their
,

com-
mon Interests than of sqsjnpldns and;
resentments 'inherited from lhc paiU-

Admittedly. British »lgriat6ra pr the

Wnsliington fyival Treaties of 1921-2

implied that war with the United
Stales was np longer

,
regarded as the

possibility which it had «mntapd tjll

laic in the nineteenth century. But n

key fact about the interwar periitd

was that the combination of power
needed to impose n treaty with terms
such iui Versailles did not endure tn

uphold those terms; for this the

major blame rested on the United
Slates. To this fundamental cause ul

British resentment had been added
divergences of opinion on matters
such as war debts, tariffs. Manchuria
and the World Economic Conference
of 1933. Dr Reynolds underestimates
the extent of Britons’ and Amer-
icans' knowledge about each other's

countries in those years; Inti the real

trouble was that knowledge by no
means necessarily brought apprecia-
tion.

The chief British complaint about
America was that while the adminis-
tration was wont to urge courses of

action likely n> involve Britain in

difficulties, it was constitutionally in-

capable of providing anything con-

crete in support. In 19.12, Baldwin
Mid.”You will gel nothing out of thy

Americans but words, words,
words”. The Americans for their

part resettled having their passivity

used as an excuse nv Britain when
she failed to act in what they saw as

her own interests. Yet up to 194(1.

und perhups even later, the two
Governments were in agreement on
two essentials; first that war should
Ire avoided (and. when it came
nevertheless, limited) and second
that the best way to achieve this was
by a mixture of slicks and carrots;

they bickered continually over how
(lie ingredients should he mixed.
One reason why they made so

much of their differences was that

they shared mistaken assessments of

relative world strengths. Tliuy consis-

tently overestimated the influence of

the “moderules” in Germany, and
accepted loo readily what those

moderates told them about the pre-

carious state of the German eco-

nomy. They similarly underestimated

the will and skill of the Japanese,
whom Churchill once called “the

wops of the Pacific"! (a proportion

as events revealed their mis judg-
ments. nnd showed that they were
up against a bigger menace than they

had imagined, they came to realize

llie need for sinking minor differ-

ences in order to safeguard major
interests.

Underneath, however, a deeper
historical process was at work - Bri-

tain's gradual farewell to her pre-

dominance and America's assump-
tion of that mantle. Dr Reynolds
quotes Gladstone to remind us that

this shift had been foreseen before

the turn of the century; by the 1930s

it was a familiar idea. But intellec-

tual recognition did not bring emo-
tional consent and chose most aware
of the indispensability of American
-help fought tenaciously at every step
to prevent Britain being demoted
from the status of partner to that of
client. This was most evident in eco-
nomics. The Americans, confident of
their ability to compete in world
markets, made the Open World a
central plank of policy, wherens the.

British resisted the pressure to return
to free trade because they had de-
cided in 1932 that, once they began
to lose that ability, it was no lohger
advantageous to them. Forced in tne
end into compliance, they at least

succeeded in making the Americans .

realize some of the obligations in-

cumbent on economic leaders.

Today, not only lias Britain's loss

of
- power gone further (Western

Europe. as a whole has replaced her.

, as .partner ip the Alliance) but the*

Untied States ' theritselves have
lust, as they were bound to do.
the dominance which was theirs in

1945. Many interests remain common
however - noluhly the preservation
»f peace. 'Hie key to this is still the

mixture of stick and carrot. But once
again realization

.

of interests stinted

is' in danger of being obscured by
argument ahum liow tl|q mixture
should be administered Apprecia-
tions of relative power and of enemy
intentions are now diverging to suen

an extent that the policies arising out

of thdm may become, incompatible:.

Each side would do Well to- rentem-
ber the period covered in these l«<5

books, when cooperation only be-
. came fruitful after each had learnt to

pay patient attention td the stand-

point of the other,

Michael Balfour

Michael Balfour is Emeritus Prefer
sor of the. University of East Anglin.
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Administrative

Manager
Gabbitas-Thring require an Administrative Manager with a

background In higher or further education. Experience in

university administration would be a distinct advantage.

The appointment will be based in London and will Involve

periodic visits within the United Kingdom.

An attractive remuneration package, with the usual fringe

benefits tor a post at this level, la offered.

Ploase apply in writing, with a full cv and a recant

photograph, to:

Mr C M Wllmot
Gabbitas-Thring Careers Limited

0, 7 & 8 Sackvtlle Street

London W1X 2BR
01-734 0167

W »i •

Overseas

Australia
QUEENSLAND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
(A multi-purpose college of advanced education)

SENIOR LECTURER IN .

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Applicants should have academic qualifications

related to hospitalitymanagement and tourism

,

supportedby substantial depthof knowledge and/or

professional experience fo the hospitality and tourist

industries, and have demonstrated competence in the

performance ofadministrative and organisational

duties. Teaching experience atdegree level will be an

,
advantage,

The appointee,who will be responsible to theDean
ofFood Studies, will be expected toprovide leadership

d-
rrifiDlum development, research and

: ^rombtioitofifidustry.lialsonin the Hold*ofhospitality
- management and tourism

,
toco-ordinate aridlead Ah

:

: nblp and qualified s toffaDil tb undertake routine
!’ Tidminisfrationofthe hospitality management section

.of the Department of FoodTechnology.

Salary, according to qualifications and experience, is

currently in (he following rangtp:

, 'SA&sft.* iA30,90S per imiium
(£|5,75fi - £ig,364 per annum)

^U.K. salaries are^quoted nt Noyemlier 1981 -

cxchangcrmcs.)A6,Vi saldryincrease is'prcsently
•"

•. pending. 1

.
’

J-.
•./

: Furtherinformationh availablefrom the Agent :

Ocncral forQuceh^nd, 392/393 Stnutd. London
, .
\VC2R0LZi iq whdfnapplicatipns ^houlci bo .. ;

•

forwarded^providingWrsimat details, parliculan of
.

' iiinliRutl innv ni»i I dnA the MAM.va<vVit>.-."

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE
FACULTY OP ENGINEERING

Applications sra [nvltsd for teaching appointments In the Fecoltv of Engineering from
cendlatee Who ooaaeee a PhJ). degree. Thfl IB applying for Senior Lecturwhlpe and
abovs should alio poaaaae eonalaerabla teaching and/or ralavani lnduiulal axparf-
an os.

..Staff will bo appointed to all Sdepanmonia In the taoulty namely: Civil EnalnMilng.
Electrloel Engineering. Mechanical end Production Engineering. ChamlOBl Enolnrarlna
and Induatrlal and Svatema Engineering. In the case of the following department*,
however, preference will be given to those who are able to teach In one or moreofthe
araea listed.

1. CfvH Engineering
Structural Engineering, Construction Management, Transportation Engineering
and Hydraulic Engineering.

2. Bectrfeal Engineering
Computer Engineering, Microelectronics, Optical Communication! and Power
Electronics.

S. Mechanical and Production Engineering
Fluids Mechanics, Thormodynamloa and Manufacturing Process.ran emoluments range from:
Lecturer : 8126,050-48OT0
Senior Locrunr

i 8$43&0-74B90
Aasodate Professor : 8164830-86600
Professor : 8*78440-102090

(Cl - 813.791
Staff may ba non* Idarod for tanuraon local term a attarthe Initial 3-year contract. Leave
end mealcel bsnifits ere provided. Under the University'* Academic Staff Provident
Fund Schemo, Ihe staff member contributes at the praaant rata of 22 Itffc of hli salary
•ubjact to a maximum of 8IM0/- p.m.. and tha Unfvoralty contribulaa 20Vt% of hli
monthly a alary. Tha sum Handing to the Half mamber'a credit In the Fund may ba
withdrawn whan ha laevaa Slngapore/Maleyala parmanantly. Other banellti Include:
a sattilng-ln allowance of 811000-2000, aubaJdlied housing at rantala ranging from
81120-306 p.m., education allowance In raapact ofchildren's aduoatlon to tha anamof
78% of baalo school faaa subject to maximum of 8112,000 p.a„ paaeaga aulstance
end baggage allowsnos for transportation ofporaonal atfeeta to Singapore. [Tha above
highlight* tarma of aervico for a 3-year contraot, and ara subject to rulaa and
regulation* governing tha various aatiemaa.)
AmrilMtlon form* end further infotmsilon may be obtained either from:
Mr.Roland i. Shsrm* or fUeruHment Unit
Director, NUfl Ovaraeas OfBca National Unfveralty of 6big*pcra.
5 Chatham Street Kent Rkiga Cam put
London BW1 U.K. Singapore 0611
Tali 01-2364892.

"

CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY OF

LOS ANOELG
SCHOOL OF /AND URBA Sr
FACULTY POSITION - FALL

The Graduate School ol
Architecture sad Urban Pl«n»
nine at UCLA Invites applica-
tion* for a fiill-tima. tenure-
‘rack PollUon In tha
Archltecture/UrDBi, Oeslan
ProBrem, boglnnfnB academic
Srssr IBB9-8S. The muccsssful
applicant will bo expected to
taach in dsalgn studio*, to
male# ej contribution to at taut
one other area of the teaching
program, and actively to pur'
sue practice and/or research
and scholarly ecUvUlei. n I*
nfetpoled that tho position
will be filled at the Aselitent
Prareasor - level, but aacan-
tlpasliy wall qua
cants «t more senior lavals will

?,v.Bn fu| l caostdacatton.UCtA Is an squat opportunity,

Han Program .especially en-
rouragee applicsUoas fromwomen end oieitibare, of minor
Uy groups.

Applicants are asked to sub

Elt letters of inquiry, mclud-
g curriculum vitae and. tha

name* and addrenas af at least
three referee*, by M

. 1989. to: Prdf.
.
Wllttam i

MltcheM. Heed. Archltaetu
ram. O

W. GERMANY.
UNIVERSITY OF TtiBINGBN

Seminar fflr Engllmchs
Phllologla

Tha 8amlnsr for English Phi-
lology plans to appoint a Lsk-
tgr ffangusas assistant) for En-

J
llsh languags at tha level BAT
la. aa of Xprll l. 1951. The

appointment Is normally for
four years, and Is not renew-
able. Applicants with suitable
qualifications, a.g. B.A. or
M.A. In modern languages, and
a functional knowledge of Oar^
nan are Invited tq apply. A
specialization in phonetics la

dsslrabla.
.
Applications with c.Jf.

•Should fas sent by January 3«.

_ Ttu* Director. Bsmlnsr tUr
Enallsche PhiloluBla.
WllhelmStr. 30. D-7430^
TUblngen 1, W. Oermeny P»*

Personal

SEX
DISCRIMINATION

ACT, 1975
1 Nojob advsrtlsament which indicates or can reasonably
'be underaiood as Indicating an Intehtlon to discrimata'
,on ground of sex lag by Inviting applications only frorn .

males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
1 . Tha job. is for the purpose of a private householder or

.

,2. Ft la a business amplifying fewer than ajx persona ot
:

1

3; U is otherwise excepted from The requirement* of the
Sex Olscrlminetion Act.

'

A stntament must be made .at the 'tjme :the
advertisement i(i p|Bpedi'$aylng which 6f the exceptions
in the Act Is considered tp apply. .

" ...
In addition to employment, the prlhctpel areas covered
by the section of the Act which., deal? With
advertltaments ere education, the eupply.bf goQdsiana
.services end the saJe of letting of property -

'}

it is the responsibility of 'advertisers to.ahsure that

advertisemant content dpe.s hot dlscrjrrilna(e'undprt|ie
terms of the.S^x Discrimination'Act>? f: ^ v-
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TAKE A SHORTCUT
TOTHETHES r
C\ /CDV XA/CCI/ I

You can have The Times Higher Education Supplement delivered

-to you by post every week by becoming a regular subscriber. As a

special offer for new subscribers* we're offering a rate of £22.50

for a full year's subscription and thaft even cheaper than buying it

from your newsagent every week, and it's delivered to your door.

5imply complete the coupon opposite and mail it to us and our

computerised subscription department will process your order

immediately.;

*Otfer applies to new subscribers in the i/K only.

Please send me the Times Higher Education

Supplement for (Tick one}

P i 6 months £11.25 l~

f

( 12 months £22.50

Please print

NAME
ADDRESS - —

SIGNATURE J ; DATE___

Education

Please return this coupon together with your cheque

for the correct amount toTimes Mewspapers Limited,

Supplements Subscription Manage t Oakfreld House,

35 Perrymount Road, Haywards Heath,

West Sussex RH163DH
Overseas subscribers should wniehr iniorwalion to the address above.
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on'sdiar
Sunday
In vinlagc Don's Diary style I start

this piece 37,000 feet above the

Atlantic, heading towards California

and six months in the sun. The fact

that I’ve been abroad only twice in

12 years working with the OU
doesn't spoil my present sense of
heing in (tie academic jet set. I'm cn
route for a job/house/car exchange
with Jack Chappell from Coastline

the estate. The association agrees to

take action against the offender-

Wednesday
Openness takes on a new meaning.

In the evening I go to a meeting of

the District's Board of Trustees. No
exclusive club, this. About 50 mem-

Community College where he Is pub-
lic information officer and assistant

to the president. As his is a two-
pcrsoii office and mine has 17 wv'ur
decided to overlap fur a week at his

end so that he can hand over liis

work personally.

bers of the public turn up. At 8pm a

folding screen is drawn back reveal-

ing the board of five sitting in a

V-formation to face the public. All

Monday
The first shuck is dial work starts at

Ham ami when we arrive ii little after

that time everyone else seems to he
there. It's ii •Ill-hour week. My new
office is in the president's suite and I

like the thick-pile orange carpel
throughoiil the building nnd the
comfortable office furniture. Howev-
er, when i ask about reimbursement
of expenses for entertaining business
visitors. I'm told there aren’t any:
“It’s against regulations to entertain
out of puhlie funds.

1
' liven the presi-

dent is uni exempt.
Burly in the day is a weekly meet-

ing of the “President's Council
1' - u

handful of the college's senior people
working their wray informally through
an agenda. Lots of authority is being
delegated for people tn get on and
do things. What, no referral to

another committee?
f was advised by British colleagues

to leave my suits at home but I've

brought a couple nnd Pm wearing
one on this first day. I feel comfort-
able to find that all the others at the
meeting wear a suit. Jack and I wan-
der in and out of offices meeting
people and hearing the ubiquitous
word "Welcome." The affairs of the
OU begin to recede.

Tuesday
Going to work . I start by driving
Jack’s car but at the end of his roaa
I hand back to him. Pve never used
a left-hand drive vehicle and I don't

fancy my baptism being on the rush-

hour freeway; it might prove to be
last rites instead.

Coastline Community College is

one of three which together with an
educational TV station (KOCE,
Channel SO) make up the Coast
Community College District. Each
college has its own president and the

• district has a chancellor.
.
The dis-

trict’s purpose .is to supply education
for adults In a 105-squarc-miIe seg-
ment of Orange County. The other
two colleges. Golden West and
Orange Coast, have campus-based
teaching but Coastline, set up in

„
1976, has ho central campus. It pro-
vides both television courses in. the
home and face-to-face Reaching, us-

staml face the Stars and Stripes,

clench ihcir right fist across their

heart, and pledge allegiance. Eight

business students from one of tne

colleges arc present and the chair-

matt of the trustees, a lawyer, invites

them to stand in introduce them-
selves. He asks questions about their

studies. Someone tells him that I am
there so I rise to a round of ap-

E
lausc nnd he welcomes me. Taken
y surprise, I mumble u few words

of thanks and say I look forward to

the new experience; I tell them a

little about the OU.
The business begins. 'Hiere is an

agenda and a thick bundle of sup-

porting papers. Anyone is allowed to

speak, comment, and ask questions.

Approvals arc given for staff to go to

conferences and meetings. Details

arc shown of purchasing tenders and
successful bids are approved. Every
item of expenditure incurred by the

colleges is listed, large and minute.
Approval Is given for a dean to have
a $1,000 salury increase to $52,000.

In a letter to The THES two weeks

ago, Mr Colin Prince urged that uni-

versities should be able to assure

candidates for admission “that the

interview will be a fair one". News,

he said, is filtering back to schools

und colleges that some departments

arc “trivializing the interview pro-

cess”. On the other hand, he re-

marked, some universities and de-

partments are “careful, often suc-

cessful in their interview process”.

I see his point. To feel that you.

or your pupils, have been submitted

to a trivial or careless interview is

both humiliating and aggravating.

But how can such interviews be
“fair"? And can they really be “suc-

cessful"?

These reflections come at the we-

ary end of the Oxford colleges

admissions season. This is an annual

ordeal which combines the chore of

reading and marking large numbers
of examination scripts, the feat of

aggregating all these results with all

ilie other diverse information we
have about candidates, the intricate

and esoteric task, specific to Oxford,
negotiating with other colleges to se-

cure a fair dcnl for as many candi-

dates as possible, and the final agony
of comparison, selection and rejec-

tion.

I linve done it now for some 15

years and still find it n miserable
business - the more miserable, the

more one reflects on whnl one is

doing. What criteria actually govern

one’s marking, one’s aggregating.

Miserable

business of

interviews

Thursday
A reporter from the local daily paper
interviews me about the exchange.
She is interested to find out about
British education and thinks U amus-
ing that we distinguish between
“further education" and "higher
education.” Jack talks to her about
Coast Community College District

and I’m impressed to hear that in

any year one-sixth of the local resi-

dents enroll for courses or other acti-

vities with the three colleges. Com-
munity education really is an accu-

rate decriptlon.

I view a couple of the video tapes
j

from Coastline s TV courses. Despite
the continuous background music,

the quality of teaching is good and I

have clear explanations of the working
of the heart (from ‘‘Introducing Biol-

ogy") and the latest space-probe
knowledge about Jupiter (from “Pro-

ject: Univerec"). I feel relaxed about

encouraging people to take them.
An associate dean talks to me ab-

out her work. The college is. very

Single* Institute to cater for the

learning needs of the many single

people who live loyally. The collage

is already about to launch a Family

Learning Institute to encourage chil-

dren and their parents to study

together.

one’s accepting and rejecting? Do we
really aim - let alone succeed - in

perceiving some essential quality cal-

led “academic ability", some ab-

stractable combination of analytical

intelligence and imagination? (Dur-
ing the season, we have to believe

that we do). Or do we look for

something less pure - certain conge-

nial attitudes, perhaps, or character

traits, or social attributes? Or
perhaps we seek in the candidates
some reflection of ourselves, ot
rather of some idealized picture of
ourselves? Which leads me directly

to the interview process, to which I

shall come in a moment.

The whole process does, of course,

have its compensations. I am grateful

to the candidate who, in answer to

(he question “Is It reasonable to be-
lieve in miracles?’’ appended to his

answer the footnote: “It will be a
miracle if I get in, so I believe in

miracles". I also thank the candidate
who, answering the same question,
observed that what used to be
thought of as miraculous is now
often explicable, and then, after

asking the question “What would
now count as a miracle?", suggested
as a possible case that of a potato

From OU to

Universidade
Aberta
In the exciting round of academic
conferences it is suddenly sobering to

find one where British achievement
in higher education not only enjoys
genuine prestige but is subjected to

sharp critical appraisal. Portugal,

strengthened by an impressive auton-
omous cultural tradition but

Steven Lukes

which succeeds in writing the whole
of the Book of Genesis in Dutch.

I also appreciated the candidate
who, In answer to another question,

wrote of someone’s committing
suicide as an action he would later

live to regret and who on interview

insisted that he did not believe in life

after death. And a question on the

SDP added two to my collection of

mixed metaphors: one candidate re-

ferred to It as occupying a middle
ground in British politics that was
ripe for the picking, and another
ventured the view that the SDP and
Liberal leaders were in the process

of hammering out an agreement that

would stick.

Moreover, going through the pro-
cess can be instructive - especially

when you can make comparisons
over a number of years - about the
changing attitudes of Oxbridge-
oriented school-leavers. Not, I

admit, a random sample of their age
group, nor a, scientifically-sound

method of opjjrrion research. There
has, of course, been a great sea
change since the 1950s and 1960s
when candidates, whatever their per-
sonal chances ofdjgetting in, knew
that, if they made ft, glittering prizes

and a secure future were tneirs,

more or less for the asking.

Nineteen sixty-eight and all that
was, from this point of view, just a
variation on the same theme. The
radicajs of those years, though often
committed to ana interested in poll-

the initiation of the new Universi-

and in Us present determination to

make up lost ground cannot afford, , u .1 O’ - — | | if I r VUIIIIWI HilVIU

;>
.^umbers of enrolment* are lm- i ,i.s, .u- .Jin Lisbon [a foid-DecemWrtoaan by

Ih the autumn term (whichW ntfeady calling the Fall Seme*
Ut)

1
33,000 hayo sijmed bn. There is

;5 np entrancequalification; there it no
^tuition-fee, -The college has an
ipic stive commitment to serving

. thocomm unity; during 1981 each or
: lhe.^l,(X^ Jionscholds in the district

;
rowived .ten malting shots from

' the, special rate
.. ot about Zp Rils relatively cheap to'

"do jhlt. Pbsi - Office, plcaso notcV
In' the evening, t ulMttuJ a monthly

nf ilia •ArMaa.l,'

mirtfc pool toitd & steaming open-air
Jacuzzi, in a parjclarttf owned com-
munally by the residents. . Twenty
/people turq up frbrii the «|00 houses.

! Disdission includes a complaint from
8 now ,resident!that his neighbour is

repairing cats pit the drivc\*ayVanp
: . thereby spoiling the appenrgqce ;pf

- 1 visit the studios • ,ef Channel 50
which is pftrt of the 1public broadcast-
ing network- H to well-equipped but,

of cobree, falls short of the new £6m
production centre which we opened

:

recently at the OU. Here, as in !

conversation at the colleges, I hear
the familiar tales of cutbacks in pub-
lic expenditure. (Have 1 really left

Britain' fchind?)
'

'
:

"i The office staff give
1

Jack, a
farewell party in ihq afternoon. They
linve baked "cookies'* and "candy*
.but no ' alcohol Is allowed on the
plremUes. J have i. sen&lhai ,next
week \my work really begins.' The;
day ends at : an evening party braa-
rozed by the local press club which ii

named the. TGIF club (Thank God
ltd Friday).

' U John Greenall

the Portuguese Secretary of State for

Higher Education , Professor Alberto
Ralha. making clear that in his do-
main further prbgrew did: not lie in

creating more full-time universities.

Over the last decade the number of

these has been raised from four,
catering for only 5 per cent of the
18-24 age group; to fourteen

i how
toking in U per cent of the group.
What Is now intended Is the crea-

tion of a Portuguese modification of
our Open University, and it Is this

latter and
1

the .fo*iittiUoM it has
1

in-
spired [elsewhere, -wh^h provided an
object of Scrutiny for; the conference

short-term programme running from
1982 to 1984 will set up regional
centres and two courses, in French*
and Mathematics.

It is only after this running-in
period, after 1984, that the main
work will begin

?
with emphasis on

broadening existing university work,
recycling teachers for appointments
at higher levels, Informal updating*
courses of the , “education per-
manente" concept, and interchanges
with other Portuguese-language .In-
stitutions - both Brazil tad Macau
are entering the . “open’’ field. .

The conference’s keynote speech
was made by Lord Perry, formerly
vice-chancellor of the Open Uni-
versity. He Misted that the main
cost arid difficulty iiv bis Fbfk lRyln
conitructtng' cohrse materials of the

tics in a new way, were still the
feunesse dorie.

Hardly surprisingly, the 1970s saw
a new sense of insecurity and anxie-
ty, though an Oxbridge education
still affords a sound investment poli-
cy. Yet this hard good sense is not,
and was not this year, uppermost
They are fresh, inquiring and
strangely optimistic, perhaps more so
than ever before. Certain concerns

"

were very widespread: the fear of
nuclear war above all (and not only
among unilateralists) and disillusion

with Thatcherism (last year, but not
this, (here were convinced Hayeklans
and Friedmanites). Understandably
enough, I found tittle clarity about
the SDP, though much Interest and
goodwill towards it; and among
those on the left, a general distrust

of Benn, even among those who
‘

found this policies congenial.

Many of these impressions came
from interviews. But what other

functions do they perform? I believe

that such evidence as exists does not

favour them as a reliable method of

educational selection, though I

would greatly welcome any readers’

thoughts on this contentious matter.

Certainly, my own (limited) experi-

ence strongly suggests that this must
be so. Not only is the interview

situation perfectly organized to in-

hibit many candidates from display-

ing their best or even their relevant

qualities. Not only does it arbitrarily

favour the fluent and exuberant

against the awkward and introverted,

tne complacent and confident against

the perplexed and self-doubting, the

socially skilled and public schooled

against those to whom effortlessness

comes less easily.

It facilitates all kinds of uncontrol-

led, even unacknowledgeable, sup-

positions, projections, even fantasies-

on the part or interviewers, however
scrupulous their intent. How many
of us have warmed to a candidate

who seems discerningly to respond to

our acute observations? Or alterna-

tively, favour a candidate in whom
we suppose we see glimmerings of

talent suppressed by some particular

factor we currently think unjust?

I ask these questions In all Ignor-

ance, since I don’t believe we under-

stand what we are doing in Inter-

.yiews enough, to treat them as de-

vices for selection. But, you may
say, are not all available methods
highly fallible? Is the evidence of

written work, previous results, head

teachers reports, aptitude tests, etc

any more reliable? I do not know,
and I wonder if anyone does.

But of course. Mr Prince is right.

Interviews should definitely not be

trivial or careless. But should they

count! And can they really be fair or

successful?

language-teaching field the OU has

shunned, make maim to some of the

earliest distance-teaching in the form

of Nancy U’s limited, • highly Indi-

vidualistic but significant CHAPEL
experiment dating back to the rix-

ties.

It may be thought that both Pro-

fessor Tfctu and Lord Perry art In

fact right. This conference demons-

trates that contrary to the easy

assumption that English is the Ian-

1 guage of Elites, cultural and econo-

mic realities are combining to form

powerful language blocs: to these we
must welcome the addition of

»

Lusitartian world. .-

‘

•

Yet it is equally true that Britain’s

Ifinaq, • undpr its ,:chal|maa Professor
Rocha Tritidsdei;. The B»ED» with
the support of the- Catholic Universi.

My and, the Techfiichl University qf
' Lisbon, has bceft pfit in charge of

obligatory: it had to be remembered
(hat (he established .universities rep-
resented a massive capital Investment
in course construction, and the ex-

K’ atlon of such courses was much
r expensive.

.

Partly for Hhguljtic reasons foreign
.participation in. the conference was
.

predominantly French-speaking. Pro-
lessor Michel Tfitu of AUPELFi the
francophone university o/ganJzatfori,
understandably, took’ a mu6h more
cautious Canadian view of the cultu-

:

,'ral constraints than did the; Scottish

;

buildqr of an - English' university^ In
contrast (her:: experience, of QU-

. msplred German foundations such 8s

foe Westphalian FemuniversitSt was
.^sufficiently present, a? was that, of

intellectual capital, fat more relstant

to asset-stripping and export than its

physical counterpart; remains a ma-

jor resource not easily replibatedi A*

bert of good teachers who manage, to

remain at the forefront of advance of

their fields. Here, unfortunately,

cultural specificities' seem Jikdy ;to

add
.

.distance-teaching
:

.to
1

-

motors, chips and such - pottati“iy

rich export fields Which we initially

lead but later abandon. •
" ’

If Lord Petty goes unheard tne

loss will not be only our own, but

that of -deserving Portugal too, Yet
the necessaty

'
condition Tor this suc-

cess abroad is tne' acceptance of the

cross-cultural dialogue Michel T«u
proposes. .. '•

;

";i

:

>fertii; ClaWMilg
''

"7
The author1

is sefihr .
lecturer. Ineducatlprt'hungry, ^eastern. Europe. The ' author sepfor lecturer t

- r ftpich at the\-Univejrslb cf Afton,.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
An alternative approach to research in linguistics

Sir, - Geoffrey Sampson's review of

John Lyons’ recent introduction to

linguistics (THES, December 4) calls

attention to the fact that the hook
“encapsulates a point of view about
the entire discipline of linguistics, as

seen by the man who has unques-
tionably had more influence than any
other individual in guiding its growth
in (his country over the last IS years

or so . .

What is this point of view? Samp-
son shows that n is eclecticism and a

belief in the value of surveys. Stu-
dents should be introduced to the

study of language by taking a fast

Cook’s tour around all of its aspects,

getting to know “the field". Tnis is

the approach of the book under re-

view and of virtually all linguistic

programmes in British universities.

Sampson shows that this leads to

superficiality and he is right to be
sceptical.

There is an alternative approach,
which would train students thorough-
ly in one research programme, a

programme which tries to develop a
detailed answer to one central ques-
tion about language (eg how it is

attained by children or how is it used
by poets, now can It change, or how
does it reflect cultural values?). Stu-

dents would learn how various kinds

of data can be brought to bear on
(heir central question, how the par-

Poetry Olympics

Sir, - I’m grateful for Brian Mor-
ton's review of the Poetry Olympics
(Poets on the podium , THES, De-
cember 4), but must beg to differ

from several of his deductions. The
participants are absolutely not

'‘united in their hostility to academic-
ism in any form", and “literature” is

most certainly not “a term of abuse

for the weekend’s poetry athletes”,

or for the contributors to the special

issues of my magazine New Depar-
tures expressing solidarity with the

project. Three of these anthologies

are available on mail order from my
address (details sent on receipt of

s.a.e. or 15p for postage); if I men-
tion that they include letters, state-

ments, dialogues, poetry and prose

by such distinguished and - in many
cases and guises - scholarly writers

as Arden, Beckett, Corso, D<guy,
Fisher, Hamburger, Heaney, Holub,
Huchel, Hughes, Jandl, Logue,
McGrath, Mitchell Patten, Raine,
Spender, Anne Stevenson, Derek
Walcott and Yevtushenko, and also

David Gascoyne, R. D. Laing, Ro-

Education policy

Sir, - I open The THES each week
and find articles and letters suggest-

ing UGC criteria for cutting universi-

ties, complaining of the short-

sightedness of axing technological

universities, pointing out the false

economics of the cuts due to the cost

of compensation for redundancy and
broken tenure, and some even spe-

culating at Government education

policy. 'When will it end?
When will the people involved in

education, the educational unions,

th6 people who read and write this

paper, realize that this Government
like all its predecessors - Conserva-
tive or Labour - has. no effective

education policy?

It is fruitless to speculate as to

why Salford University faces an

almost SO per cent drop in income or

why the Government has whittled

away the public sector for the tost

three years. These are not the results

of a radical plan to rationalize post-

school education but purely anda an, attempt to .cut It. Pointing

c criteria used for tbeir discri-

minate axe-wielding In no way justi-

fies it.

. . Surely .we are not surprised that it

will cost' Bradford University £llm
In redundancy payments to imple-

- tnent the cuts which will allow them

V .a recurrent grant of less than £i0m

ticulnr goal influences the shape of
the technical analyses offered. After
all, one description might make
sense for one goal, but not for

another.

Students would also know what it

means to make progress in the par-

ticular programme tncy are dealing
with, why one theory or description

or analysis is to be preferred to

another. Given such a background,
students could evaluate proposals cri-

tically and might even come to make
a contribution to that research.

With a rich understanding of one
research programme, students will be
well-equipped to understand other
programmes. To do this, they will

turn not to the brief, schematic sur-

veys that John Lyons and most Brit-

ish university courses provide, but -to

the primary titerature. With a clear

understanding of the relation between
goals and techniques, they will first

ask for the goals of a programme
and then examine the analyses

offered, seeing how the analyses con-
tribute to the stated goal (often not
at all, because of a prevalent tend-

ency in the journals to ignore goals and
to offor only descriptive statements

in some specialized notation ... not

least in some work that masquerades
os generative grammar).

Tlic first approach, in divorcing

the study of language from nny par-

ticular set of goals, offers very little

understanding nf any research prog-
ramme, therefore little opportunity
for a student to find out what it

means to make progress lownrds
some defined goal, and therefore lit-

tle chance for sound critical cvalua-

ger McGough, Elizabeth Smart and
Andrei Voznesensky (each of whom
read ot the Young Vic series in

November), I trust your readers will

recognize that our motivations arcrecognize that our motivations arc

far Irom anti-literary, and not neces-

sarily unacademic, ret alone opposed
to the pursuit mid extension of
learning.

It’s simply that, as “legislators of

the world’* or “God’s spies” rather

than occupants of chairs or lec-

tureships or “safe” jobs of any kind,

most true poets are as concerned to

change or save an apparently

doomed society at the grass-roots (at

real source), as merely to adorn the

margins of bookshelves whose legible

survival is as perilously threatened as

the eyes and minds of all our poten-

tial readers, authors and teachers.

I also dispute the notion that my
own production of these events or
editorship of the magazines amounts
to a “vague internationalism". What
could be more specific than getting

the strongest poetic voices available

from far and wide. East and West,
black and white, old and young,
tried and new, to join in public,

across the whole planet, and speak

tion. In general, it represents an un-
attractive way of teaching linguistics.

This, of course, is simply a person-
al view. However, if, as Sampson
correctly points out, this view has
been dominant in the construction of

linguistics programmes in Britain,

one can ask where it has led. Is it an
accident that the British contribution

to the major research programmes
ihcse days is so slender? The Firth-

ian programme, which dominated
some course offerings early on and
which led to much important work
(descriptive and theoretical), no lon-

ger excites British linguists in any
numbers. Whether we consider gen-
erative grammar, Montague gram-
mar, “typological" approaches, or
even work on language change, pub-
lications by linguists employed at

British universities arc rarely

cited . . . with only a few exceptions.

Of course, some British linguists

have worked within and made a real

impact on one or other of the main
research programmes; one thinks of
Bernard Comric, John Flawkins,

Geoffrey Pullum and now Andrew

and read in (heir “host country" ton-

gues and in translation, in the name
of the fundamental and ultimule uni-

versality of literature? My seeking to

restore the pure-spirited quest for

excellence (the poetic equivalent of

the original Olympiad’s sacred torch

understood as “the quarrel with
ourselves”), and to avoid “the para-

military and feebly politicized

travesties’ of recent (real) Olympics"
(such as their exploitation by Hitler

in 1936 and anti-Israel terrorists in

1976) is, precisely, mindful of “the
seriousness (and utter complexity) of
the political situation worldwide 1' to
which Mr Morton claims I don’t do
justice. I’d have thought our Poetry

Olympics at least as "real" as the
(un)sporting ones, and our managing
to present, for instance, the undis-

puted champion of contemporary
oral verse in Russia, Voznesensky,
alongside his Norlh American and
British peers proves, precisely, the

j

meeting of “courage and conviction"

of which we’re accussed of falling

short.

MICHAEL HOROVITZ
Coordinator, Poetry Olympics, New
Departures, Bialey, Nr Stroud, Glos.

Carstairs, who have found it neces-
sary to move to California nnd New
Zealand.
At a time when there have been

exciting developments in generative
grammar and when European lin-

guists have mnde u significant impact,
the lack of contribution and even
inters! on the part of British univer-
sities has been quite striking.. On
the continent (as 1 believe it is still

called) wc arc now used to intensive
meetings each spring attended by
several Americans and people from
all over Europe, but wiln little or no
British participation. Given the
eclectic training which is so standard
throughout the country, 1 find it

hard to believe that this is an acci-

dent.

- tn .recent .weeks, you have pub-
lished correspondence from 'several

,

linguists, pleading font their field be
spared financial cuts.. The interna-
tional impact of British linguists sug-
gests font, if linguistics is to be
spared financial cuts. The interna-

tional impact of British linguistics sug-
univeraittes. Let there he less focus
on 'the field' and more on coherent
research programmes pursuing some
stated aonl.

Sincerely,

DAVID W. LIGHTFOOT
Professor of English Linguistics,

Rijksuniversitcit Utrecht.

Student literacy
Dear Sir, - Am 1 right in feeling that

your decision to report that the Uni-
versity of Glasgow senate bas re-

solved not to act upon the recom-
mendations of a working party re-

port an undergraduate writing skills

on your front page (THES, Decem-
ber 11) contained some sympathy for

the abandoned cause?
This decision is of wider consequ-

ence as Glasgow has certainly not

been alone in considering questions

of so-called student literacy.

Foi university senates to suggest

that defective verbal colligation
might be tackled by leaving it to

members of staff is about as useful

as suggesting that people in bad
health might be cured by talking to

the same members of staff If they
happened to be in good health.

Having been diagnosed and found
to exist so abundantly, the problem
continues to lack a suitable course of

therapy which would find the willing

- by 1983-84. Not are we surprised

that the total . cost of redundancy

!
compensation ’

nationally could
amqunt to £180m. The fallacy of
Government or UGC economics in

V editing education to save money was
.. a& dear last year as it is now.
y ,Wq. are; nqt dealing yvlth econom-

ists. Nor are we dealing with educa-

tionists. Education is oelng carved

up by a group of indifferent bureau-

crats. The effect of this is plain to

see: the contraction of the whole
post-school education system.

There is no danger of us losing the

anachronism of the binary system. It

will continue to be totally unsuitable

and ineffective, but in future on a

much smaller scale. Whatever hap-

pened to Lord Robbins’ concept of a

single unitary system of post-school

education?

Until those people who care and
see the importance of education

make a joint effort to press future

governments tp deyefop. a radhal,

non-elitist education policy, the fu-

ture looks gloomy. In the meantime,

the best we can do is untie in opposi-

tion and try to maintain the level of

funding in the system ns a whole.

Earlier this year the National Un-
ion of Students along with other

trade unions and community groups

involved in education showed the

way with the formation of the

Education Alliance. However, sec-

tarianism among the educational

unions and among the sectors is. stilt

rife and can lead to only one thing, a

loss to everyone involved resulting m
irreparable damage to education In

ail sectors.

The only way to act in the interest

of the whole system is to oppose

every redundancy, every wit In In-

come, . every course closure and

maintain' academic standards.

Yours faithfully,

WILLIAM HUDSON
Treasurer, St John's College Stu-

.
dents’ Upjon, Manchester. . . i

Housing costs

Sir, - You report a complaint by
university teachers (THES, Decem-
ber 18) about wastefal expenditure

at UMIST “on a new principal’s resi-

dence while at the same time draw-

ing up plans for huge job losses.”

The residences of heads (especial-

ly, bachelor beads) of Oxbridge col-

leges are often overelaborate for

their purpose, and could be con-

verted to more efficient, use.

STANLEY ALDERSON
Highfield Avenue,
Cambridge.

Autobiography
Sir*.— With.regard to my article It's

'Autobiography but Is it a legitimate

form ofstudy (November 13) may I

add (wo farther points of informa-

tion. Firstly ft brochure describing

the innovative MA course LanA
The Arts and Education which I

es a strong autobiographical

element is freely available from the

Graduate Studies la Education

Office, EDB, University of Sussex.

Secondly the volume Autobiogra-

phy in Education describing the way
In which. autobiography can be used

in educational work and presenting

many examples of autobiographical

reflection Is now only available

through The Gryphon Press, Levies,

Sussex.

PETER ABBS .

'

Letters for publication should arrive

by Tuesday morning. They should be

as short or possible ana written on
by Tuesday morning. They should be

as short w possible ana written on

one side of the paper. The editor

reserves the right to cut or amend

them. if. necessary.

very muen aouDt tnai, n instruction

Is left to the uncertain and. highly
variable literacy whims of members
of staff In general, nnd unless solu-

tions are now sought in an organized

way, possibly at an inter-university,

inter-disciplinary level, and possibly

with a view to publishing suitable

and much-needed aids, afflicted stu-

dents are going to meet with any-
thing like foe desired improvements.
Yours truly,

JOHN M. KIRK •

University of Sheffield

Dons’ lifestyle

Sir, - Normally a fan of LaurieT&ytor,

I found myself reading his piece ab-

out the university teacner who forgot

to take his bankers' card to the wine
shop (THES, December 11) with

rather a lopsided grin,-O.K. this was
a caricature but 1 presurriaWy ft was
meant to contain some truth about
the academic way of life. Most uni-

versity teachers I know do not order
‘71 claret by the half case; they shop
around in wine supermarkets for bar-

gains. Some (but only the middle-

;

aged who got in on the housing
racket in the 1960s) may live in con-

verted coach houses, but they don’t

have the equivalent of an Augustus
John original on the .wall of the

lounge.
.

Few* tf. any, have wives who are

teachers devoting their time, to

macrame, OU lino art courses and
Vivaldi. Teacher-trained Wives are

out earning the second salary which
the wine supermarket arid high mort-
gage life style require- 1

Taylor’s comic stereotype of the uni-

versity teacher is much too dose to

the one In the heads of the axemen
and too many other' people. Tho
laugh could be the profession.

MICHAEL COHEN
University of Salford.

Rundown of

universities
Sir, - Wc support the genera! line of
the letter from Dr Allen and her
Bradford colleagues “Why we must
resist the Government's attack on
the university system," (THES,
November 6).

What is being attempted is not just

a financial readjustment but a se-

rious rundown and qualitative

change in the universities. Its im-

plications include the denial of access

to the universities to thousands,
especially working class youth,

women und mature students (the re-

versal of the Robbins principle); an
assault on academic freedom; a

dangerous narrowing of the horizons

of research; and the destruction of

the careers of many men and women
whose lives have been devoted to

higher education and scholarship. No
academic, who wishes to preserve

profcsional and intellectual integrity

can comply with this policy or su|>-

port it in any way.

The Robbins principle emerged
from a major Royal Commission,
was accepted by nil political parties

and endorsed at u general election.

Iti the name of the widely discredited

monetarist theory, the sddul con-

sequences nf which arc clear far all

to see, it is now proposed to reverse

this principle, (f this is done without

nny machinery for national debate or

electoral endorsement, it will not

only be educationally and intellectual-

ly Irresponsible, but an affront to

basic democratic principles.

Nor can academic tenure be prag-

matically abandoned. It protects

academic freedom precisely because
it protects tlic position of aciidcmics
and it cannot be split up into its

“academic freedom” and “job pro-

tection" aspects as your recent article

suggested. It is not merely a pri-

vilege. It is a precondition for objec-

tive research and free expression of
opinion and it is in an important way
tied up with the right to free speech
in society at large. The defence of (his

principle does not isolate academics
from other' campus staff facing re-

dundancies. It increases the responsi-

bility of academics to lead the fight

against the whole policy of cuts

which are clearly both educationally
and socially disastrous.

As to research, if the UGC criteria

are followed, it will either be dis-

astrously curtailed or will be .in-

creasingly organized on the basis of
the Government’s judgment ol eco-
nomic potential. This outiook would
have ensured (hat most of the great
scientific innovations of- bistory
would never have taken place.

Yours faithfully.

Professor Peter Ramsey
Dr Leslie J. Mncfarlane
Dr Paul Dukes
Dr Roy Bridges
Dr Judith Hook
Dr W. Scott
Ann Williams
Terence Brotherstone
Dr E. Ranson
Ann Gordon
Janet "While

Dr A. George MoUand
Dr Nicholas Lisher
Dr Andrew W. Wear
Dr .Paid Rneey
Dr Duncan "Freddie
Anthony H. Harris
David A. Newlands
Dr Bryan Turner

, Mike Hepworth
, David Oldman
' Dr Jean Besson

!
Dr Norman Bonney, Jf*

Dr N. J. Bradford

,

Dr M. C: Jedrei

Dr P. C. McCaffrey
Dr N. Stockman
F. E. Twine
Dr C. Wright
Dr lan Carter
Dr Chris Wlgglesworth
Dr Christopher Dacke
Robert L. C. Hunter
Ruth Payne

. Norma rt O. Cameron •

Mary Cotter! '

r Martin W. Goldsiuilh

i
Michael A. Radctiffe

Neil Davidson
A. G. Macdonald
UffiY«?ity o*. Aberdpcp


